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PE and Lease Vehicle Narrative Report

VIN 2D4RN5DX7AR Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

Built Date 03/29/2010 Market U US Plant R WINDSOR ASSEMBLY PLANT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE Serial#

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISS Serial#

Color PBS DEEP WATER BLUE PEARL COAT

Report Number AR301243105C053 System Key 187697401 Report Version 1 Open Date 05/20/2011

Close Date Narrative Date 05/23/2011 Category Reliability Mileage 23,040

TSB Group TID T9999LS

Dealer 19028 CHRYSLER CORPORATION Phone

Dealer City AUBURN HILLS State MI Zip 48326 -275

Dealer Zone ZZ Advisor

Customer Invoice $0.00 Warrant Invoice $0.00 Other Invoice $0.00 Supplier RP

Part Number N/A Part Description N/A Part Qty N/A Part Cost N/A

LOP NA NA Fail Code N/A

Labor Cost N/A Return Date Report Authorization N/A CAG Report Type N/A

Complaint: 053 Features/Controls/Displays, Ignition-Broken/Not Working. DRIVEN BY SPOUSE IN NEIGHBORHOOD. WHILE DRIVING OVER
SMALL BUMP INTO SUBDIVISION, KEY MOVED FROM ON TO ACC ESSORY, SHUTDOWN OF THE ENGINE. ABLE TO RESTART. MAY BE
RELATED TO JUST PRIOR REPORT. SCHEDULED FOR QEC, 27 MAY 2011 #DC5N8FESFY.

Cause:

Correction:



PE and Lease Vehicle Narrative Report

VIN 2D4RN5DX7AR Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

Built Date 03/29/2010 Market U US Plant R WINDSOR ASSEMBLY PLANT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE Serial# 1

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISS Serial#

Color PBS DEEP WATER BLUE PEARL COAT

Report Number AR301243105A135 System Key 187697399 Report Version 1 Open Date 05/20/2011

Close Date Narrative Date 05/23/2011 Category Reliability Mileage 22,973

TSB Group TID T9999LS

Dealer 19028 CHRYSLER CORPORATION Phone

Dealer City AUBURN HILLS State MI Zip 48326 -275

Dealer Zone ZZ Advisor

Customer Invoice $0.00 Warrant Invoice $0.00 Other Invoice $0.00 Supplier RP

Part Number N/A Part Description N/A Part Qty N/A Part Cost N/A

LOP NA NA Fail Code N/A

Labor Cost N/A Return Date Report Authorization N/A CAG Report Type N/A

Complaint: 135 Engine/Transmission, Other engine/transmission. DRIVEN BY SPOUSE ON NEIGHBORHOOD ROADS. DURING STEADY
DRIVING, POWER LOST TO WHEELS. ENGINE STILL RUNNING AT IDLE. STOP VEHICLE. KEY CYCLE. NO RECURRENCE.

Cause:

Correction:



Field Report
VEHICLE
Model Year 2010 Body RTKH53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SE WAGON

VIN 2D4RN4DE0 AR Built Date 10/07/2009 Mileage 6,200

Plant R WINDSOR ASSEMBLY PLANT Market U US

Engine EGV 3.3L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DFF 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC VLP TRANSMISSION

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

GENERAL
Case Ref 10609061 Component Group 18 - VEHICLE PERFORMANCE

Customer Complaint DF DIE OUT / STALLS

Created 05/03/2010 14:37:44 By T2699JC

Updated 06/15/2010 11:53:25 By T3842J0

CONTACT
Dealer 42947 AUTOWEST CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE Phone (916) 781-8100

Address 200 AUTOMALL DR

City ROSEVILLE State CA ZIP 95661 3001

Dealer Zone 71 County PLACER Country USA

Tech Scott Sant

STAR T3842J0

CUSTOMER CONCERN

Customer concern intermittent die out-will restart..Technician states No mil No codes-cannot verify concern--customer states
key turn key off...replaced Tpim at 5656 miles...No fix..

Updated: 05/03/2010 14:37:44 By T2699JC

RESOLUTION

Star advised tech to look for wiring rub thru by transmission/mounting bracket. Advise tech to check for loss of power , ground
or communication to the pcm .Advise tech to check for a shorted 5 volt sensor or circuit . Advise tech to check for raw fuel in
the charcoal canister /stuck-binding Esim. Perform RRT's 09-100 and 09-083 retest...

Updated: 05/03/2010 14:37:44 By T2699JC

Customer states now that the key turns itself off at times and the engine shuts off. Tech is unable to verify this. Advised the
tech no known cases of this and to try to duplicate if he can. Tech also adds no codes at this time.

Updated: 06/15/2010 11:53:25 By T3842J0



Field Report
VEHICLE
Model Year 2010 Body RTYS53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY LIMITED WAGON

VIN 2A4RR6DX5 AR Built Date 02/26/2010 Mileage 15,961

Plant R WINDSOR ASSEMBLY PLANT Market U US

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

GENERAL
Case Ref 11260730 Component Group 18 - VEHICLE PERFORMANCE

Customer Complaint DF DIE OUT / STALLS

Created 02/25/2011 16:31:57 By T7002ES

Updated 03/07/2011 11:05:49 By T7002ES

CONTACT
Dealer 52699 SLIMAN'S SALES & SERVICE INC Phone (440) 988-4485

Address 7498 LEAVITT ROAD

City AMHERST State OH ZIP 44001 2457

Dealer Zone 42 County LORAIN Country USA

Tech Tom Litz

STAR T7002ES

CUSTOMER CONCERN

stalled one time since october after repair for stalling issue.

Updated: 02/25/2011 16:31:57 By T7002ES

previous repair was 2 pcm's. you could tap on the pcm and it would stall. checked all wires and found no problems with
connectors either. could wiggle all wires and had no problems.replaced pcm still would occur. all this is documented as well.
replaced pcm again has not had a problem until now when it stalled once. customer even stated that she may have hit the key
with her knee.and like i said we have driven vehicle 61 miles with no problems. by the way...have already checked for rub thru
at tstat with no problems found. customer not happy with our answer and called crysler on this issue. i would like to set up a
data record but have not set it up with the star mobile before. been trying to find instructions, with no luck. could you direct me
to the proper area for set up. thanks

Updated: 03/03/2011 16:38:09 By T7002ES

we feel with the win module recall that was just released, is our problem. again one stall since october and the customer said
she may have bumped the key.will monitor

Updated: 03/07/2011 10:59:16 By T7002ES

RESOLUTION

Tom, what was the previous repair? Advised to inspect the harness over the t stat housing for rub throughs. Advised possible
data recording candidate.

Updated: 02/25/2011 16:31:57 By T7002ES

Tom, from the service tab on Dealer Connect select Wi tech information. All scan tool information is located in that section.

Updated: 03/03/2011 16:38:09 By T7002ES

Tom, be sure to update the case as necessary.

Updated: 03/07/2011 10:59:16 By T7002ES

win module?????

Updated: 03/07/2011 11:05:49 By T7002ES



Field Report
VEHICLE
Model Year 2010 Body RTKH53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SE WAGON

VIN 2D4RN4DE6 AR Built Date 03/15/2010 Mileage 31,000

Plant R WINDSOR ASSEMBLY PLANT Market U US

Engine EGV 3.3L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DFF 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC VLP TRANSMISSION

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

GENERAL
Case Ref 11271682 Component Group 08 - ELECTRICAL

Customer Complaint 61 INTERMITTENT OPERATION

Created 03/07/2011 11:34:49 By T5355M0

Updated 03/07/2011 11:34:49 By T5355M0

CONTACT
Dealer 58906 CIRCLE DODGE INC Phone (732) 477-5555

Address 781 ROUTE 70

City BRICK TOWN State NJ ZIP 08723 3458

Dealer Zone 32 County OCEAN Country USA

Tech Ronald Klimovich

STAR T5355M0

CUSTOMER CONCERN

KEY JUMPS TO ACCESSORY WHEN HITTING BUMP. SAME DESCRIPTION AS THE NOTICE I RECEIVED ABOUT A
RECALL COMING OUT. WHAT DO I DO

Updated: 03/07/2011 11:34:49 By T5355M0

RESOLUTION

KEY JUMPS TO ACCESSORY WHEN HITTING BUMP. SAME DESCRIPTION AS THE NOTICE I RECEIVED ABOUT A
RECALL COMING OUT. WHAT DO I DO Duplicated : Yes - HIT BUMPS Repairs and Tests Performed : NONE YET. WHAT
REPAIR WILL THE RECALL CONSIST OF TSB Applied : NONE TechCONNECT Search :
IGNITION**************************************************************************** Ronald, Ronald, Is there a lot of other stuff
hanging on the FOB?, If not then go ahead and replace the WIN and note operation, Keep me posted, Thanks. Mark T.

Updated: 03/07/2011 11:34:49 By T5355M0



Field Report
VEHICLE

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53
CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING
WAGON

VIN 2A4RR5D11 AR
Built
Date

03/17/2010 Mileage 32,976

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

GENERAL
Case Ref 11352717 Component Group 08 - ELECTRICAL

Customer Complaint 61 INTERMITTENT OPERATION

Created 04/27/2011 14:41:58 By T3123TP

Updated 04/28/2011 08:51:17 By T3123TP

CONTACT
Dealer 66072 ROYAL CHRYSLER MOTORS, INC Phone (607) 687-3412

Address 3961 WAVERLY RD

City OWEGO State NY ZIP 13827 2841

Dealer Zone 32 County TIOGA Country USA

Tech Brett Nichols

STAR T3123TP

CUSTOMER CONCERN

while driving on highway key will shut off this had happened 3 times the customer says he did a google search and found a
web site that said chrysler was going to be recalling 2010 vehicles for this exact concern??? http://www.insideline.com/chrysler
/chrysler-recalls-248437-2010-vehicles-including-minivans-for-engine-shutoff.html is this true? if so what do i need to do to
repair this van

Updated: 04/27/2011 14:41:58 By T3123TP

RESOLUTION

Duplicated : No Repairs and Tests Performed : no codes stored we have not duplicated this concern ourselves customer states
has happened 3 time to him TechCONNECT Search : WCM Notified after searcing I could not find any information about a
recall for this coming out. Advised the website is not Chrysler approved information. Dlr may continue searching & advised on
trying to duplicate this in the meantime - Tim P.

Updated: 04/27/2011 14:41:58 By T3123TP

NONE PARTS ARE ON BACK ORDER

Updated: 04/28/2011 08:51:17 By T3123TP



Field Report
VEHICLE
Model Year 2010 Body JCDH49 DODGE JOURNEY SE HATCHBACK

VIN 3D4PG4FB5 AT Built Date 01/18/2010 Mileage 23,159

Plant T TOLUCA ASSEMBLY PLANT Market U US

Engine ED3 2.4L I4 DOHC 16V DUAL VVT ENGINE

Transmission DFF 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC VLP TRANSMISSION

Color PXR BRILLIANT BLACK CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

GENERAL
Case Ref 11394236 Component Group 08 - ELECTRICAL

Customer Complaint 61 INTERMITTENT OPERATION

Created 05/24/2011 09:39:02 By T5355M0

Updated 12/06/2011 00:15:09 By SYSCAW

CONTACT
Dealer Phone

Address

City State ZIP

Dealer Zone County Country

Tech

STAR T5355M0

CUSTOMER CONCERN

vehicle stall shut off at high way speed c/s key fob turn to off position on it's own them vehicle stop running at 70 mph no dtc al
module all clear

Updated: 05/24/2011 09:39:02 By T5355M0

remove replace win module no accessory's on their key chain, reprogram 2 fob rke verified proper operation test drive vehicle
no problems so far thanks

Updated: 05/25/2011 16:43:59 By T5355M0

RESOLUTION

vehicle stall shut off at high way speed c/s key fob turn to off position on it's own them vehicle stop running at 70 mph no dtc al
module all clear Duplicated : No Repairs and Tests Performed : test drive vehicle but no shutting off at this time advise
TechCONNECT Search : stall while driving *************************** Alejandro, Verify the customer doesnt have a lot of
accessory's on their key chain, Then if no suspect the WIN module, Keep me posted, Thanks. Mark T.

Updated: 05/24/2011 09:39:02 By T5355M0

Alejandro, keep me posted and keep the case open tell you feel sure it is repaired, Thanks. Mark T.

Updated: 05/25/2011 16:43:59 By T5355M0

replace win module

Updated: 12/06/2011 00:15:10 By SYSCAW



Field Report
VEHICLE
Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

VIN 2D4RN5D19 AR Built Date 02/08/2010 Mileage 23,842

Plant R WINDSOR ASSEMBLY PLANT Market U US

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Color PRH INFERNO RED CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

GENERAL
Case Ref 11468877 Component Group 08 - ELECTRICAL

Customer Complaint DPO Drops Out

Created 06/22/2011 12:53:21 By T4855JC

Updated 06/27/2011 09:14:18 By T4855JC

CONTACT
Dealer 57901 SHELBY MOTORS INC Phone (217) 352-4273

Address 1906 MORELAND BLVD

City CHAMPAIGN State IL ZIP 61822 1241

Dealer Zone 51 County CHAMPAIGN Country USA

Tech CURT CARTER

STAR T4855JC

CUSTOMER CONCERN

Dies going down road then restarts.

Updated: 06/22/2011 12:53:21 By T4855JC

RESOLUTION

Dies going down road then restarts. Duplicated : No. Repairs and Tests Performed : test drove and could not duplicate problem
TechCONNECT Search : dies on road intermittent -- then restarts OK Curt calls STAR inquiring on possible causes, Also
advised that key was touch while driving and the vehicle shut off. Advised to verify wiring and connector to the WIN, If wiring
concern then replaced the WIN. Jim

Updated: 06/22/2011 12:53:21 By T4855JC

found loose winn module....replaced

Updated: 06/27/2011 09:14:18 By T4855JC
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Service of Process 
Transmittal 
11/04/2013 
CT Log Number 523819882 

TO: 	Melissa Gravlin 
Chrysler Group LLC 
Office Of General Counsel, 1000 Chrysler Drive 
CIMS: 485-13-62 
Auburn Hills, MI 48326-2766 

RE: 	Process Served in Michigan 

FOR: 	Chrysler Group LLC (Domestic State: DE) 

ENCLOSED ARE COPIES OF LEGAL PROCESS RECEIVED BY THE STATUTORY AGENT OF THE ABOVE COMPANY AS FOLLOWS: 

TITLE OF ACTION: 	 , Pltf. vs. Chrysler Group LLC, etc. and Snethkamp, Inc., etc., Dfts. 

DOCUMENT(S) SERVED: 	 Attachment(s), Summons and Complaint, Proof of Service, Complaint and Jury 
Demand 

COURT/AGENCY: 	 6th Circuit Court, Oakland County, MI 
Case # 2013137064NZ 

NATURE OF ACTION: 	 Product Liability Litigation - Manufacturing Defect - 2010 Chrysler Town ft Country, 
VIN: 2A4RR6DX6A  

ON WHOM PROCESS WAS SERVED: 	The Corporation Company, Bingham Farms, MI 

DATE AND HOUR OF SERVICE: 	By Certified Mail on 11/04/2013 postmarked on 10/31/2013 

JURISDICTION SERVED : 	 Michigan 

APPEARANCE OR ANSWER DUE: 	Within 28 days 

ATTORNEY(S) / SENDER(S): 	 Mark Romano 
Romano Stancroff PC 
801 West Ann Arbir Trail 
Suite 232 
Plymouth, MI 48170 
734-207-3377 

ACTION ITEMS: 	 CT has retained the current log, Retain Date: 11/04/2013, Expected Purge Date: 
11/09/2013 
Image SOP 

SIGNED: 	 The Corporation Company 
PER: 	 Stephanie Hendrickson 
ADDRESS: 	 30600 Telegraph Road 

Suite 2345 
Bingham Farms, MI 48025-5720 

TELEPHONE: 	 248-646-9033 

Page 1 of 1 / SD 

Information displayed on this transmittal is for CT Corporation's 
record keeping purposes only and is provided to the recipient for 
quick reference. This information does not constitute a legal 
opinion as to the nature of action, the amount of damages, the 
answer date, or any information contained in the documents 
themselves. Recipient is responsible for interpreting said 
documents and for taking appropriate action. Signatures on 
certified mail receipts confirm receipt of package only, not 
contents. 
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Romano Stancroff PC  
Consumer Protection Attorneys 
801 W. Ann Arbor Trail, Ste. 232 
Plymouth, MI 48170 
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_ Chrysler Group LLC 
R/A: The Corporation Company 
30600 Telegraph Road, Ste. 2345 
Bingham Farms MI 48025 



Plaintiffs name(s), address(es), and telephone no(s). 

Staci Gassman 

Plaintiff's attorney, bar no., address, and telephone no. 

 
 

 
Plymouth MI  

 

General Civil Cases 
0 There is no other pending or resolved civil action arising out of the sa 
0 A civil action between these parties or other parties arising out of th 

been previously filed in 	  
The action EJ remains 	is no longer 	pending. The docket 

Cit 

n-4actie 
s4tion dr rgc 

W:and the* 
o  

11\it'abliOt  

Docket no. 	 Judge Bar no. 

Docket no. 	 Judge 

nce as alleged in the complaint. 
e alleged in the complaint has 
	 Court. 
igned to the action are: 

Bar no. 

This case has been designated as an eFiling case. To review a copy of the 
Notice of Mandatory eFiling visit www.oakgov.com/clerkrod/efiling.  

Approved, SCA° 	 Original - Court 	 2nd copy - Plaintiff 
lst copy - Defendant 	 3rd copy - Return 

Court address 

1200 North Telegraph Road, Pontiac MI 48341 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

6th JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

COUNTY PROBATE 

CASE NO. 

2013-137064-NZ 

Court telephone no. 

(243) 858-1000 

SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT 

Defendant's name(s), address(es), and telephone no(s). 

Chrysler Group LLC 
RIA: The Corporation Company 
30600 Telegraph Road, Ste. 2345 
Bingham Farms MI 48025 

SUMMONS NOTICE TO THE DEFENDANT: In the name of the people of the State of Michigan you are notified: 
I. You are being sued. 
2. YOU HAVE 21 DAYS after receiving this summons to file a written answer with the court and serve a copy on the other party 

or take other lawful action with the cou rt(28 days if you were served by mail oryouwere served outside thisstate). (MCR2.111(C)) 
3. If you do not answer or take other action within the time allowed, judgment may be entered against you for the relief demanded 

in the complaint. 

Issued 

OCT 31 2013 

 

This summons expires 

JAN 30 2014 
Court clerk 

Lisa Brown 

    

This summons is Invalid unless served on or before its expiration date. 
This document must be sealed by the seal of the court. 

COMPLAINT Instruction: The following is information that is required to be in the caption of every complaintand is to be completed 
by the plaintiff. Actual allegations and the claim for relief must be stated on additional complaint pages and attached to this form. 
Family Division Cases 
.0 There is no other pending or resolved action within the jurisdiction of thefamily division ofcircuit court involving the family orfamily 

members of the parties. 
0 An action within the jurisdiction of the family division of the circuit court involving the family or family members of the parties has 

	

The action 0 remains 	0 is no longer 	pending. The docket number and the judge assigned to the action are: 

	

been previously filed in 	 Court. 

VENUE 
Plaintiff(s) residence (Include city, township, or village) 

Lake Orion, Oakland County, Michigan 
Defendant(s) residence (include city, township, or village) 

Bingham Farms, Oakland County, Michigan 

Place where action arose or business conducted 
Lake Orion, Oakland County, Michigan 

10/31/2013 
Date 	 Signature of a 	y aintiff 

If you require special accommodations to use the court because of a disability or if you require a foreign language interpreter to help 
you fully participate in court proceedings, please contact the court immediately to make arrangements. 

mc al (3/08) SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT MCR 2.102(8)(11), MCR 2.104, MCR 2.105, MCR 2.107, MCR 2.113(C)(2)(a), (b), MCR 3.206(A) 



CERTIFICATE / AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE/ NONSERVICE 

0 AFFIDAVIT OF PROCESS SERVER 
Being first duly sworn, I state that I am a legally competent 
adult who is not a party or an officer of a corporate party, and 
that: 	(notarization required) 

OFFICER CERTIFICATE 	 OR 
I certify that I am a sheriff, deputy sheriff, bailiff, appointed 
court officer, or attorney for a party (MCR 2.104[A][2]), and 
that: 	(notarization not required) 
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SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT 
Case No. PROOF OF SERVICE 

 

  

TO PROCESS SERVER: You are to serve the summons and complaint not later than 91 days from the date of filing or the date 
of expiration on the order for second summons. You must make and file your return with the court clerk. If you are unableto complete 
service you must return this original and all copies to the court clerk. 

I served personally a copy of the summons and complaint, 
Dl served by registered or certified mail (copy of return receipt attached) a copy of the summons and complaint, 

togetherwith 	  
List all documents served with the Summons and Complaint 

	  on the defendant(s): 

Defendant's name 
	

Complete address(es) of service 
	

Day, date, time 

0 I have personally attempted to serve the summons and complaint, together with any attachments, on the following defendant(s) 
and have been unable to complete service. 

Defendant's name 
	 Complete address(es) of service 

	
Day, date, time 

I declare that the statements above are true to the best of my information, knowledge, and belief. 

Service fee Miles traveled Mileage fee Total fee 

$ $ $ 

Title 

Subscribed and sworn to before me on 

 

	 County, Michigan. 

 

Date 

Signature 

Name (type or print) 

My commission expires: 
Date 

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF SERVICE 

Signature.  

 

Deputy court clerk/Notary public 

acknowledge that I have received service of the summons and complaint, together with 	  
Attachments 

on 
Day, date, time 

on behalf of 
Signature 
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This case has been designated as an eFiling case. To review a copy of the 
Notice of Mandatory eFiling visit www.oakgov.com/clerkrod/efiling.  

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THEE COUNTY OF OAKLAND 

 
2013-137064-NZ 
JUDGE DANIEL °BRIEN 

Plaintiff, 	 Case No. 13 	 NZ 

VS. 

CHRYSLER GROUP LLC, a Delaware 
Limited Liability Company and 
SNETHKAMP, INC. d/b/a SNETHKAMP 
CHRYSLER JEEP, INC., a Michigan 
Corporation, Jointly and Severally, 

Defendants. 

 
 

 
 

 
Plymouth MI  

 

There is no other civil action between these parties arising out of the same transaction or 
occurrence as alleged in this Complaint in this Court, nor has any such action been previously filed 
and dismissed or transferred after having been assigned to a judge, nor do I know of any other civil 
action not between these parties, arising out of the same transaction or occurrence as alleged in this 
Complaint that is either pending or was previously filed and dismissed, transferred or otherwise 
disposed of after having been assigned to a judge in this Court. 

COMPLAINT AND JURY DEMAND  

NOW COMES your Plaintiff, by and through her attorneys, ROMANO STANCROFF PC, 

who complains against the above-named Defendants as follows: 

1. Plaintiff is a resident of the City of Lake Orion, Oakland County, Michigan. 

2. Defendant, CHRYSLER GROUP LLC ("CHRYSLER" or "Manufacturer"), is a 

Delaware limited liability company authorized to do business in the State of Michigan and, at all 
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times relevant hereto, was engaged in the manufacture, sale, distribution, and/or importing of 

CHRYSLER GROUP vehicles and related equipment, with its registered office in the City of 

Bingham Farms, Oakland County, Michigan. 

3. 	Defendant, SNETHKAMP, INC. d/b/a SNETHKAMP CHRYSLER JEEP, INC. 

("SNETHKAMP "), is a Michigan corporation authorized to do business in the State of Michigan 

and was an authorized agent for the Manufacturer, and was engaged in the business of selling and 

servicing Manufacturer's cars in the City of Redford, Wayne County, Michigan. 

4 	On or about November 2, 2009, Plaintiff purchased a new 2010 Chrysler Town & 

Country, VIN: 2A4RR6DX6AR148064 ("2010 Town 8E. Country"), from SNETHKAMP which 

was manufactured by the Manufacturer (a copy of the sales contract is in the possession of 

Defendants). 

5. Along with the sale of the 2010 Town & Country Plaintiff received written 

warranties and other express and implied warranties including, by way of example and not by way 

of limitation, warranties from CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP (a copy of the written warranty is 

in the possession of Defendants). 

6. Plaintiff has taken the 2010 Town & Country to the Manufacturer's authorized 

agents/dealers, including SNETHKAMP, on at least eleven (11) separate occasions for repair of 

various defects in materials and workmanship pursuant to the terms of its warranty. 

7. This cause of action arises out of Defendants' misrepresentations, various breaches 

of warranties and violations of statutes as hereinafter alleged. 

8. The amount in controversy exceeds TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS 

($25,000.00), exclusive of interest and costs, for which Plaintiff seeks judgment against 

Defendants, together with equitable relief. In addition, Plaintiff seeks damages from Defendants 

for incidental, consequential, exemplary and actual damages including interest, costs, and actual 

2 



attorneys' fees. 

COUNT! 
VIOLATION OF NEW MOTOR VEHICLE WARRANTIES ACT, 

MCL 257.1401 ET SEO  

9. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in the 

71- 
71- 	preceding and succeeding paragraphs as though herein fully restated and realleged. 

10. Plaintiff is a "consumer" under the Michigan New Motor Vehicle Warranties Act 
2 

A— 	(hereinafter referred to as "Lemon Law"), MCL 257.1401(a). 

F— 	 11. 	CHRYSLER is a "manufacturer" under the Lemon Law, MCL 257.1401(b). 
C.) 
0 

12. The 2010 Town & Country is a "motor vehicle" under the Lemon Law, MCL 

C\1 	 257.1401(d). 

13. The 2010 Town & Country is a "new motor vehicle" under the Lemon Law, MCL 

257.1401(e). 

0 14. The express warranty given by Manufacturer, covering the 2010 Town & Country 

is a "manufacturer's express warranty" under the Lemon Law, MCL 257.1401(c). 
(13 

co 	 15. 	SNETHKAMP is a "new motor vehicle dealer" under the Lemon Law, MCL 
0 

257.1401(0. 

16. Plaintiff's 2010 Town & Country has been subject to a reasonable number of repair 

attempts for the aforementioned defects: a) 
. _ 
a) 	 (a) 	Said motor vehicle has been subject to at least four repair attempts by 
a) 

CHRYSLFR, through its new motor vehicle dealers; and/or 

(b) 	Said vehicle was out of service for 30 or more days within the time limit of 

the Manufacturer's express warranty and within one year from the date of delivery to Plaintiff. 

17. After notifying CHRYSLER of the aforementioned defects following the third 

repair attempt and/or 25 days in a repair facility, the Manufacturer was allowed a final repair 

3 
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attempt. 

18. CHRYSLER's attempted repair was unsuccessful as the 2010 Town & Country 

continues to manifest the aforementioned defects. 

19. The aforementioned defects substantially impair the use or value of the 2010 Town 

& Country to the Plaintiff and/or prevent the 2010 Town & Country from conforming to 

CHRYSLER's express warranty. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for the following relief: 

A. Replacement of the 2010 Town & Country with a comparable replacement motor 

vehicle currently in production and acceptable to Plaintiff; or 

B. CHRYSLER must accept return of the vehicle and refund to Plaintiff the full 

purchase price including options or other modifications installed or made by or for manufacturer, 

the amount of all charges made by or for Manufacturer, towing charges and rental costs. In 

addition, pursuant to MCL 257.1403(2), the Manufacturer must pay off the balance on the retail 

installment contract. 

C. Pursuant to MCL 257.1407, Plaintiff is entitled to a sum equal to the aggregate 

amount of costs and expenses, including attorneys` fees based on actual time expended by 

Plaintiffs attorney in commencement and prosecution of this action. 

D. For prejudgment interest. 

E. For such other and further relief as may be justified in this action. 

COUNT II 
VIOLATION OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE SERVICE AND REPAIR ACT 

MCL 257.1301, ET SEO.  

20. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in the 

preceding and succeeding paragraphs as though fully restated and realleged. 

21. SNETHKAMP is a "motor vehicle repair facility" as defined by MCL 257.1302(g) 

4 
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22. 	SNETHKAMP is subject to the Motor Vehicle Service and Repair Act, MCL 

257.1301, et 

	

23. 	SNETHKAMP has engaged or attempted to engage in methods, acts, or practices 

which were unfair or deceptive under said Act and/or the rules in effect during the relevant time 

period herein pursuant to MCL 257.1307, 257.1334, 257.1335, 257.1336, and 257.1337; and 

Michigan Administrative Rules 257.131 through 257.137 including, but not limited to: 

(a) Failing to reveal material facts, the omission of which tends to mislead or 

deceive the Plaintiff and which facts could not reasonably be known by Plaintiff; 

(b) Allowing Plaintiff to sign an acknowledgment, certificate or other writing 

which affirms acceptance, delivery, compliance with a requirement of law, or other performance, 

when the Seller, knows or had reason to know that the statement is not true; 

(c) Failing to promptly restore to the Plaintiff entitled thereto any deposit, 

down payment, or other payment when a contract is rescinded, canceled, or otherwise terminated 

in accordance with the terms of the contract or the Act; 

(d) Failing upon return of the 2010 Town & Country to the Plaintiff to give a 

written statement of repairs to the Plaintiff which discloses: 

(i) Repairs or services performed, including a detailed identification of all 

parts that were replaced and a specification as to which are new, used, rebuilt, or reconditioned; 

and 

(ii) A certification that authorized repairs were completely proper or a detailed 

explanation of an inability to complete repairs properly, to be signed by the owner of the facility or 

by a person designated by the owner to represent the facility and showing the name of the 

mechanic who performed the diagnosis and the repair. 

24. 	As a result of SNETHKAMP's actions Plaintiff has suffered damages as set forth in 

5 
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the preceding Counts and is also entitled to statutory damages and attorneys' fees as provided in the 

Motor Vehicle Service and Repair Act, specifically MCL 257.1336. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for a judgment against SNETHKAMP in an amount to be 

determined by the trier of fact, but to exceed TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS 

($25,000.00), plus double damages and costs and reasonable attorneys' fees, and for such other and 

further relief as the Court deems appropriate. 

COUNT III 
VIOLATION OF THE MICHIGAN CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT, 

MCL 445.401 ET SEQ.  

25. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in the 

preceding and succeeding paragraphs as though herein fully restated and realleged. 

26. Plaintiff is a "person" within the meaning of MCL 445.902(c). 

27. CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP are engaged in "trade or commerce" as defined in 

MCL 445.902(d). 

28. CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP have engaged in unlawful, unfair, 

unconscionable, or deceptive methods, acts or practices, including but not limited to: 

(a) CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP represented to Plaintiff the 2010 Town & 

Country and the warranty thereof had characteristics, uses, benefits, qualities, and standards which 

they did not actually have. 

(b) CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP represented to Plaintiff the 2010 Town & 

Country and the warranty thereof were of a particular quality and standard and they were not. 

(c) If Plaintiff allegedly waived a right, benefit, or immunity provided by law 

in purchasing the 2010 Town & Country, CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP have failed to clearly 

state the terms of such waiver and Plaintiff has not specifically consented to such waiver. 

(d) CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP have failed to restore an amount equal to 
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Plaintiffs down payment and other payments made by Plaintiff on the 2010 Town & Country. 

(e) 	CHRYSI  ER  and SNETHKAMP have made gross discrepancies between 

the oral representations to Plaintiff and written agreements covering the same transaction relative 

to the 2010 Town & Country and CHRYSLER failed to provide the promised benefits to Plaintiff 

with regard thereto. 

(0 	CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP have made representations of fact and/or 

statements of fact material to said transaction such that the Plaintiff reasonably believed that the 

represented or suggested standard, quality, characteristics, and uses of the 2010 Town & Country 

to be other than they actually were. 

CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP have made representations of fact and/or 

statements of fact material to such transaction such that the Plaintiff reasonably believed that the 

represented or suggested service to the 2010 Town & Country to be other than it actually was. 

(h) CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP have failed to provide the promised 

benefits to Plaintiff with regard to the sale of the 2010 Town & Country to Plaintiff. 

(i) CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP have failed to disclaim or limit the 

implied warranty of merchantability and fitness for use in a clear and conspicuous manner. 

(j) CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP have failed to reveal a material fact, the 

omission of which tends to mislead or deceive the consumer, and which fact could not reasonably 

be known by the consumer. 

29. 	The Plaintiff has suffered loss and damages as a result of the aforesaid violations of 

the Consumer Protection Act. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays this Court enter a declaratory judgment as to the violations 

of the Michigan Consumer Protection Act and for judgment against CHRYSLER and 

SNETHKAMP for all damages Plaintiff has incurred, including reasonable attorneys' fees as 
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provided by statute, together with interest, costs and expenses of this suit, and such other relief as 

this Court deems appropriate and equitable. 

COUNT IV 
BREACH OF WRITTEN WARRANTY UNDER 

MAGNUSON-MOSS WARRANTY ACT AND THE MICHIGAN UNIFORM 
COMMERCIAL CODE 

30. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in the 

preceding and succeeding paragraphs as though herein fully restated and realleged. 

31. Plaintiff is a "consumer" as defined in the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act 

("MMWA") 15 USC 2301(3). 

32. SNETHKAMP is a "supplier" and "warrantor" as defined by the MMWA, 15 USC 

2301(4) and (5). 

33. CHRYSLER is a "supplier" and "warrantor" as defined by the MMWA, 15 USC 

2301(4) and (5). 

34. The 2010 Town & Country is a "consumer product" as defined in the MMWA, 15 

USC 2301(1). 

35. The 2010 Town & Country was manufactured, sold and purchased after July 4, 

1975. 

36. The warranty given by CHRYST  FR  pertaining to the 2010 Town & Country is a 

"written warranty" as defined in the MMWA, 15 USC 2301(6) and an express warranty under 

MCL 440.2313. 

37. SNETHKAMP is an authorized dealership/agent of the manufacturer designated to 

perform repairs on vehicles under CHRYSLER's automobile warranties. 

38. The above-described actions (failure to repair and/or properly repair the 

above-mentioned defects, etc.), including failure to honor the written warranty, constitute a breach 

8 
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of the written warranty by CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP actionable under the MMWA, 15 

USC 2310(d)(1) and (2) and the Michigan Uniform Commercial Code. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP: 

A. Declaring acceptance has been properly revoked by Plaintiff and for damages 

incurred in revoking acceptance; 

B. For a refund of the purchase price paid by Plaintiff for the 2010 Town & Country; 

C. To cancel Plaintiffs retail installment contract and pay off the 'balance of the 

contract; 

D. For consequential, incidental and actual damages; 

E. For costs, interest and actual attorneys' fees; and 

F. Such other relief this Court deems appropriate. 

COUNTY 
BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTY UNDER 

MAGNUS ON-MOSS WARRANTY ACT AND THE MICHIGAN UNIFORM 
COMMERCIAL CODE  

39. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in the 

preceding and succeeding paragraphs as though herein fully stated and realleged. 

40. As part of the transaction, implied warranties arose for the benefit of the Plaintiff. 

41. The above-described actions on the part of SNETHKAMP and CHRYSLER 

constitute a breach of the implied warranties of merchantability actionable under the MMWA, 15 

USC 2301(7), 2308, 2310(d)(1) and (2), and MCL 440.2314. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP: 

A. Declaring acceptance has been properly revoked by Plaintiff and for damages 

incurred in revoking acceptance; 

B. For a refund of the purchase price paid by Plaintiff for the 2010 Town & Country; 

9 
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. C. 	To cancel Plaintiffs retail installment contract and pay off the balance of the 

contract; 

D. For consequential, incidental and actual damages; 

E. For costs, interest and actual attorneys' fees; and 

F. Such other relief this Court deems appropriate. 

COUNT VI 
REVOCATION OF ACCEPTANCE  

42. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in the 

preceding and succeeding paragraphs as though herein fully restated and realleged. 

43. Plaintiff accepted the 2010 Town & Country without discovering the above defects 

due to the fact Plaintiff was reasonably induced to accept the vehicle by the difficulty of discovery 

of the above defects. 

44. In the alternative, Plaintiff reasonably assumed, and CHRYSLER and 

SNETHKAMP represented, that all of the aforesaid defects and/or nonconformities would be 

cured within a reasonable time. 

45. After numerous attempts by Defendants to cure, it has become apparent the 

nonconformities could not be seasonably cured. 

46. The nonconformities substantially impaired the value of the 2010 Town & Country 

to the Plaintiff. 

47. Plaintiff had previously notified CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP of the 

nonconformities and Plaintiffs intent to revoke acceptance pursuant to MCL 440.2608 and 

demanded the refund of his purchase price for the 2010 Town & Country and out-of-pocket 

expenses. 

48. CHRYSLER and SNETHKAMP have nevertheless refused to accept return of the 
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2010 Town & Country and have refused to refund any part of the sum equal to the purchase price 

and out-of-pocket expenses incurred by Plaintiff. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against CHRYSI  FR  and SNETHKAMP: 

A. Declaring acceptance has been properly revoked by Plaintiff and for damages 

incurred in revoking acceptance; 

B. For a refund of the purchase price paid by Plaintiff for the 2010 Town & Country; 

C. To cancel Plaintiffs retail installment contract and pay off the balance of the 

contract; 

D. For consequential, incidental and actual damages; 

E. Costs, interest and actual attorneys' fees; and 

F. Such other relief this Court deems appropriate. 

COUNT VII  
RESCISSION OF CONTRACT 

49. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in the 

preceding and succeeding paragraphs as though herein fully restated and realleged. 

50. Express and/or implied warranties from Defendants accompanied the sale of the 

2010 Town & Country. 

51. The express and/or implied warranties created a contractual relationship between 

Defendants and Plaintiff. 

52. Defendants have breached their express and/or implied warranties in that they have 

failed to repair or adjust defective parts, have failed to do the same within the warranty period, and 

failed to do the same within a reasonable time. 

53. The actions of Defendants have resulted in a material breach of the aforementioned 

warranties, a failure of consideration, and/or a mutual mistake justifying the rescission of the 
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contract. 

54. 	Without a judicial declaration that the contract has been rescinded, Plaintiff will 

suffer irreparable and substantial harm if the consideration paid by Plaintiff is not restored. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment and the following relief against all 

Defendants: 

A. That this Court order a rescission of the purchase agreement, requiring Defendants 

to refund all monies paid by Plaintiff and requiring Plaintiff to return the 2010 Town & Country to 

the Defendants; 

B. Damages incurred by Plaintiff created by Defendants' breach of contract, including 

all monies paid for the purchase of the 2010 Town SE Country; 

C. For return of an amount equal to Plaintiffs down payment and all payments made 

by Plaintiff to the Defendants; 

D. For incidental, consequential, exemplary and actual damages; 

E. For costs and expenses, interest, and actual attorneys fees; and 

F. Such other relief this Court deems appropriate. 

JURY DEMAND  

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on all claims. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ROMANO STANCROFF PC 

By: 

Dated: October 31, 2013 

MARK ROMANO (P44014) 
KARL HEIL (P64607) 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
801 W. Ann Arbor Trail, Ste. 232 
Plymouth, MI 48170 
(734) 207-3377 
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MATTER # 1243223

FILE TYPE Case

FILE NAME

CAIR #

DATE OF
INCIDENT

Unknown

DATE OF NOTICE 4/23/2012

MODEL/MODEL
YEAR

LAKE ORION, MI

VIN 2A4RR6DX6AR

MILEAGE Unknown

OWNER Gassman (Staci)

COURT Circuit Court, Oakland, MI

DOCKET #

ALLEGED DEFECT Stalling

DESCRIPTION Recall L25 was performed on this vehicle on 1/30/2012. On
3/12/2012, the customer called stating she broke two keys off while
trying to start the vehicle because it is so hard to turn. She stated
that her first key cracked and sometimes when in a hurry the system
locks her out and she has to gently remove the key and start the car
slowly to reset everything. On 4/23/2012, customer stated the "ring
popped out" and the only way to drive the vehicle is to push in the
ring, but any kind of bump makes it pop out and the vehicle dies. On
5/23/2013, customer reported she had an accident in March of 2013
because the vehicle stalled and a car rear ended her.

CRASH Yes

INJURIES 0

FATALITIES 0

ANALYSIS Dealer reinstalled the trim ring for the WIN module and replaced two
FOB-integrated ignition keys.
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MATTER # 1228722

FILE TYPE Claim

FILE NAME

CAIR # 21388158

DATE OF
INCIDENT

Unknown

DATE OF NOTICE 9/26/2011

MODEL/MODEL
YEAR

2010 Chrysler Town & Country Touring

VIN 2A4RR5D17AR

MILEAGE 14,005

OWNER

NORTHVILLE, MI

.
WHITMORE LAKE, MI

COURT NA

DOCKET # NA

ALLEGED DEFECT Stalling

DESCRIPTION Recall L25 was performed on 7/18/2011. On 9/26/2011, Mr.
called stating his electrical was going out. The radio, the turn signals
and the power windows stopped working, but there was no mention
of stalling. Mr. stated the first dealer he took the vehicle to
could not diagnose the problem, but another dealer told him “bumps
in the road and bump the ignition out of the active position and cause
the vehicle to stall." He also stated that the "electrical system went
off while driving the vehicle lost turn signals while engine was still
running and after parking the vehicle the windows were inoperable."
The second owner of this vehicle, presented the
vehicle to a dealership on 7/5/2013 stating the vehicle had stalled
once while driving.

CRASH No

INJURIES 0

FATALITIES 0

ANALYSIS Dealer repaired a loose connector and replaced the WIN module.
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MATTER # 1232480

FILE TYPE Claim

FILE NAME

CAIR # 22426802

DATE OF
INCIDENT

Unknown

DATE OF NOTICE 7/16/2012

MODEL/MODEL
YEAR

2010 Chrysler Town & Country Touring

VIN 2A4RR5D18AR

MILEAGE 60,646

OWNER

DEARING, GA

NA

DOCKET # NA

ALLEGED DEFECT Stalling

DESCRIPTION Recall L25 was performed on this vehicle on 7/19/2011. On
7/16/2012, the customer stated that Recall L25 had been performed
on her vehicle 3 to 4 times, and after the last repair there was an
incident where she veered off the road and went into a ditch because
the vehicle shut off.

CRASH Yes

INJURIES 0

FATALITIES 0

ANALYSIS The dealer could not verify the complaint, but the ignition switch was
replaced.
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MATTER # 1233155

FILE TYPE Claim

FILE NAME

CAIR # 22120017

DATE OF
INCIDENT

Unknown

DATE OF NOTICE 8/7/2012

MODEL/MODEL
YEAR

2010 Dodge Grand Caravan

VIN 2D4RN5DX4AR

MILEAGE Unknown

OWNER

FORT WORTH, TX
NA

DOCKET # NA

ALLEGED DEFECT Electrical

DESCRIPTION Recall L25 was performed on 8/15/2011. On 8/7/2012, the customer
stated that the A/C and radio both quit working while driving. No
mention of stalling.

CRASH No

INJURIES 0

FATALITIES 0

ANALYSIS Dealer advised they were able to duplicate the radio and A/C issue,
which they attributed to the detent ring.



Customer Assistance InquiryRecord (CAIR)# 21388158

VIN 2A4RR5D17 AR Open Date 09/26/2011
Built
Date

04/13/2010

ModelYear 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOW N & COUNTRY TOURING W AGON

In Service Dt 06/17/2010 Mileage 14,005
Dealer
Zone

42 DETROIT

Plant R
W INDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PUV DK.CORDOVAN PEARLCOAT

Engine EGL 3.8LV6OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 42835 DICK SCOTT DODGE INC

Dealer
Address

684ANN ARBOR ROAD

Dealer City PLYMOUTH
Dealer
State

MI Dealer Zip 48170

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Hom e
Phone

NORTHVILLE MI Country
UNITED
STATES

Dealer -Service/Body Shop -Transaction -Problem Not Resolved -
Default

Electrical issues

Product -Electrical -Lamps and Switches -Intermittent or Inoperative -
Default

Electrical system shutdown while in
use

Product -Transmission /Transaxle -Automatic Trans /Transaxle -Other
-Default

Transmission jerks

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:Customer
states that 3weeks ago while he was driving the radio,turning signals
and power windows stopped working.Customer states that he turned off and
on the vehicle and the issue stopped.Customer states that he had a
diagnostic completed at the dealership (26539)that was inconclusive.
Customer states that he wants chrysler to guarantee that his vehicle will
not do that again.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:Customer seeks
guarantee that his vehicle will not have electrical issues again.
Agent advised customer that we are unable to guarantee that there will be
no future issues if the issue can not be diagnosed.Agent advised
customer to work with the dealership and their technical resources or go
to another dealership for a second opinion.
Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:Customer
states that he went to another dealership and they diagnosed the issued.
Customer states the bumps in the road and bump the ignition unit out of
the active position and cause the vehicle to stall.Customer states that
the dealership told him that all he has to do it stop the vehicle and
restart it.Customer states that he is not happy with this solution.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:Customer seeks
assistance working with the dealership for another solution.
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is 2
Customer email address for case updates:
W ho has possession of the vehicle?Owner
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJdealer?Yes
If a CDJdealer has diagnosed,what is the dealer name or code?42835
Reassigned to 88F
Status update provided via email to the following email address:



My Name is Ondreana and I have been assigned as you Case Manager.Here
is some information that will be helpful for you to have:
Your Case Number:21388158
Chrysler Case Management telephone number:800-763-8422
My direct extension:66301
My work hours:6:30am-3:00pm Mountain Time Monday-Friday.
End of Status Update
*****CASE MANAGER TEAM -District 88VÙ ******
Original owner
Owned 1
New 1
Current 1
Still in warranty.
No service contract.
CONTACT UPDATE -1st Contact attempt,phone number dialed,

.Left message.
Agent attempted to contact dealer Service Manager Richard,however,
SM not available.Left message for a return call at extension 66301or
email.
Customer called and stated dealer 26539was not able to duplicate
the problem.Caller states he took the vehicle to dealer 42835and they
diagnosed a problem with the ignition switch which problems he did not
have until having recall L25completed.Caller states his wife is afraid
to drive the vehicle and would like a loaner vehicle while the vehicle is
repaired.Caller is requesting a call from his case manager to see what
needs to be done from here to repair the vehicle.W riter indicated we
would follow up with the dealer and then with him.
W riter spoke with Joe Prokes-SM about this case.Joe-SM indicated the
customer was last at their dealership on 09/29/11with this concern but
no repair action was given.W riter will check back with the customer and
will call dealership back.
This customer is the original owner of the vehicle,maintenance CSC,
14,000miles,no purchase history;vehicle is still under basic and
Powertrain warranty,etc.
Owner complains about the vehicle having an electrical issue.Customer
complains the electrical system went off while driving the vehicle lost
turn signals while engine was still running and after parking the vehicle
the windows were inoperable.Customer took vehicle in to the selling
dealership and they were unable to diagnose his concern.Customer then
took the vehicle into 42835Dick Scott CJDR and they found the concern
was related to the ignition system.Customer states the problem was not
fully corrected as it has recurred just yesterday.Customer does not feel
safe driving this vehicle and wants to leave it at the dealership until
the problem is rectified.Customer wants to get alternate transportation.
Advised alternate transportation cannot be provided until a detailed
inspection is preformed on the vehicle and a repair action is provided by
the dealership.Customer s wife is afraid to drive vehicle.Customer also
mentioned a previous concern with the vehicle related to the transmission
--transmission jerks.
Advised ownerr to continue to work with the dealership.W riter emphasized
that Chrysler will continue to fulfill the warranty obligation if a
defect is present that necessitates a repair.
Advised that an email notification to the dealership with an unresolved
concern will be sent in an effort to let the technician and the service
manager know about this concern.
#########DIRECT-TO-DEALER #########
ATTENTION SERVICE DIRECTOR OR SERVICE MANAGER
Please follow your Business Center guidelines in an attempt to
resolve this customers concern(s).If needed,seek assistance from your
District Manager,Business Center or STAR.
The unresolved concern is electrical system shutdown while in use and
transmission jerks.
Agent called dealer and spoke to Joe Prokes-SM,informed that CAIR
was being sent.Please update this CAIR with resolution.
################################
REASSIGNED TO BC/DLR 424283510/10/1115:33R 21388158
W riter received call from customer would like a update on the case.
Joe Prokes-SM indicated that Jim Corsick from STAR has been involved in
this case and he is working on solution for the vehicle.



W riter spoke with Joe Prokes-SM about this case today.SM will be looking
into documenting this case today.
REASSIGNED TO BC/DLR 424283510/20/1114:19R 21388158
2nd Contact attempt,phone number .Left a message.
W riter received voicemail from Joe Prokes-SM regarding this CAIR.W riter
returned call,however,SM is not available.Left a message.

seeking to speak to CM.W riter advised customer that STAR
is involved.W riter also informed customer of lines 106-107.Customer
opted to leave a message for CM.
W riter received a call back from Mr. indicating that since the
last time we spoke the electrical issues on the vehicle have not
manifested,however,he is still fearful about driving the vehicle at
night on the freeway.Customer s main concern at this time is the
transmission
Customer claims that when he speed up and change gears,vehicle acts up.
W hen vehicle is in park position and ready to go,it jerks.Customer is
still waiting for contact back from the dealership.
W riter spoke with Joe Prokes and he indicated that the information listed
in line 100is inaccurate.Jim Corsick was working on a different
vehicle.SM is contacting Mr to schedule an appointment for the
customer to bring the vehicle in for inspection.
*Contact Date:10/24/2011
Service Manager at the dealership has updated the CAIR#21388158
An appointment has been set with the customer.
W riter spoke with Joe Prokes-SM and he confirmed that the customer
dropped off the vehicle this morning.Dealer will be inspecting the
vehicle today.Dealer will call back with diagnosis results later.
W riter attempted to speak with Joe Prokes-SM,not available.W riter
attempted to speak with Allan M.-SA assigned to the vehicle,not
available.Harley-SA was unable to provided with any information other
than the fact the vehicle came in today for an intermittent jerking from
transmission while switching gears in highway.W riter will call back
Monday morning.
W riter spoke with Joe Prokes and he indicated the vehicle has been
dispatched but there is no current diagnosis yet.W riter will email Joe
Prokes later this morning to get more information on what is going on
with this vehicle.
W riter emailed Joe Prokes-SM about this vehicle.
Agent spoke to Sm Joe and he advise the agent that the customer s vehicle
is repaired.dealer found that the underdrive compounder transfer gear
and bearing and gaskets and seals.Check the bearing preloads and
recondition the valve body and check the cooler.The underdrive
compounder was noisy and worn and trans gear and bearing was worn.Repair
was covered under warranty.SM doesn t see anything biled to invoice for
rental.Customer has not pick up the vehicle.Vehicle is ready for pick
up.
Agent spoke to SM joe and the customer concern all electrical was going
out after the L25recall and dealer found a connector was loose and
dealer fixthis issue and reconnected the the connector.
Agent spoke to customer and inform him of lines 148-150and inform the
customer that there vehicle is ready for pick up.Agent inform the
customer that if they have any questions or concerns to call us back with
referencing to the case number.Case is being closed but will be on file
in the system.Agent inform the customer that the dealer did to a test
performance before giving back the vehicle to the customer.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE -no need for additional follow-up.



Customer Assistance InquiryRecord (CAIR)# 21794254

VIN 2A4RR5D11 AR Open Date 01/20/2012
Built
Date

03/30/2010

ModelYear 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOW N & COUNTRY TOURING W AGON

In Service Dt 02/24/2011 Mileage 19,402
Dealer
Zone

35 W ASHINGTON

Plant R
W INDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8LV6OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 44144 MILFORD CHRYSLER SALES INC

Dealer
Address

500ROUTES 6& 209

Dealer City MILFORD
Dealer
State

PA Dealer Zip 18337

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Hom e
Phone

GREELEY PA Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate -Corporate W arranty Extension Letter -Minivan Brakes -
Information Request -Default

(X36)Frt Brk Components (RT)

Product -Brakes -Pads/Shoes -W orn -Unknown Brake wear and tear issue

Recall -L25:W IN MODULE DETENT RING -Advise
Owner/Incomplete Recall

Customer informed of recall

Corporate -Rental Vehicle -Default -Default -Default Customer seeking a rental vehicle.

Product -Electrical -Ignition System -Intermittent or Inoperative -
Default

power failures to vehicle if keys
touched in ignition

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:Customer called
seeking to lodge a complaint against the dealership (Dealer code:44669)
the complaint is that after purchasing the vehicle after 1000miles $600
had to spent on the rear axle and that the vehicle has ignition and brake
wear issues.
The break issue is about break pads wearing out too soon and the
ignition issue syptoms are that if the keys are knocked or the vehicle
goes over a bump the vehicle looses power,these issues have been
diagnosed by the dealer but the work is yet to be carried out.The
customer states that he will use a different dealership for further
repairs including the current issues.
The customer also states that the customer called the delaership and
asked for the dealership to stay open an extra 15minutes due to travel
time for dropping the vehicle,customer states the dealership declined
and that if the customer did not like it the customer is free to take his
business elsewhere
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:Customer is seeking a
rental vehicle and to lodge a complaint against the dealership.
Customer was advised that due to the nature of their rental request
a call back is required and will take place by close of business today.
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number 8
Customer email address for case updates:
Reassigned to 88R
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates:



W ho has possession of the vehicle?(Dealer)
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJdealer?Yes
If a CDJdealer has diagnosed,what is the dealer name or code?44669
Reassigned to 88F
*****CASE MANAGER TEAM -District 88R ******
W riter reviewed customer loyalty:Customer is original owner of the
vehicle,only vehicle owned.Customer is under original warranty by both
time and mileage.There are no Chrysler service contracts attached to the
vehicle.
W riter contacted dealer 44669and attempted to reach the Service
Department.The service department did not answer.
CONTACT UPDATE -1st Contact attempt,phone number dialed .
Left message informing the customer that we will need to contact back due
to the dealer being closed for the evening.Next contact scheduled for
01/23/12.
Agent contacted dealer 44669and talked to Service Manager (SM)Paul.
Dealer states the customer had a big time attitude and now they get to
find another dealership and is not dealing with them anymore and the
vehicle is not there.
Agent attempted to contact customer at .Left a message
asking the customer which dealership the vehicle is going into for
diagnosis.
Customer Mr calls to speak with their Case Manager.
Milfsord Chryslers he wants to go to.
Millsford
Agent contacted customer
Customer states the dealer informed him that if he was not happy with the
repairs he could take his vehicle elsewhere.
Customer states his vehicle is shutting off while driving and is going on
3times now.
Customer states that the vehicle did not originally have these issues and
did not happen until after the recall for the L250W in Module Detent
Ring.
Customer states there is a front pulsation in the vehicle now and the
brakes need to be replaced.
Agent informed the customer that Chrysler will assist with up to $35.00
per day for up to 2days for rental reimbursement for an authorized CJDR
vehicle and up to $20.00for another brand vehicle.
Customer states that he was informed that he had to pay $100.00
deductible for the brakes.
Agent informed the customer that there is an extended warranty for the
front brakes with a $50.00deductible.
Customer states that he will be taking his vehicle into dealer #44144
tomorrow or the following day for the diagnosis.
Agent provided case manager information and that a call back will take
place within 1-2business days.
Agent re-assigning to case manager for follow up with diagnosis,rental
reimbursement,possible RA for rental in house and repairs.
Agent re-assigning case to 96Q.
Status update provided via email to the following email address:
Bearfreak@ yahoo.com
My name is Chris,I have been assigned as your Case Manger.Here is some
information that will be helpful for you to have.The Chrysler Case
Management Telephone number is 1-855-525-5085.My direct ext is 4720269.
My hours are 9:00AM to 6:00PM EST Monday through Friday.I will contact
you within one business day by telephone to review your case with you.
End of Status Update
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

My name is Chris,I have been assigned as your Case Manger.Here is some
information that will be helpful for you to have.The Chrysler Case
Management Telephone number is 1-855-525-5085.My direct ext is 4720269.
My hours are 9:00AM to 6:00PM EST Monday through Friday.I will contact
you within one business day by telephone to review your case with you.
End of Status Update
Vehicle will be taken to Milford Chrysler (570-296-2636).CM spoke to
Chris in service.Chris said the dealership does not provide rentals.The
customer can get a rental through Enterprise for $30.00per Chris.
Customer may take vehicle to the dealership next week.
SM Jason (570-296-2636)said vehicle was not brought in.



). Mr does not know
when he will take the vehicle to the dealership. Customer said he is
busy.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up. Customer said he
will call back.



Custom er Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 21984640

VIN 2A4RR6DX6 AR Open Date 03/12/2012
Built
Date

09/22/2009

ModelYear 2010 Body RTYS53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY LIMITED WAGON

In Service Dt 11/02/2009 Mileage 66,674
Dealer
Zone

42 DETROIT

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 63975 MILOSCH DODGE, INC

Dealer
Address

677 SOUTH LAPEER ROAD

Dealer City LAKE ORION
Dealer
State

MI Dealer Zip 48362

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

LAKE ORION MI Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Remote/Key Fob - Default -
Default

Broke off 2 keys since ignition replacement.

Product - Transmission / Transaxle - Unknown - Other
- Default

Customer had Transmission replaced 1 month after
purchase.

Product - Brakes - Unknown - Other - Unknown Customer states they have replaced the brakes.
Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Other - Default Ignition houseing has been replaced.

Product - Steering - Unknown - Other - Default Loud squeeling on hard turns.

Product - Engine - Unknown - Other - Default
RPM's go up causing reving when shifting and
slowing down.

Corporate - Lemon Law - Default - Default - Default

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:Customer called
stating she wishes a replacement vehicle. Customer states 1 month after
she bought the vehicle they had to replace the transmission. Customer
stated they have had to also replace the ignition housing. Since being
replaced customer has broke 2 keys off while trying to start the vehicle
because it is so hard to turn. Customer states that her 1 key is cracked
and sometimes while in a hurry the system will lock her out and the
customer will genteelly have to remove the key and start the car slowly
to reset everything. Customer did state the dealership has gone through
Chrysler and is getting the 2 keys replaced for her free of charge.
Customer stated the dealership had stated that they needed to make it
harder to start the car due to the fact of hitting a bump would cause the
vehicle to shut off unexpectedly. Customer is now experiencing a problem
with her vehicle with her RPM revving. Customer states any time the
vehicle is shifting or slowing down the vehicle revs as if she is
pressing on the accelerator but is pressing on the brakes. Customer
stated the dealership informed her that it was her brakes and replaced
her brakes but that did not fixthe problem. Customer also states there
is a problem with her steering. While making a hard turn left or right it
causes the vehicle to make a loud screeching sound and the occasional
clunking sound. Customer states very embarrassing and she took it into
the dealership and the dealership stated that this is an unknown problem
and will not affect the performance of her vehicle. Customer mentioned
her husband is renting a new town and country from enterprise and the
steering problem is not in the rental. Customer is worried that as soon
as she hits 100,000 the vehicle is going to fall apart. Customer stated
she has owned 4 Town and Country s and loves them and has never



experience any of these issues before and would like her vehicle to be
replaced.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer seeking
seeking replacement.
Agent advised customer her complaints and issues would be documented and
her case would be escalated up to a CM for further assistance.
Customer informed a call back is required and will take place within
one business day.
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates: Declined
Who has possession of the vehicle? Owner
Is this a request for Lemon Law, buy-back or replacement? Replacement
Reassigned to 88L
**********QUALIFIER TEAM **********
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

.
This customer is seeking lemon law buyback/replacement. Preliminary
research has determined this vehicle doesn t appear to qualify for lemon
law/Buyback/Replacement. The customer has been informed of this research
and was told that we are willing to assist in getting the vehicle
repaired
The customer was also informed that a case manager will be assigned to
them for further follow-up.
RESEARCH RESULTS:
Explain why this vehicle either appears to qualify or not: Vehicle does
not appear to qualify, Customer does not have
Number of related repair attempts =1 Transaxle, 1 TIPM/Sliding
door/Wiring harness/ Liftgate,
1 Hubs and Bearings.
Number of days out of service =9.
Writer called customer to inform them of the above information.
Customer is stating that she has issues with the engine revving up and
she had her ignition replaced and she has broke two keys since then.
Customer is stating she wants the vehicle repaired.
Writer informed customer that Chrysler does want their vehicle repaired
and we will escalate their case to seek resolution. Writer called
dealership and informed SM Jim customer requested Lemon Law and the
vehicle did not appear to meet the guidelines.
Writer is sending cair to 88D for further handling.
*****CASE MANAGER TEAM - District 88VÙ ******
Writer contacted customer. Customer states that she is still having the
issue of the vehicle revving up when you go to push on the brakes and
when it shifts. Customer states that she did call the dealership buy has
not taken the vehicle back in yet. Customer also states when she turns
the wheel it makes a clicking noise but the dealership advised her
Chrysler know about this and will not be doing anything on it. Customer
also states the sliding doors make noise when they open and close but her
husband just keeps oiling them. Writer advised customer I would contact
the dealership and let them know I am sending them back in and she would
want to contact the dealership and set up appt to have the vehicle looked
at again. c
# # # # # # # # # DIRECT-TO-DEALER # # # # # # # # #
ATTENTION SERVICE DIRECTOR OR SERVICE MANAGER
Please follow your Business Center guidelines in an attempt to
resolve this customers concern(s). If needed, seek assistance from your
District Manager, Business Center or STAR.
The unresolved concern is revving up when you go to push on the brakes
and when it shifts.
Agent called dealer and spoke to Jim, informed that CAIR
was being sent. Please update this CAIR with resolution.
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
REASSIGNED TO BC/DLR 42 63975 03/16/12 13:12 O 21984640
*Contact Date:03/19/2012
Service Director at the dealership has updated the CAIR# 21984640
Dealer attempting to contact customer.
Agent attempted to contact dealer Service Manager Jim, however,
SM not available. Left message for a return call at extension 66301.
Writer received call from SM Jim which states customer has not come in.
*Contact Date:03/23/2012



Service Director at the dealership has updated the CAIR# 21984640
Dealer attempting to contact customer.
Attempt made to contact customer. Left message was doing a follow up and
next follow up no later then 4/2/2012.
Dealership advised vehicle repaired.
Customer calls to speak with their Case Manager.
Transfer Ondreana OS533 66301
Customer states she has been out of town for a month, so vehicle is not
fixed.
Customer call was disconnected, so I was unable to transfer her to OS533
4/2 Dealer has updated BC that both keys will be replaced for the customer
with no copay.
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

My Name is and I have been assigned as your Case Manager. Here
is some information that will be helpful for you to have:
Your Case Number: 21984640
Chrysler Case Management telephone number: 800-763-8422
Case manager direct extension: 66301
Her work hours: 6:30 am 3:00 pm Mountain Time Monday-Friday.
End of Status Update
# # # # # # # # # DIRECT-TO-DEALER # # # # # # # # #
ATTENTION SERVICE DIRECTOR OR SERVICE MANAGER
Please follow your Business Center guidelines in an attempt to
resolve this customers concern(s). If needed, seek assistance from your
District Manager, Business Center or STAR.
The unresolved concern is revving up when you go to push on the brakes
and when it shifts. When you turn the steering wheel to the left or
right all the way it makes a noise.
Agent called dealer and spoke to Jim, informed that CAIR
was being sent. Please update this CAIR with resolution.
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
Writer contacted customer. Writer customer states the vehicle was not
repair and that she has been out of town. Writer advised customer that
she would want to make appt and get the vehicle in. Customer did mention
the key fobs that the dealership said they would be replaced at no cost
to her but now they don t know what is going on. While on the phone with
the customer they found who said they would cover the key fobs and are
taking care of it. Writer advised customer that I would make sure the
case is sent back over for the unresolved concern. Customer understood.
REASSIGNED TO BC/DLR 42 63975 04/02/12 12:14 O 21984640
*Contact Date:04/02/2012
DCX goodwill repair is documented on Repair Order#74085
CAIR RETURNED FROM DEALER ON 4/02/2012 AT 03:36:258 R 21984640
Writer calling customer to see if they are satisfied with
repair to vehcile. No answer left message and contact information.
2nd attempt made to contact customer. Left message was doing a follow up
and next follow up no later then 4/17/2012.
3rd attempt made to contact customer. Left message was doing a follow up
and next follow up no later then 4/23/2012.
Writer received message from customer during the weekend the vehicle shut
off on the highway. Customer states the key thing popped out. Customer
also left message she has contacted a attorney and she would like a call
back.
Writer contacted customer. Customer states that the ring popped out and
the only way you can drive the vehicle is to push in the ring but any
kind of bumps makes it pop out and the vehicle dies. Writer advised
customer I would contact the dealership and try and set up a rental
vehicle or loaner if they offer them and I can look into towing the
vehicle to the dealership. Customer understood.
Writer contacted dealership spoke to Karen in service because SM Jim was
not available. Karen is going to have the rent car set up for the
customer. Karen asked to have the customer give her a call.
Attempt made to contact customer. Left message for cusotmer to call
roadside assist to have the vehicle towed to the dealership and once she
has that time to give the dealership a call and ask for Karen in service
so she can have the rental sent up for when she gets there. Writer left
message we would assist with the towing and the rental vehicle.
Customer states she is seeking a supervisor. Customer states that her car
shut off on the freeway and the ignition popped out. Customer states that



they are getting towed to the dealership. Customer states that she has
already replaced it from the recall and it has already cracked both keys.
Customer states that wheel was heavy and electrically shut down. Customer
states that this has happened since they replaced the housing. Customer
states they replaced both keys free of charge. Customer states that the
housing/ignition popped and she had no steering. Customer states she had
her daughter in the vehicle and is scared to drive her vehicle. Customer
states that her vehicle sounds like its winding up when she starts it.
Customer states that this is her 4th town and country and this is the
only vehicle she has had issues. Customer states that after 90 days of
purchasing she had to replace the transmission. Customer states that she
does not feel that it s safe anymore because she has gotten the repairs
that needed to be done, and its been happening after. Customer states
that she wants the same car, and stated that the previous agent she spoke
to her thought that her request was laughable and insensative to her
concern. Customer states her Cm is very respectful and is helping her
fairly. Customer states she doesn t know how she is going to trust her
vehicle anymore. Customer states there is something dangerously wrong
with the vehicle. Customer states she is afraid of her vehicle.
Agent tried to contact customers Cm, OS533, however she was not in the
office.
Customer states that she is happy with what the Cm is doing but would
like to talk to a Supervisor in her department.
Agent called over to Cm department for a supervisor. Agent warm
transferred to a Cm
Caller requesting to speakwith Case Manager OS533.
Transferred caller to ext 66301.
Writer received call from customer. Customer wanted a supervisor but
states that she is happy with the case manager but she just feels this
vehicle should be purchase back because she does not feel safe. Writer
advisor customer I can set that up but it will be 1 to 2 hr. Customer
understood.
**SUPERVISOR CALL ******
Attempt made to contact customer phone number dialed .
Customer is at dealer right now and is working with them. She requested a
call back in 1 hour. Writer asked if a call back could be in 1 to 2 hours
time. Customer agreed.
Attempt made to contact customer phone number dialed 513-314-1448.
Customer is upset that the vehicle key concern has attempt twice since
the last repair and was repair again. Customer is upset with had vehicle
shuts off while driving. Customer is looking for buy back buy back has it
attem1 to 2 business day.
Supervisor Call Completed.
Customer informed a call back is required and will take place within
one business day.
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates: N/A
Who has possession of the vehicle? Dealer
Is this a request for Lemon Law, buy-back or replacement? buy-back
Reassigned to 88L
**********QUALIFIER TEAM **********
Case has already been reviewed for buyback replacement see lines 43-67
the vehicle is outside the terms of protection,the vehicle appears it
will never qualfiy for buyback replacement . Agent sending back to case
manager for further assistance.
Writer calling customer to advise her that her car doesn t
appear to qualifiy for a buy back replacement. Writer stated that if we
can t find a point of fauilure and we are not able to fixthe problem.
Customer states that she turn car hard last time she picked it up and and
now car makes a noise. Writer stated that if she has issues in the future
to please give us a call. Customer states that she will be seeking a
lawyer. Customer stated that she is going as a safety issue. Customer
stated that she is worried. Writer thanked customer for being such a
loyal Chrysler customer. Writer did state that we were sorry that she was
having this issue.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up.



Customer Assistance InquiryRecord (CAIR)# 22091922

VIN 2A4RR5D15 AR Open Date 04/06/2012
Built
Date

02/17/2010

ModelYear 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 11/26/2010 Mileage 30,900
Dealer
Zone

74 DENVER

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PRH INFERNO RED CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 37271 BERNARD'S NORTHTOWN INC

Dealer
Address

510 DEERE DR

Dealer City NEW RICHMOND
Dealer
State

WI Dealer Zip 54017

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Hom e
Phone

OSCEOLA WI Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - Goodwill Escalation Matrix - Escalated - Default - Default
Customer seekikng Goodwill to have
vehicle repaired.

Product - Transmission / Transaxle - Gear Selector / Linkage -
Jumps Out of Gear/Park - Default

customer says vehicle will come out of
gear with out key

Product - Electrical - Remote/Key Fob - Default - Default
customer states key will move out of
mode

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
stated that her van was parked outside her home and her van was parked on
a hill. Her 4 year old daughter jumped into the vehicle and put the van
out of gear without a key in it. No one was hurt. Customer was able to
stop the vehicle. Customer stated that the vehicle has come out of gear
without a key in it 3 times. Dealership cannot duplicate issue. Customer
stating this is a safety issue. Customer also stated that her key broke
from trying to get the key out of ignition as it is very hard to get it
out. Took it to the dealership and they told her it is not covered under
warranty unless the second key broke as well. Customer states she went
to the dealership for repairs and the dealership broke the second key.
They denied it and stated to customer still no warrantable items.
Customer stated only 1 out of the 2 keys works. Both keys broke in the
same spot. Customer states key is hard to get out of the ignition.
Customer also stated that the switch on the trunk intermittently works.
Dealership saw this happen, said they would fix it and didn t. Customer
stated she is getting ready to drive to South Dakota and needs her
vehicle; she is scared of the vehicle.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer expecting
assistance with repairs and a diagnoses to fix her vehicle so she can
safely drive it.
Has customer had previous history with current issue? Y
Customer has a history of diagnosis for an intermittent problem? Y
Has had repair history at Chrysler dealership(s)? Y
Was this vehicle purchased new by this customer? Y
Customer has a history of purchasing Chrysler vehicles? Y/N
If yes, number in household?
Customer claims to maintain vehicle as per maintenance schedule Y
Has a mechanical Chrysler Group Service Contract? N
Warranty coverage code? 536
Ownership status? Original owner



Basic warranty component? Y
Powertrain warranty component? N
Service contract or Mopar warranty component? N
Within 3 years or 36,000 miles? Y
Within 2 years or 24,000 miles? N
Within 1 year or 12,000 miles? N
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates:
Who has possession of the vehicle? Owner
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? Yes
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code? 44435
Reassigned to 88F
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District 88 N * * * * * *
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

My name is Leah and I have been assigned as your Case Manager.
Here is some information that will be helpful for you to have:
Your case number is listed above.
The Chrysler Case Management phone number is: 800-763-8422.
My direct extension is: 66355 My work hours are 8:00 am 3:00 pm
Mountain Time, Monday-Friday I will contact you within one business day
by telephone to review your case with you.
End of Status Update
Writer contacted Steve at 44435, Last time vehicle was in dealership was
January 20,2011. Concerns were head set and head phones and clock in
vehicle was not working. Steve stated has not seen vehicle for this
concern with keys. Checked Dealer Connect and found servicing dealership
is 37271.
Agent attempted to contact dealer Service Manager Jay @ 37271, however,
SM not available. Left message for a return call at extension 66355
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,
Heather is the owner that has been experiencing issues with the keys both
have broke and customer is concerned with the warranty on them. The
vehicle will come out of gear with out a key in it and has had this
concerns off and on for some time. Vehicle has issues with the remote
start and putting it in gear. Customer has worked with dealership and
feels they may be frustrated with customer. Multiple times customer has
complained dealership has not been able to duplicate. Customer also has
random issues with the trunk features not working. Customer will need to
take vehicle out of state 3am on Wednesday morning and if fix can be done
needs to be completed before then. Writer advised that CAC will work with
dealership and call back when Writer has more information.
Writer called customer to update on conversation with the dealership.
Customer was advised that the dealership has a open time at 1:30 pm to
look at vehicle and writer offerd to split the cost for a new key. Writer
will call back to check after appointment
Customer requesting to speak with CM LT702 @ 66355 Agent transferred.
As a one-time goodwill gesture, Chrysler will be making a policy
adjustment for this repair. According to the dealer, the warranty
costs of the repair are as follows:
Parts = $123.48
Labor = $17.28
Total = $130.76
Co-pay = $0
# # # # # # # # # # # # DIRECT-TO-DEALER # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
Customer Care is sending this file to your dealership because a joint
goodwill policy decision has been made on behalf of our mutual customer.
If this repair falls under the Digital Imaging (DI) process,
you will need to follow the DI process of submitting images
or the required DI documents to the Powertrain Service Center
for claim approval. Be sure to include in your comments that Customer
Care
is involved. Customer Care will add DM Notes to the VIN describing our
decision and these notes are available to the DI group for reference.
When repairs are completed, submit your claim as you would normally.
If you need assistance with claim payment, please refer to
Warranty Bulletin D-11-19.



This customer has been informed of this decision.
Please update and/or close CAIR when complete.
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
Writer consulted with Jay and customer regarding key fob and agreed on
the replacement as a goodwill gesture. Dealership will also diagnose
vehicle for concerns with vehicle getting stuck in gear or coming out of
gear with no key. Writer will follow up in a week for update.
REASSIGNED TO BC/DLR 74 37271 04/10/12 13:30 O 22091922
*Contact Date:04/11/2012
Warranty repair has been documented on Repair Order#61548
CAIR RETURNED FROM DEALER ON 4/11/2012 AT 08:15:412 R 22091922
Caller requesting to speak with Case Manager ext 66355. Transferred
caller to LT702 VM.
Customer stated that when customer left to go on the vacation to South
Dakota, vehicle was pulling hard to the left also once hit free way speed
vehicle started whistling. Customer had van with 5 children and friend in
van behind pulled customer over to take children out of the vehicle to
avoid accident. Customer took vehicle to dealership in area to find out
what is causing the concerns customer was advised that alignment was not
completed properly and dealership charged customer $31.00 to inspect and
change tires, customer was advised another alignment needs to be
completed and that workmanship issues with 37271 are reason for concerns.
Customer was advised that rotors will need to be replaced after customer
has all services completed at 37271 customer is extremely frustrated with
dealership per vacation with 7 children and spending time in a dealership
for 4 hours was exactly what customer was trying to avoid. Writer will
follow up with customer in a few days.
Customer Contact- Writer attempted contact with customer child answered
the phone writer advise will call back next day to follow up.
Writer consulted with Jay service manager that stated after the key fob
was replaced and that the hinges were recalibrated. Wheels were balanced
but no alignment was done dealership advised tires were bald and
dealership was not comfortable putting balding tires on the front tires.
Jay personally looked at vehicle and customer did not do an alignment.
Did receive a phone call from customer regarding issues last week.
Writer spoke to customer and request for call back early next day to
cover concerns with vehicle.
Customer Contact- Left voicemessage
Writer received call back from customer regarding concerns that have
happened since tires were balanced at 37271, writer advised that the
issue is with the servicing dealership and is a workmanship concern with
dealership. Customer stated may need to purchase new tires and that could
be the concern. Customer is aware of warranty amount left and will go to
alternate dealership to have vehicle looked at before customer drives
back home. Customer would like follow up on 4-30-12.
Customer Contact- Writer contacted customer regarding the concerns with
the vehicle still coming out of gear and the concern with the operation
of the key switch. After key was replaced the part that was recalled
broke off and customer is not able to turn the key the same. Customer is
also concerned that vehicle will come out of gear when no keys are in the
vehicle that makes a dangerous situation because customer has children
that play in the van and they are able to get it out of gear. Customer
has to remember to pull the emergency break to avoid vehicle rolling.
Customer is going back to dealership for diagnosis. Writer will contact
customer on 5-2-12 to follow up.
Writer contacted customer to find out that vehicle is currently at the
dealership and that customer was able to show another video to dealership
with the vehicle coming out of gear. Writer advised after dealership
contact write will share information with customer.
Agent attempted to contact dealer Service Manager Jat, however,
SM not available. Left message for a return call at extension 66355.
Writer spoke to Jay Service Manager and was advised that the extended
warranty will be completed on the brakes and a shifter will be installed
to correct the issues with the vehicle coming out of gear, the key cover
does not seem to have damage but the Jay stated the new key already looks
beat up. Dealership will do what repairs are possible through warranty
and writer will follow up with customer.
Caller MRS requesting to speak with Case Manager. Writer
transferred to CM.
Customer calls to speak with their Case Manager. customer stated that a



plug was used in the front side wall, tires were rotated and looked at
between two different dealerships. Customer stated that is is frustrating
knowing that if one dealership denies it and so does the other nothing
can be done to help the customer. After all the recent issues with the
vehicle customer knows that the tires need to be replaced but does not
understand why so many trips to the dealership scheduled maintenance was
not suggested or preformed to maintain the van better, customer knows in
the beginning when the van was new dealership welcomed customer by name
and now customer feels dealership no longer wants to work with customer,
customer was advised that loaner needs to be brought back with more fuel
than vehicle had when loaner was provided. Customer was advised that
repairs that are being completed will take over 5 days and customer will
be responsible for loaner during a hail storm. Writer advised that all
concerns are documented and that dealership are independently owned and
operated and all customer relations is important to Chrysler. Writer will
contact dealership and follow up with customer during current repairs.
Caller Heather,requesting to speak with Case Manager ext 66355,
transferred to VM.
Writer spoke to Jay Service Manger for more information on customer and
Jay advised that parts came in today and appointment will be made if not
today the next to complete the repairs.
Customer Contact- Writer called customer to advise that parts are in and
that dealership will be calling back for update.
Customer Contact- Writer spoke to Heather regarding dealership contact
and was advised that customer received call back from dealership and
parts will be available on 5-14-12. Writer stated that follow up with
dealership on Monday after the repairs and that writer will also follow
up with customer.
Dealership Contact- Writer left message with Jay in service to follow up
on repairs writer will call back next day for update.
Dealership Contact- Writer received call back from Jay SM and was advised
that vehicle is in dealership today and repairs should be completed same
day. Customer is in a loaner.
Agent attempted to contact dealer Service Manager Jay, however,
SM not available. Left message for a return call at extension 66355
Writer spoke to Jay Service Manger and was advised that the shifter was
replaced and customer brought up another issue with the starting and
stalling and dealership was able to duplicate it and a new wind module
was ordered. Part should be in today and dealership will work on
installing no later than Monday and dealership suggests call back to
customer on Tuesday 5-22-12.
****Begin structured narrative T2 - Beginning Narrative
Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:
gear shifter was replaced
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:
fix before vehicle is out of warranty.
****End structured narrative T2 - Beginning Narrative
Writer spoke to customer and was advised that the gear shift was replaced
but customer has not driven vehicle much to see the difference in
operation. Customer said that the dealership did not fix the issue with
the key ignition piece and was advised to hold it to the right customer
still feels this is the key switch that was once a recall and now that
the key was replaced. Writer will call back in one week for update in
repair.
Writer contacted customer regarding the recent repairs completed on
vehicle and customer advised that currently the situation is with the key
switch the ignition piece is loose causing the vehicle to stall or not
start per it goes into another mode. Customer has been expecting to hear
back from dealership to have appointment set up to have this repaired
like the recall that was completed back in 9-2011. Writer will contact
dealership to find out if dealership has part on order and is aware of
the repairs needed, and follow up with customer this week.
Writer spoke to Chase per Jay Service Manager is not in the dealership
today. Writer was advised that dealership did not have a open ticket on
the customer and was not aware that customer was expecting a call back.
Writer requested that Jay SM be advised of customers call and once Jay SM
is advised writer will call back to find out next steps.
Mrs. DEROSIER calling to speak with case manager LT702. Writer
transferred customer over to ext 66355 to leave a voice message if cm is
unavailable.



Writer contacted customer, part is in at the dealership and is scheduled
to go in on Monday when customer was driving key slid into AC and vehicle
lost power but radio stayed on. Customer contacted dealership to have
part ordered and writer will follow up on 6-5-2012.
Writer contacted customer who stated she is not able to get into the
dealership at this time and will make another appointment and then let
the CM know when that is.
Writer left message with customer for call back writer will attempt again
next day.
3rd attempt made to contact customer. Left message. Writer will call back
6-13-12
Writer spoke to customer regarding appointment, customer stated that no
appointment has been made per customer has been sick and is currently out
of town. The door that was repaired 6 months ago is rattling again and
the issues with the key has not been fixed. Customer will make
appointment and writer will follow up in 7 days.
Attempt contact customer, Unable to leave message phone disconnect or out
of service.
Writer left message with customer requesting call back writer will call
back on 6-22-12.
Writer left message with customer advising that if appointment is not
made by 6-29-12 writer will close case.
Case scheduled to be closed if no contact is recieved from customer.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22120017

VIN 2D4RN5DX4 AR Open Date 04/13/2012
Built
Date

08/26/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

In Service Dt 10/30/2009 Mileage 58,488
Dealer
Zone

63 DALLAS

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PXR BRILLIANT BLACK CRYSTALPEARLCOAT

Engine EGQ 4.0LV6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 41798 ALLEN SAMUELS DODGE

Dealer
Address

7740 NORTHEAST LOOP 820

Dealer City NORTH RICHLAND HILLS
Dealer
State

TX Dealer Zip 76118

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

FORT WORTH TX Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate -Enhanced Customer SatisfactionProgram (ECS)-
Default -Default -Default

2010 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT
WAGON

Product -Engine -Unknown-CheckEngine Lamp On/Flashing-
Default

CELon

Product -Body / Trim / Paint Finish-Unknown-Other -Unknown RadioScreenBlankWhenDriving

Product -CoolingSystem -Unknown-Overheated -Default
vehicle towed inoverheated/ coolant
leak

Dealer called instatingthey have anECS customer droppingoffvehicle
for service.
Dealer Code: 41798
Service Manager/Service Advisor Name: SA Ashley
Service Manager/Service Advisor Phone: 817-276-7737
Technicianworkingonvehicle: n/a
VIN: 2D4RN5DX4AR
Mileage: 58488
Customer Name:
Customer best contact number:
Descriptionsofissue: RadioIssue
Writer verified dealer offered a free rentaltoECS customer.Yes
Writer provided dealer withphone number and extension

SA stated that customer asktokeep rentalvehicle over the weekend if
41798 cannot find a problem withthe radio.Writer Advise SA to
communicate that withthe TS writer explaintoSA ifTS canhelp fixthe
problem thenthe customer vehicle maybe be ready today thencustomer will
have toreturnrentalvehicle.
Writer left VM for customer toreturncall
TS advised toreplace the radio.Dealer advised they willorder the part,
have the customer returnthe rental,and whenthe part comesinthey will
have the customer returntohave the part installed.Per TS
Writer left customer VM toreturncall
Writer contacted SA Ashely whostated that she order annew radiofor the
customer and usually it take anywhere from 3 to5 day businessdaysfor
it tocome in.SA Ashley willfollow up TS once she receive radioat
dealership.Dapiswillremainopenand cair.
Writer-Ashley/DLR called inregard toPurchase Order,Ireferred her
backtoTS.



Writer spoke withSA Stephanie,SA Ashley isnot in,SA Stephanie will
checkwithher partsdepartsmentstosee ifradiohasarrive and call
writer back.
Writer returned SA Stephanie callat 817-276-7737 dealership 58488 Per SA
Stephanie the customer radioisin.writer willtry tocontact customer
toinform radioisat the dealership.
Writer tried leavingVM for customer phone disconnect.
Writer left VM for customer toreturncall-Writer third attempt
Per Dealer advised the customer wantsthe dealer totransfer allofthe
filesfrom the old radiotothe new radio,about 8GB ofinformation.
Dealer advised they willlikely need toreschedule the customer for
Monday,willnot be able tocomplete onSaturday.TS advised thisshould
be OK,the customer should make a backup ofallofthe media filesin
case they are lost.
Per SA Customer had about 1.3G offilesonold radio.Fileswere moved to
a thumbdrive,thentothe new radio.The new radiowillnot play the
files.File extensionsare AAC.Thisisa default file from I-Tunes,and
issecurity coded.fileswiththisextension(or are obtained from
I-tunes)canonly be played throughI-tunes,or from a device synced with
the I-tunesaccount (i-pad,i-pod,i-phone)the musicwaspurchased from.
Thispreventspiracy/copyright infringements.
TS advised the RBZradioisnot capable or readingor decodingthese
media files.TS sent the dealer a sample MP3 file totry onthe customers
vehicle,it loaded intothe radio,and played back,thisconfirmed the
radioisoperational.TS advised the musicfrom the customer isnot
compatible withthe radio.
Writer left VM for customer toreturncall
4thattempt
Customer called writer and the dealer had a new radioinstalled and
downloaded hismusicfrom hisold radiotoa flashdrive and the flash
drive isempty.Customer had musicthat wasonthe flashdrive that is
irreplaceable.Customer statesthat he told the dealer tosave the music
that wasonhisold radioand toload it ontothe new radio.Dealer
scanned musictoa flashdrive and the flashdrive willnot allow the
musictoplay onvehicle or evenonhiscomputer.Customer wastold by
the dealer that whenthe musicwasscanned from the old radiotothe
flashdrive that it separated and dealer isunable toretrieve.Customer
would really like toget hismusicrestored.Customer contact #

.Vehicle isstillat the dealer thismorning.
Customer called writer about hismusiclost from the radioswap.Writer
advised customer ofthe followingnotesfrom DApis: Customer had about
1.3G offilesonold radio.Fileswere moved toa thumbdrive,thento
the new radio.The new radiowillnot play the files.File extensionsare
AAC.Thisisa default file from I-Tunes,and issecurity coded.files
withthisextension(or are obtained from I-tunes)canonly be played
throughI-tunes,or from a device synced withthe I-tunesaccount (i-pad,
i-pod,i-phone)the musicwaspurchased from.Thisprevents
piracy/copyright infringements.TS advised the RBZradioisnot capable
or readingor decodingthese media files.TS sent the dealer a sample MP3
file totry onthe customersvehicle,it loaded intothe radio,and
played back,thisconfirmed the radioisoperational.TS advised the
musicfrom the customer isnot compatible withthe radio.End Dapis
notes.
Customer stated that allofthe musiconthe old radiohard drive was
from either store bought CD sor from a recordingstudioCD.Nomusic
from I-tunes.Writer willlookintofurther.Customer isalsoaskingif
hisvehicle isready for pickup.Writer willcalldealer tocheckand
callcustomer back.
Writer called SA Ashley tosee ifthe vehicle isready for pick.Vehicle
isready for pickup.
Writer called customer at and informed him that hisvehicle
isready for pickup.Writer willfollow up withhisTS and get backto
customer.Customer thanked writer for hisassistance.
Writer returned SA Ashley scallat 817-276-7737.Ashley stated that the
customer isgoingtopickup the vehicle tonight and that the customer is
upset about the possibility ofloosingallofhismusicthat wasstored
onthe old radio.Writer willlookintofurther for customer.
Writer spoke withTS Danwhohad the dealer send him one ofthe music
filesfrom the old radioand customer supplied thumbdrive.Danwasnot
able toplay the musicsent from dealer onhiscomputer.Danstated that



the musicinthe format that it isinnow would not have played onthe
radio,either the old one or new radio.Did the musicevenplay onthe
old radio?Danstated that the musicisinanAAC file format whichisa
default extensionfor I-tunesand isused by other thingsalso.Thisis
done by the musicindustry toprevent piracy and copyright protection.
Customer called writer and he wasnot happy withTS Danafter callinghim
last night.Customer wasnot giventhe answershe wanted tohear.
Customer thanked writer for hishelp.Writer agreed tofollow up with
customer next weektocheckonhisvehicle.
****7 DAY FOLLOW UP ***
Writer called customer tosee how the radioisworkingfor customer.
Customer stated that the camera isa little blurry.Writer made sure that
the lensisclean-yes.Customer statesthat reverse camera isnot as
clear asthe old radio.Blurry untilthe object isclose tothe vehicle
thenthe object comesintofocus.Customer may get tothe dealer tohave
them take a lookat.Writer asked that CM callSA Ashley toset up an
appointment for thisSAturday for the camera focusissue.
Writer called SA Ashley sat 817-276-7737.Writer asked tohave the
dealer lookat the vehicle onSaturday.Noproblem.Ashley asked that the
TS Dancallher -she hasa questionfor him.
Writer called customer tosee how hisvisit tothe dealer went on
Saturday.Writer left message for customer toreturnwriterscall.
Writer called customer and he did not make it intothe dealer on
Saturday.He wassick.Customer willget tothe dealer thisSaturday
5-19-12 tohave the reverse camera checked out and a 60K checkup.Writer
willcheckwithcustomer onMonday 5-21-12.
CM received a callfrom SA Ashley requestingtospeakwithTS832,CM
transferred SA toTS832.
SA Ashley called writer toaskabout customersreverse camera.Customer
wasat the dealer onSaturday 5-19-12 complainingthat the reverse camera
was'fuzzy' and not realclear whenbackingup.Dealer checked out and
could not find any issueswiththe reverse camera.Ashley stated that she
evenchecked out a T&C vanand it had the same issue.Customer called SA
Ashley onMonday statingthat the LH taillight wascollectingwater.
Thisissue wasnot brought up onSaturday whencustomer wasat the
dealer.MilesonVehicle 61381.Writer opened Dapistoget hisTS
involved.
Writer called customer tofollow up onhisvisit Saturday tothe dealer.
Writer went over customer issue withthe reverse camera and moisture in
the LH rear taillight.Writer advised customer that hisTS isonthe
case and writer willfollow up withcustomer whenmore isknown.Customer
thanked writer for calling.
Writer called customer toconfirm that he istakingthe vehicle tothe
dealer onThursday.Yes.Writer advised customer that the dealer will
need toinspect the taillight and the dealer believesthat there isa
software update for the reverse camera.
Writer called customer tosee ifhe had a chance toget tothe dealer.
Yes,he dropped it offat the dealer last night and got a rentalvehicle.
Customer thanked writer for followingup withhim.
Customer called writer statingthat the radiothat wasput intohis
vehicle isnot the same asthe radiothat came out ofhisvehicle.Does
not have allofthe same features.Customer wantsthe radiothat he paid
for inthe vehicle.Writer willcheckonand callcustomer back.
Writer returned SA Ashleyscallat 817-276-7737.Ashley stated that her
questionwastakencare ofonFriday.Writer asked Ashley about customers
radioissue and Ashley stated that she hasbeenincontact withTS DAn
about radioissue.The radiothat came out ofcustomersvehicle was
replaced witha newer modelyear radioand some ofthe featureshave
changed.Writer willtouchbase withTS Dantofind out more.
Writer called customer toadvise customer that the radiothat came with
hisvehicle in2010 isnolonger available from the supplier.The radio
wasreplaced withthe same type ofradiofrom a newer year vehicle.All
ofthe functionsare the same however some ofthe screensmay have
changed.Customer cna view optionsfor radioat driveuconnect.com.
Customer willcheckout and callwrier ifhe hasany questions.
SA Ashley called writer after speakingwithcustomer.Customer went to
the driveuconnect.com website and the radiolisted onthe website hasthe
same screensascustomersold radio.Writer advised Ashley ofwhat TS Dan
wrote:
The radiowaspreviously replaced,the radiocurrently inthe vehicle is



the latest release ofthe radio.It isanRBZ radiowhichiswhat the
vehicle issupposed tohave.We would not be able toget the old style
for the customer since they are nolonger manufactured.Other thanthe
wordingona trim piece,the radiofunctionsand operationshould be the
same.
Dealer called because the claim for repairsisbeingrejected,Writer
provided dealer withthe TS scontact information.(TS-DH791)Writer was
thanked by the dealer and the callwasended.
****7 Day Follow Up ****
Writer called customer tofollow up onrepairstovehicle.Customer
stated that itsalright and he spoke toAshley at the dealer yesterday.
Customer stated that the 3rd row seat would not move forward or backwards
usingthe power controlbuttons.The seatsdogoup and downbut forward
or backwards.Customer willget tothe dealer onWednesday.Customer
stated that noone ever sitsinthe rear seatsnormally sohe doesnot
know when/ifthey ever worked.Customer apologized towriter for his
commentsabout the radio.Writer thanked customer and told him that no
apology wasneeded.Customer thanked writer for allofhisassistance.
Writer called customer tosee ifhe went tothe dealer yesterday as
discussed.Customer did not get tothe dealer yesterday.Customer stated
that onMonday it wasrealhot and whenhe got offthe highway the
temperature gauge got toalmost the 3/4 mark.Customer willtry toget to
the dealer today.
Writer called customer tosee whenhe canget the vehicle tothe dealer
toaddresshisconcerns.Customer had treesfallonhishouse and hasnot
beenable toget tothe dealer.Customer hopestoget there onWednesday
6-13-12.
Writer called customer tosee ifhe tookhisvehicle tothe dealer yet?
Writer left message for customer toreturnwriterscall.
Writer called customer tosee whenhe willget the vehicle tothe dealer
for hisconcerns?Writer left message for customer toreturnhiscall.
Writer called customer and left message for customer toreturnwriters
call.
Writer called customer tosee whenhe willget hisvehicle tothe dealer.
Customer tookvaninSaturday and he wastold that the seatsdont move
like he isexpectingthem to.Customer hasnoother issueswiththe
vehicle at thistime.Writer toclose cair.
Dealer called instatingthey have anECS customer droppingoffvehicle
for service.
Dealer Code: 41798
Service Manager/Service Advisor Name: SA Ashley
Service Manager/Service Advisor Phone: 817-276-7737
Technicianworkingonvehicle: n/a
VIN: 2D4RN5DX4AR
Mileage: 64820
Customer Name:

Descriptionsofissue: Coolant Leak
Writer verified dealer offered a free rentaltoECS customer.Yes
Writer provided dealer withphone number and extension

.
Writer called customer and he stated that there is'Y' onthe intake
manifold that came apart.Customer feelsthat the 'Y' had a hairline
crackwhichwascausingthe temperature gauge torunhot.Gauge went to
260 degreeslast night.Writer apologized tocustomer for his
inconvenience.Customer drove 7 milesthismorningand he got stranded.
Customer stated that writer isdoinga splendid job.
SA Ashley called writer toadvise that the heater hose broke and she has
beentryingtocontact TS Danwhoisout ofthe office.Writer advised
Ashley tocallTS JonOr Scot.Writer provided contact #sfor both.
Ashley alsoasked that the dealer keep the vehicle over the weekend to
drive vehicle before givenbacktothe customer?Request came from
customer.Writer advised Ashley toaskthe TS for approval.Writer does
not have the authority toapprove request.
Writer called customer tolet him know that the repairsare being
completed onhisvehicle and the dealer willkeep vehicle over the
weekend.Writer left message for customer toreturnwriterscallifhe
hasany questions.
Customer called writer backtoconfirm the repairstothe vehicle and
that the rentalvehicle isapproved throughMonday 7-2-12.



Writer called customer at tocheckonhow the vehicle is
drivingfor him now.Writer left message for customer toreturnwriters
callifthere isa problem withthe vehicle still.Writer willleave cair
openfor 1 week.
Writer toclose cair since he hasnot heard backfrom customer in7 days.
****Beginstructured narrative T2 -BeginningNarrative
Briefly summarize why the customer iscontactingChrysler:
Briefly summarize what the customer isexpecting:
****End structured narrative T2 -BeginningNarrative
Assistant SM Johncalled from dealer 41798 at 817-276-7700.Customer
statesthat the checkengine light isonand the engine temperature is
runninghot.While drivingwiththe A/C and radioonthey bothquit
workingwithAssistant SM Johninthe vehicle.Thisisanintermittent
issue.Customer alsoinfor a LOF.Customer inrental.Customer contact #

.
Writer called customer tolet him know that he isstillhisCM and will
let him know more ashe hearsbackfrom the dealer.Writer left message
for customer toreturnwriterscall.
Customer called writer back.Customer statesthat hisvehicle hasbeenin
28 timestothe dealer in36 months.Customer isaskingfor LemonLaw.
Writer advised customer ofhisoptionsasa consumer.Customer asked
about replacingthe cranksensor and stated that hisproblemswould go
away,or sohe wastold backa while ago.Customer wastold by his
brother inlaw )whoworksfor Chrysler buildingthe motorsin
Detroit.Customer astold that the cranksensor controlsthe ECM and many
other itemsonthe vehicle.
Writer called Assistant SM Johntoget anupdate onthe vehicles
diagnosisand repair.Johnstated that they were able toduplicate the
radioand a/cissue.Appearstobe the detent ringthat wasinstalled for
the recall.Key isgettingstuckinthe runpositionand whenhittinga
bump it cancause stallingissues.Dealer isgettinga hold ofthe Field
engineer for assistance.Code scanned for transmissionrunninghot.Still
workingonthisconcern.Writer willcontact customer withupdate.
Writer called customer withupdate onhisvehicle.Writer advised
customer that they have beenable toduplicate the radioand a/cconcern.
Appearstobe anignitionswitchissueswiththe key gettingstuck
halfway betweenrunand start.Writer advised customer that the crank
sensor doesnot appear tobe the problem at thistime.Calldropped.
Writer called customer back.Writer explained tocustomer that he is
waitingfor a field engineer toget involved and further diagnosis.
Customer thanked writer for the update.
Writer returned customerscall.Customer asked writer what happensifthe
dealer cant fixthe vehicle?Writer advised customer that he hasthe
best ofthe best workingonhisvehicle.
Writer called Assistant SM Johnat 41798 -817-276-7700.Johnwaswith
another customer.Writer willtry backlater.
Customer called writer statingthat he spoke tothe dealer thismorning
and they hascorrected the radioand A/C issue.Dealer wasnot able to
duplicate anover heatingissue.Customer topickup vehicle today and
writer willfollow up withcustomer onWEdnesday 8-15-12
Writer called customer tofollow up onthe repairstohisvehicle.Writer
left message for customer tocallwriter ifrepairswere not tohis
satisfaction.Writer toleave cair open1 week.
Writer toclose cair since he hasnot heard backfrom customer in1 week.
CUstomer called writer statingthat the CELcame backonthismorningand
he hasmade arrangementstodrop offthe vehicle at the dealer this
afternoon.Customer willget a rentalfrom the dealer touse inmoving
hisdaughter thisweekend.Customer backontownonSunday.Writer
apologized tocustomer and advised him that we need toget the vehicle
diagnosed.Customer stated that enoughisenoughand that thisishis
9thminivanfrom Chrysler and the previous8 have not givenhim asmuch
problemscombined ashiscurrent vehicle.
Dealer called instatingthey have anECS customer droppingoffvehicle
for service.
Dealer Code: 41798
Service Manager/Service Advisor Name: SA Ashley
Service Manager/Service Advisor Phone: 817-276-7737
Technicianworkingonvehicle:
VIN: 2D4RN5DX4AR
Mileage: 69518



Customer Name:
Customer best contact number:
Descriptions of issue: Check engine light is on / No start
Writer verified dealer offered a free rental to ECS customer. Customer
in rental
Writer provided dealer with phone number and extension

Writer called customer to follow up on repairs to the vehicle. Writer
left message for customer to return writers call.
Writer called customer at to follow up on repairs to the
vehicle. Writer left message for customer to please call writer if the
repairs were not done to his satisfaction to please call writer at

. Writer to leave cair open for 1 week.
Writer to close cair since he has not heard back from customer in 1 week.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22174261

VIN 2D4RN5D13 AR Open Date 04/27/2012
Built
Date

11/27/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

In Service Dt 11/29/2009 Mileage 43,000
Dealer
Zone

32 NEW YORK

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 42114 FAYETTEVILLE DODGE INC

Dealer
Address

5427 N BURDICK ST

Dealer City FAYETTEVILLE
Dealer
State

NY Dealer Zip 13066

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

BRIDGEPORT NY Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Other - Default
Ignition issues since L25 recall was
performed

Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Reoccurance or
Related Problem

Problem with vehicle since L25 performed
on vehicle

Corporate - CNA Change - Default - Default - Default Update personal information
Product - Electrical - Unknown - Other - Default Vehicle periodically stalls since L25 recall

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Caller states
that he has had the (L25) Safety recall performed on vehicle WIN MODULE
DETENT RING on 04/17/2012 at Burdick Dodge Chrysler Jeep
5885 E Circle Dr Cicero, NY 13039-8604
315-699-3846 and caller states that since this recall was performed on
his vehicle there has been electrical issues with his vehicle. Caller
states that vehicle periodically stalls as well. Caller stated that
the vehicle ran perfectly up until the safety recall was performed.
Caller states that he was in touch with the servicing dealership about
these issues, and caller states that the dealership stated that there was
nothing they could do to repair the issue on his vehicle. Caller states
that he is very unhappy with this service that he received from the
dealership regarding this issue. Caller stated that he could take the
vehicle to Fayetteville Dodge
5427 N Burdick St Fayetteville, NY 13066-9669
315-637-5001 to have this issue corrected.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Caller expecting to
have this issue repaired on his vehicle.
Agent called Fayetteville Dodge with regards to this issue on vehicle,
and agent transferred caller to Fayetteville Dodge for further
assistance in having having this issue repaired on his vehicle.
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is or

Customer email address for case updates:
Who has possession of the vehicle? (Owner)
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? (Yes)
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code?
Fayetteville Dodge



Reassigned to 88F
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

Thank you for being with Dodge I will be your case manager my name is
Debbie my number is 1800-763-8422 ext 66266, my hours of operation
7:45-4:15 est. Your case number is 22174261.
End of Status Update
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District Q * * * * * *
Debbie ext 66266
DCC VIN S OWNED: 1 CURRENTLY OWNS: 1 Purchased used
BASIC 36 Months or 36,000 Miles 0 November 29, 2012 Expired (Odometer)
POWERTRAIN 60 Months or 100,000 Miles 0 November 29, 2014 31 Months or
57,000 Miles
Left message for Rob sm to call writer.
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

. Left message.
Rob sm stated did the recall but no information on anything else.
Customer stated that customer made appointment and went back in on 4-27.
Customer stated when he went in that he and his wife where treated very
rudely. Customer stated when the dealership did the recall they put on
the paper that they did inspection also. So when customer went back on
4-27 and advised still having problems that is when they advised him
there was nothing they could do. Customer took vehicle to Fayetteville
Dodge and they found they had to redo the safety recall and when did
inspection of vehicle found something wrong with the radiator. Customer
stated will pick up his vehicle sometime today. Writer advised customer
all will be noted on the rudeness of the dealership and it does affect
the franchise of the dealership. Writer will call Fayetteville Dodge and
check on customers vehicle.
Called Ed sm at Fayetteville Dodge who stated that he has noticed in the
recall L25 that the wireless receivers go so Ed sm stated they repaired
the wireless ignition as a goodwill. Writer advised Ed sm that the
customer mentioned the radiator. Ed sm stated nothing on the radiator but
the power steering hose problem customer charged $115.00 in parts.
Left message for customer to call writer checking if customers repairs.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - customer contacted today to confirm repairs.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22233271

VIN 2D4RN4DE4 AR Open Date 05/15/2012
Built
Date

03/14/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTKH53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SE WAGON

In Service Dt 03/25/2010 Mileage 38,866
Dealer
Zone

35 WASHINGTON

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PXR BRILLIANT BLACK CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGV 3.3L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DFF 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC VLP TRANSMISSION

Dealer 62737 MOTORWORLD CHRYSLER INC

Dealer
Address

150 MOTOR WORLD DR

Dealer City WILKES-BARRE
Dealer
State

PA Dealer Zip 18703

Owner

Home
Phone

WILKES BARRE PA Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Remote/Key Fob - Default - Default Key chipped

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
states the key fob had a chip on the plastic and won t start the vehicle
again. Customer states he took vehicle to dealership and dealership
refused to replaced the key under warranty.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer seeks key
replaced under warranty.
Customer was advised that due to the nature of their contact a call back
is required and will take place within one business day by COB their
time.
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Who has possession of the vehicle? Dealer
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? Yes
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code? 62737
Reassigned to 96F
CM called SM Dan received voice mail and left message with phone and ext
4720291
CM called customer who advised that he hit a pot hole and because of the
l25 recall caused the car to shut down and a chip broke off his key fob
and now it does not work. Customer advised the dealer told him to call us
for repair. Cm advised will have to call dealer to get more information.
CM called SM Dan who advised no loyalty to the dealer and the key fob
breaking had nothing to do with the recall on the vehicle. CM agrees with
decision.
CM called customer who advised that Chrysler would not assist with good
will due to the recall has nothing to do with a key fob breaking.
Customer upset with our decision. CM will close cair.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22238381

VIN 2D4RN4DE0 AR Open Date 05/16/2012
Built
Date

09/15/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTKH53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SE WAGON

In Service Dt 04/29/2010 Mileage 44,602
Dealer
Zone

71 LOS ANGELES

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGV 3.3L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DFF 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC VLP TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address
Home
Phone

LAKE ELSINORE CA Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - Enhanced Customer Satisfaction Program (ECS) - Default -
Default - Default

2010 DODGE GRAND
CARAVAN

Product - Drivability - Unknown - Stalling - Default Stalling inquiry

Customer who has had a case in the past is calling back having the same
problem with stalling.
Customer is willing to work with the dealership 45523.
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates:
Who has possession of the vehicle? Owner
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? No
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code?
Reassigned to 96A
Writer tried calling phone was busy writer tried calling

writer left VM for to return writer call, Writer
provided contact information on VM for customer.
Writer contacted customer and educated customer on the ECS process and
provided writer contact information..... per customer on 5/21 customer
has an appointment with 45523 around 9am.. writer informed customer
writer will contact dealership 45523 to inform customer is in ECS an
provide rental Currently customer vehicle is stalling, seat belt light on
once and check engine light, Currently customer has an box in her
vehicle to detect and codes vehicle is giving off...writer will follow up
with customer on 5/21....
Dealer called in stating they have an ECS customer dropping off vehicle
for service.
Dealer Code: 45523
Service Advisor Name: Tom
Service Advisor Phone: 951-817-5525
Technician working on vehicle: N/A
VIN: AR
Mileage: 44839
Customer Name:
Customer best contact number:
Descriptions of issue: Vehicle often stalls
Writer verified dealer offered a free rental to ECS customer. Writer
provided dealer with phone number .
Customer is in rental.
Web dapis created by Writer-BT251
1st attempt - writer left VM
Customer called stating that she drop her vehicle off at 45523, writer
advise customer that dealership 45523 contacted BT251 writer advise



customer we have the information.... and assign an TS to work with 45523
to address( Vehicle often stalls ).
1st attempt - writer left VM.
MRS called upset at Dealer because she states dealer never told her
to press the button on the data recorder when vehicle stalled. Per
customer, dealer advised her to pick up vehicle tomorrow. Writer advised
that CM will be notified and advised to hold off on picking up vehicle
until customer speaks to CM. (Recent notes from Dapis show that SA to
follow up with ECS when vehicle returns-5/22)
CM received call from customer requesting to speak with AD1020, CM
transferred customer.
Writer received call from Customer. Customer states dealer advised
Customer to pick vehicle up today, 5/25, but customer would like to know
why. Writer advised Customer that Customer needs to push record button
when vehicle stalls, to help record event data to see why vehicle is
stalling. Customer states dealer never advised of this, but Customer will
speak to dealer to see where button is. Writer verified customer has
extension; Customer had CB971 s extension. Writer provided correct
extension & will follow up with Customer.
1st attempt - writer left VM.
2nd attempt - writer left VM
3rd attempt - writer left VM.
Writer to close CAIR as there is no response from Customer.

called in wanting to speak to AD1020, writer found that wrong
number was on record, it should be , Customer
stated that she has been working with the dealer and will be going in
today but dealer told her to call CM before going in. Writer will reopen
case and provided AD1020 contact number
Customer seeking to speak with the case manager about the file, customer
states that the she will be bringing the vehicle back to the dealer and
is seeking to have the Cm authorize a rental vehicle.

called back, states she will be returning to BROWNING so that
the dealer can review the data recorder data.
Tom calling from dealer 45523 wishing to speak to CM. Tom states the
customer is seeking a rental vehicle. Tom states he called AD1020 but
she was unavailable. Tom states he needs a call back as soon as
possible.
**************************
Agent transferred Tom to CM AD1020 at extension 4720283.

called, placed SA TOM on the line with writer. Writer advised
SA TOM to place customer in rental and that a TS will contact SA to
review the data recordings. Webdapis Reopened by writer. Mileage 46,705,
Dealer 45523.
Customer s contact
Customer Mary Hall states she is very upset with fact that the Win Module
is being replaced for the third time and does not believe this will
resolve the concern. Customer indicated that he vehicle stalls when going
down hill, when turning the corner, when going over a bump and makes a
clicking sound when it is stalling. Customer wants a explanation as to
why if it is the win module why it has failed this many times in a year
on a new vehicle. Writer send email over to TS DAA21 to further review
Customer contacted CM requesting to speak with AD1020, CM transferred
customer to AD1020.
Writer received call from Customer looking for an update. Writer advised
that WIN module has failed, and that vehicle is stalling due to key
moving from RUN to ACC while driving, which is what data recorder found.
Writer advised that TS/SA Tony are working on resolving concern and
writer will contact if any updates are received. Writer advised that
there could possibly be an internal element which is causing WIN to fail.
Customer understood and thanked writer.
Writer left VM for SA Tom.
Writer contacted SA Tom. SA states WIN module was replaced and customer
is now in posession of vehicle. SA states customer has had vehicle for
almost a week and has not made any further contact. Writer thanked SA.
Writer contacted Customer to follow up, as vehicle has been released.
Customer states so far concern is resolved and vehicle is running fine.
Writer advised that if Customer experiences any concerns to contact
writer and writer will assist. Customer thanked writer.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22276265

VIN 2A4RR5D15 AR Open Date 05/30/2012
Built
Date

03/25/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 03/25/2010 Mileage 54,340
Dealer
Zone

71 LOS ANGELES

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 49944 MAROONE D/NATIONAL

Dealer
Address

8600 PINES BLVD

Dealer City PEMBROKE PINES
Dealer
State

FL Dealer Zip 33024

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

LAKE HASAVU AZ Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - Product Information - Default - Default - Default Detent Ring

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:Key resets back
causing engine to shut off.
Reviewed Recall Status and L25 WIN MODULE DETENT RING was completed in
August 2011.
Safety Recall L25 Wireless Ignition Node Module Detents
2010 Chrysler Town & Country
NOTE: This recall applies only to the above vehicles built through May
17, 2010 (MDH 051700).
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:to have vehicle
diagnosed and repaired.
Customer will schedule a service appointment at:Anderson Chrysler Jeep
Dodge
3920 North Highway 95 Lake Havasu City , AZ 86404
(928-764-5153).



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22426802

VIN 2A4RR5D18 AR Open Date 07/16/2012
Built
Date

03/04/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 03/04/2010 Mileage 60,646
Dealer
Zone

66 ORLANDO

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PXR BRILLIANT BLACK CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 68426 THOMSON MOTOR CENTRE

Dealer
Address

2158 WASHINGTON RD NE

Dealer City THOMSON
Dealer
State

GA Dealer Zip 30824

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

(

DEARING GA Country
UNITED
STATES

Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Reoccurance or
Related Problem

Customer states recall has been replaced
3-4 times

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
states that her WIN module recall has been replaced 3-4 times, and this
last time it caused to veer off the road into a ditch as this recall can
cause the vehicle to shut off. Customer states her and her children were
in the vehicle when this happened. Customer states that no one was hurt
but wants something done about this issue.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer seeking
Chrysler to fix the problem once and for all.
Agent advised customer her complaint will be reviewed and a call from CM
will take place in one business day.
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates: N/A
Who has possession of the vehicle? Owner
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? Yes
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code? 68426
THOMSON MOTOR CENTRE
Reassigned to 88F
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District 96 Ù * * * * * *
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

Customer is looking to speak with their case manager the had dial the ext
4720325 which the customer was given in a message left by AR1159 but was
redirected to writer.
**
Writer advised that there is no ext listed for AR1159, but the case would
be updated stating that the customer is requesting a call back.
**
Customer is requesting a call back ASAP due to a family situation.
Writer transfered customer to CMAR1159.
Customer calls to speak with their Case Manager. CAC transferred customer
to CM extension 4720325.
Agent advised customer CM unavailable and transferred to voice mail.
CM called customer. Customer states vehicle was purchased used in 2011.
Customer states her car cut off and ran into a ditch. Customer has been



having problems with the ignition switch and was a safety recall that has
been repaired 3-4 times already and the issue still exists. Customer
states the problem is intermittent. Customer has had it recently
repaired on 7/1 at DLR 68426 and is still having problems with the
vehicle. Customer states when vehicle cuts off, she is trapped inside of
the vehicle because the doors automatically lock and the windows cannot
be rolled down. Customer is requesting rental assistance. Advised
customer to take vehicle back to DLR 68426. If customer cannot drop
vehicle off at DLR today (7/18) at noon, she does not know when she will
be able to take vehicle in for diagnosis.
CM spoke with SM Ryan. Ryan states customer can bring vehicle in today
(7/18) by 5pm, if not today, 7/19 at 9am. Advised SM will assist with
rental $35 per day, x 2 days.
CM spoke with customer. Advised to drop vehicle off today by 5pm or 7/19
at 9am. Customer says she does not want to deal with Enterprise for
rental. Will get rental from another company. Advised customer rental
will have to be reimbursed if rental does not go through Enterprise and
will reimburse $35 per day, x 2 days. Customer will take vehicle for
diagnosis and repair on 7/23. Asked customer if she has any questions,
customer said no, thanked customer. Will follow up with customer on 7/23
CM called SM Ryan. Advised that customer will bring vehicle in on 7/23
around 9am and will be using a different rental car company.
CM called customer . Customer states she has not been able to
take her vehicle to the DLR yet due to a death in the family. Customer
states she will try to drop vehicle off this afternoon. CM advised
customer a follow up will take place on 7/25
Customer contacted CM demanding to speak with supervisor, CM tried both
TL lines and they went to voice mail, customer asked CM to try again to
get a live connection, CM tried but got voice mail both times. Customer
stated she wants something done or she will be contacting a lawyer. CM
acknowledged and stated CM will try again to get a supervisor live, CM
not successful. Customer agreed to go to TL RP617 to leave a voice mail
and stated that her contact number is .
Customer calls to speak with their Case Manager. Customer called in
demanding to speak with a supervisor. Customer states she is unable to
get a rental car because Enterprise does not have any Chrysler vehicles
available. CM advised customer she can rent a non Chrysler vehicle but
only $20 per day can be authorized. Customer states she does not want to
pay anything out of pocket and if she goes to a different Enterprise
location she will have to pay a deposit and she is not willing to do so.
Customer is upset and states she will involve a lawyer and the media.
Customer states she cannot take her vehicle to DLR until she has a rental
car lined up. Customer requests supervisor call back.
Customer called asking to speak to a supervisor. Writer transferred call
to TL Leon.
TL took call from customer. Customer advised that the vehicle stalled
while driving and an accident resulted. Customer advise that she is
working with a lawyer for lemon law information on her concern. TL
advised customer that due to the allegation of an accident and lemon law
concerns the case will be assigned to the lemon law qualifier team for
review and possible special investigation.
Called owner to discuss and determine the seriousness of her accident.
Owner advised she had not had an accident per se, but had put a small
dent in the underbody from going off the road due to a stalling concern
This would not be considered an accident. Call was also given to writer
because owner stated she has a Lawyer. Asked owner for Attys name and was
advised that she doesn t have one, just consulted with one about lemon
law. Advised owner as the third owner of this car, she would not qualify
for the Lemon Law. Owner advised writer that she felt her vehicle was
unsafe to drive. I advised the owner then she should not drive it, and
instead have the vehicle towed to the dealer. Owner questioned who was
going to pay for the towing. I advised the owner since she was out of
warranty the cost would be her responsibility. Owner unhappy



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22462536

VIN 2D4RN4DE9 AR Open Date 07/26/2012
Built
Date

02/27/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTKH53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SE WAGON

In Service Dt 08/20/2010 Mileage 24,965
Dealer
Zone

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGV 3.3L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DFF 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC VLP TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

LETTER

Address
Home
Phone

ELMER NJ Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - Reimbursement - Default - Default - Default
reimbursment for X36 extended
warranty

Corporate - Corporate Warranty Extension Letter - Minivan Brakes -
Reimbursement - Default

reimbursment for extended
warranty

Dealer - By-Pass - Default - Default - Default
reimbursment for extended
warranty

POSTMARK DATE: 071912; DATE RECEIVED: 072412
Reassigning to 82B to rescan page 3. unable to read any IRF information.
7/27 Rescanned file as requested - owner sent in copy of the repair order
and the top of the document is cut off on the copy. Reassigned file to
JB1781 for handling.
POSTMARK DATE: 072712; DATE RECEIVED: 072712
Writer confirmed mailing address matches COIN and HPIMS to the claim
form.
Proof of payment confirmed:cancelled check 1661
Writer contacted customer to discuss
invoice. Spoke with wife. Writer advised that a complete copy of the
invoice was needed to complete processing the claim. Customer stated when
her husband gets up she will have him mail it in.
Waiting for documents.
Waiting for documents.
Waiting for documents.
Writer contacted customer to discuss
invoice. Spoke with wife. Writer asked if the documents had been sent in.
Customer stated her husband would be doing that today.
Waiting for documents.
Customer called in wanting to speak with his case manager in regards to
the invoice he submitted. Agent transferred customer to JB1781 at ext-
4718517.
Writer contacted customer to discuss
invoice. Spoke with wife. Writer advised that the top portion of the
invoice was missing. Customer understood. Writer provided fax number

and case number 22462536. Customer stated she is having an
issue with the ignition where the key slips out of start and the engine
shuts off. Customer stated she had the recall done and right after the
repair the ignition was really hard to turn. The customer stated that now
it is really loose. Writer advised customer to let the dealership know of
this issue at the appointment tomorrow so they can inspect it. the
customer stated she has told the dealership and they are going to look at
that issue.
Waiting for documents.
****** Below Customer Contacted for Documentation Request ******

on 2012-08-07 @ 10:00
***** Customer Document Received *****



Writer contacted IRF ADAMS AUTO REPAIR at 856-455-3321 to discuss
invoice. No answer. Left message with return number and
extension and case number 22462536.
Writer contacted IRF ADAMS AUTO REPAIR at 856-455-3321 to discuss
invoice. No answer. Left message with return number and
extension and case number 22462536.
Writer contacted IRF ADAMS AUTO REPAIR at 856-455-3321 to discuss
invoice. No answer. Left message with return number and
extension and case number 22462536.
Awaiting contact.
Writer contacted IRF ADAMS AUTO REPAIR at 856-455-3321 to discuss
invoice. No answer. Left message with return number and
extension and case number 22462536.
Writer contacted customer to discuss
invoice. Spoke with wife. Writer advised that the top portion of the
invoice was missing. Customer understood. Customer stated she would speak
with her husband.
Writer received voice mail time stamped today 12:10 pm requesting
contact.
Writer received voice mail time stamped today 4:31 pm requesting contact
at
Writer contacted customer to discuss
invoice. No answer. Left message with return number and
extension and case number 22462536 and fax number 877-768-5076 .
Writer contacted customer to discuss
invoice. No answer. Left message with return number and
extension and case number 22462536 and fax number 877-768-5076 .
Waiting for documents.
****** Below Customer Contacted for Documentation Request ******

***** Customer Document Received *****
EXT Warranty - Front Brakes X30
************************************************
Customer submitted request for reimbursement for front brakes extended
warranty (X30). Parameters are 12-24 months or 12,000/24,000 miles with
$50 deductible or 24-36 months or 24.001/36,000 miles $100 deductible.
Customer s proof of payment is:Canceled check 1661
In-service Date:08/20/2010
Date of repair:05/29/2012
Invoice #:1815
Mileage:24,965
Labor $86.90
Parts $117.82
Misc. Charges $0.00
Tax $17.40
Total $222.12
Less Deductible -$100.00
Total Reimbursement $122.12
Writer is submitting check for approval in the amount of $122.12
******************************************************
Writer contacted customer to discuss
reimbursement. Spoke with wife. Writer advised of reimbursement amount.
Customer was happy. Writer asked for permission to process the claim. The
customer stated yes. The writer stated the check would be submitted for
approval and barring any complications the check should arrive in 2-3
weeks but if nothing is received after that time to contact CHRYSLER.
Customer understood.
Approved.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22490937

VIN 2A4RR5D11 AR Open Date 08/03/2012
Built
Date

03/17/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 04/01/2010 Mileage 50,000
Dealer
Zone

66 ORLANDO

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 60338 AIRPORT CHRYSLER DODGE JEEP

Dealer
Address

5751 EAGLE VAIL DR

Dealer City ORLANDO
Dealer
State

FL Dealer Zip 32822

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

MORAINE OH Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Engine - Engine Block / Short Engine - Other - Default complete loss of power

Corporate - Complaint Contact - Default - Default - Default vehicle shut off without warning

Customer calling in for recall information and to find a complaint.
Vehicle ignition key turned off 3 times by itself because of bumpy road
conditions.
Customer has also had problems with a/c, and power steering pump in the
4 months that she has owned it.
customer feels unsafe and dose not want to drive vehicle around with her
children in it..
Agent advised that there are no open recalls on vehicle at this time.
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is same
Customer email address for case updates:
Who has possession of the vehicle? Owner
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? No
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code?NA
Reassigned to 88F
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

. CM contacted SM and advised a D2D will be sent and CM will
have customer come in for a Appointment to get vehicle diagnosed for
customers vehicle cutting off while driving. CM spoke with Eric(ASM) and
left mesage for Kevin(SM) to call me back. No additional questions or
concerns, CM ended Call.
# # # # # # # # # # # # # DIRECT-TO-DEALER # # # # # # # # # # # # #
ATTENTION SERVICE DIRECTOR OR SERVICE MANAGER
Customer Care is sending this CAIR because this customer appears to fall
within the scope of Warranty Bulletin D-12-27 Warranty Goodwill
Administration Process. Please follow the guidelines set forth in this
bulletin to come to a resolution. If the customer s request is beyond
the
limits found within D-12-27, it will require Area Manager documented
pre-approval via the DM Notes application. All offers or denials will be
delivered to the customer, with an appropriate explanation, by the dealer
or the Area Manager. Customer Care will follow-up as appropriate with the
customer before the CAIR is closed. If this repair falls under the



Digital
Imaging process or the Powertrain Service Center you will need to
follow all associated processes and requirements for claim approval
including tech training requirements.
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
REASSIGNED TO BC/DLR 66 60338 08/06/12 12:39 O 22490937
*Contact Date:08/10/2012
After repeated attempts the dealer was unable to contact this customer.CAIR
closed pending further contact from the customer.
CAIR RETURNED FROM DEALER ON 8/10/2012 AT 12:04:722 R 22490937
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

2nd attempt made to contact customer. VM asked me to leave a message as i
was trying to talk VM sad goodbye was unable to leave a message.

3rd attempt made to contact customer. Left message.
CM contacted Kevin (SM) out to lunch, CM spoke with Steven (SA) and there
was no appointment made in the system and customer has not been in for a
diagnosis.
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

. CM called customer left message on voicemail.
CM made error in line 55 should be 4th contact not 1st.
5th attempt made to contact customer. Left message.
CM called left message on voicemail.
6th attempt made to contact customer at# left message on
voicemail.
7th attempt made to contact customer. Left message.
CM has made several attempts to contact customer. DLR has made several
attempts to contact customer. Customer is not responding to left
messages. No return calls from customer. CM will close cair.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22533600

VIN 2D4RN5D15 AR Open Date 08/17/2012
Built
Date

02/17/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

In Service Dt 02/17/2010 Mileage 46,400
Dealer
Zone

32 NEW YORK

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PXR BRILLIANT BLACK CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 43853 NEMER CHRYSLER-DODGE

Dealer
Address

728 QUAKER RD

Dealer City QUEENSBURY
Dealer
State

NY Dealer Zip 12804

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

SOUTH GLENS FALL NY Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Engine - Unknown - Other - Default Stalling while driving

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: MRS
called in with concerns of the vehicle shutting off while

driving. Customer had the L25 Recall performed on vehicle in January and
feels that this is what is causing the vehicle to quit. Customer took
vehicle to the dealership they cannot duplicate but when they touched the
key the vehicle quit. Dealership told her that her keys were too heavy.
Customer only has 2 keys and a couple of grocery store tags on the ring.
Vehicle has done this twice now. Customer is not satisfied with the
response from the dealership. They told her the vehicle quitting has
nothing to do with the Recall. Customer does not accept this.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:Resolution for the
vehicle quitting.
*****
CAC updated COIN.
*****
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates:
Who has possession of the vehicle? Dealer customer will be picking up
todayÙ
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? Yes
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code?43853
Reassigned to 88F
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District Q * * * * * *
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,
Email sent with contact information. Follow-up on 8/20/12.
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

My name is Heather and I been assigned as your case manager. Here is
some information that will be helpful for you to have:
Your case number: 22533600
Chrysler Case Management telephone number: 800-763-8422
My direct extension: 66254
My work hours: 7:00AM-3:30PM Mountain Time Monday-Friday



I will contact you within one business day by telephone to review your
case with you.
End of Status Update
Attempt made to contact SM of 43853. Unable to leave message.
Attempt made to contact Mr./Mrs. . Left message.
Writer contacted customer. Customer states that they have not had any
concerns with the vehicle shuttin off since 8/17. Customer states
dealership 43853 was not very helpful and they will be going to a
non-Chrysler dealership for assistance in the future. Writer apologized
for the experience. Writer advised case will be documented and closed,
customer agrees.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22537736

VIN 2A4RR5D17 AR Open Date 08/20/2012
Built
Date

02/12/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 02/18/2010 Mileage 31,000
Dealer
Zone

42 DETROIT

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PWL WHITE GOLD CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 42835 DICK SCOTT DODGE INC

Dealer
Address

684 ANN ARBOR ROAD

Dealer City PLYMOUTH
Dealer
State

MI Dealer Zip 48170

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

MILFORD MI Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Wheels and Tires - Front Wheel Bearings - Other - Unknown Customer seeking lemon law

Product - Brakes - Pads/Shoes - Seized, Stick, Binds - Rear Customer seeking lemon law.

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Defective - Default Customer seeking lemon law.
Corporate - Lemon Law - Default - Default - Default

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Response - Default - Default

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
contacts seeking lemon law.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer states he has
had an ongoing concern with the ignition system in his vehicle. Customer
states for quite some time now he has experienced stalling and complete
shutoffs while driving the vehicle. Customer states the vehicle has been
in and out of the dealer over 3 times and is still not resolved. Customer
states he thinks the electric key module is defective to the point that
it believes the electric key has been turned even when it has not.
Customer states on top of that he has had alot of brake and bearing
concerns. Customer is not happy with how often the vehicle needs service
or experiences problems. Customer seeking lemon law. Customer feels
vehicle is unsafe and his wife will not drive it.
Customer informed a call back is required and will take place within
one business day.
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates: XXXXX@XXXXX.com
Who has possession of the vehicle? Dealer
Is this a request for Lemon Law, buy-back or replacement? Lemon Law &
Replacement
Reassigned to 88L
* * * * * * * * * * QUALIFIER TEAM * * * * * * * * * *
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

. Left message.
This customer is seeking lemon law buyback/replacement. Preliminary
research has determined this vehicle doesn t appear to qualify for lemon
law/Buyback/Replacement. The customer has been informed of this research
and was told that we are willing to assist in getting the vehicle
repaired
The customer was also informed that a case manager will be assigned to
them for further follow-up.



RESEARCH RESULTS:
Explain why this vehicle either appears to qualify or not: The vehicle
has no repair attempts inside the terms of protection.
Number of related repair attempts = 0
Number of days out of service = 0
2nd Attempt: Left message with contact information and follow up 8-23-12
3rd The agent called the customer MR and informed him
that the vehicle does not appear to qualify for lemon law/ buyback and
appears to be outside the terms of protection; however we do want to seek
a resolution for our customers. The agent informed the customer that we
will be forwarding there case to a case manager for further handling. The
agent told the customer that they will be contacted in one business day.
The agent called the dealership and left a message for the SM Joe, the
agent informed him that we have been contacted by our customer for lemon
law/ buy back. We have informed the customer that the vehicle does not
appear to qualify however, we want to make ourselves available for our
customer and will be transferring the case to our case management team
for further handling
Writer called customer . Left message follow up 8/27/12.
Writer called customer Customer states that the car stalls
out and he does not feel it s safe. Customer states that he was in last
week for a repair and it seems to have fixed the car but he is not
driving it now because he does not want to put his life at risk. Writer
advised that she would follow up in a week to see if the car was running
correctly.
Writer called customer . Left message advising if no contact
was made by 9/11/12 case would be closed.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22543663

VIN 3D4PG4FB9 AT Open Date 08/21/2012
Built
Date

12/21/2009

Model Year 2010 Body JCDH49 DODGE JOURNEY SE HATCHBACK

In Service Dt 12/23/2009 Mileage 78,000
Dealer
Zone

66 ORLANDO

Plant T
TOLUCA ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PXR BRILLIANT BLACK CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine ED3 2.4L I4 DOHC 16V DUAL VVT ENGINE

Transmission DFF 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC VLP TRANSMISSION

Dealer 45346 ROB LAMBDIN'S UNIVERSITY DODGE

Dealer
Address

5455 S UNIVERSITY DR

Dealer City DAVIE
Dealer
State

FL Dealer Zip 33328

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

MIRAMAR FL Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Other - Default Win detent module

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:Customer called
to file a complaint about having to be back in the dealership three time
for the same recall issue. The customer claims the key pops out of the on
position and into the start position. The customer claims that when this
happens her engine shuts off and windows wont work the radio dies. The
agent spoke with the service manager and the service manager stated that
it is not the win dentent ring but the module itself. The SM stated that
they are going to cover the cost free of charge. The customer wanted
reimbursement for the rental. Agent advised customer that the dealership
is not covering the rental but would cover the cost of repair. The
customer stated she will take care of the rental.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:Customer is expecting
rental reimbursement.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22553019

VIN 2A4RR5DX8 AR Open Date 08/23/2012
Built
Date

09/14/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 02/26/2010 Mileage 34,500
Dealer
Zone

42 DETROIT

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PRH INFERNO RED CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 66487
JAKE SWEENEY CHRYSLER JEEP
DODGE,

INC.

Dealer
Address

85 W KEMPER RD

Dealer City CINCINNATI
Dealer
State

OH Dealer Zip 45246

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address
Home
Phone

CINCINNATI OH Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Diagnosis - Default - Default Customer has not been for diagnosis
Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Information
Request

L25 WIN MODULE DETENT RING

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Other - Default
goes fron on to ac position without touching
it

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:
Mr Borger states he had the recall performed on his vehicle for L25
WIN MODULE DETENT RING
Customer states the key now goes from the on position to AC position
without touching it.
The dealership could not recreate the problem. It happens Intermittently.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:
Customer seeks a resolution to the prblem
Customer seeks more information from Chrysler .
The ignition switch was replaced on the vehicle.
Customer has been to the dealership 6 times.
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates:
Who has possession of the vehicle? Owner
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? Yes
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code?Dealer
Code: 66487 Dealer Name : JAKE SWEENEY CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE, Dealer
Phone : 513-782-1000
Reassigned to
88f
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

My name is Kristen and I have been assigned as your Case Manager. Here is
some information that will be helpful for you to have:
Your Case number: 22553019
Chrysler Case Management telephone number: 800-763-8422
My direct extension: 66259
My work hours: 8:00 am to 2:00 pm Eastern Time Monday-Friday



I will contact you within one business day by telephone to review your
case with you.
Note: This is a system generated message. Please do not reply.
Sincerely,
Your Case Manager
Kristen
End of Status Update
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District V * * * * * *
In by time and miles
Service contracts ESSENTIAL CARE - 2 YEARS / 4 OIL CHANGES
1st owner purchased 2.2010 miles 27,191 owned 1 used HH 3 currently owns
1
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

calling customer for more information. Customer states that
she wonders if they put in a used one. Customer states that when she
drives her car will die. 3 times in 2 Weeks. Key will move to the
accessory position. Customer states that she has car in 4 times.
Customer states that it happens randomly. Customer states that she did a
ride along twice and had no issues. Writer stated that she needs to have
car diagnosed so we have a point of failure. Customer stated that she
would make an appointment.
Writer calling service manager : 513-782-1000 service manager is at
lunch. Spoke to Jason in service. Writer stated that customers car will
go to the accessory position and just cut off. Writer stated that we are
sending customer in for a diagnosis.

calling customer to see if they have gotten a diagnosis.
Writer calling service department 513-782-1000 Mike to see if customer
has had a diagnosis. No answer left message asking if customer has had a
diagnosis. Also left contact information.
Writer calling customer no answer left message stating that
if customer dosn t have a diagnosis my 9.07.2012 that case will close.
Writer speaking with service manager Shane stating that we were calling
to see if he has made a decision.
Customer is worried about this vehicle doing this and him and his wife
being killed on the highway.
Customer feels this is the key switch.Customer feels this should stay at
dealership so this can be found and fixed.Customer is frustrated with the
fact that the dealership cannot find the trouble.Call was dropped.
Writer calling customer . Left message follow up 9/11/12.
Writer called dealership 66487 at 513-782-1000. Spoke to service advisor
Jason who stated that he ordered a part for the customer and it came in
this morning. Jason states that he called the customer this morning and
they are in Florida on vacation. Jason that they have not been able to
duplicate the concern with the ignition.
Writer calling customer Customer states that he is upset
because kt309 advised him that the WIN module would be replaced. Customer
states that JP1353 advised him that unless the dealership is able to
duplicate the concern we can not replace parts. Writer apologized and
advised that unless we are able to duplicate the concern we can not
authorize the replacement of parts. Customer understood and stated that
he feels if the dealership drove the car for a week they would be able to
duplicate the concern. Writer advised that we would look into a rental
car so the customer could leave the car at the dealership for a week to
see if they could duplicate the concern. Customer was thankful. Writer
advised follow up no later then 9/14/12.
Customer also stated that on the drive down to Florida he went over
36,000 miles. Writer advised that he is not outside of the basic warranty
but we would speak to the dealership about it because it was a concern
while he was under warranty. Customer understood.
Writer calling customer no answer. Left contact information.
Customer alternate phone number is .
Caller is requesting to speak with Case Manager. Customer transferred to
extension # 66301 with CM OS533
Writer received call from customer. Customer states they are on vacation
right now and won t be back until 9/25 and she will try and get it in
that week. Customer also states that if the CM needs anything else she
can call them. Writer advised customer I would document the case.
Writer calling customer to see if they have had a diagnosis
calling customer states that she had not had a diagnosis. customer stated
that she is going to call today to make arrangements. Writer stated that



we will give customer until 10.02.2012 to get a diagnosis.
No contact from customer .
Customer has not been for a diagnosis. Survey By-pass added.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22585626

VIN 2A4RR5D11 AR Open Date 09/04/2012
Built
Date

03/18/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 03/18/2010 Mileage 40,092
Dealer
Zone

71 LOS ANGELES

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PBG CLEARWATER BLUE PEARL COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 49944 MAROONE D/NATIONAL

Dealer
Address

8600 PINES BLVD

Dealer City PEMBROKE PINES
Dealer
State

FL Dealer Zip 33024

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

GREENWICH CT Country
UNITED
STATES

Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Advise
Owner/Incomplete Recall

Customer seeks recall information for
current issue.

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer seeks
recall information for current issue.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:Customer seeks recall
information concerning electrical under the ignition.
Customer states:the vehicle shuts off while driving.
Customer calls seeking recall information.
Agent advised customer: of complete recall recall #WIN MODULE DETENT
RING SAFETY 06/16/2011 09/20/2011 COMPLETE
Ùfor this vehicle.
Agent advised customer: if the recalled part is defective the dealership
will replace it at no cost to the customer.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22606364

VIN 2D4RN4DE9 AR Open Date 09/10/2012
Built
Date

02/27/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTKH53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SE WAGON

In Service Dt 08/20/2010 Mileage 29,240
Dealer
Zone

35 WASHINGTON

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGV 3.3L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DFF 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC VLP TRANSMISSION

Dealer 67403 BOB NOVICK CHRY-DODGE-JEEP

Dealer
Address

808 NORTH PEARL STREET

Dealer City BRIDGETON
Dealer
State

NJ Dealer Zip 08302

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

ELMER NJ Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - TV/DVD - Intermittent or Inoperative - Video dvd player comes on by itself

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Other - Default the ignition switchs off while driving

Corporate - CNA Change - Default - Default - Default updated second phone number

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:
Customer states the had the L25 WIN MODULE DETENT RING repaired on
08/16/2011.
Customer states the ignition shut off intermittently while in drive.
The dvd shuts off and turns on by itself
The radio shuts off by itself.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:
Customer is making a appointment tomorrow with the dealership
Customer seeks a resolution to these issue and states its scary while
driving down the road.
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates:
Who has possession of the vehicle? Owner
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? Yes
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code?Dealer
Code: 67403 Dealer Name : BOB NOVICK CHRY-DODGE-JEEP Dealer Phone :
856-451-0095
Reassigned to
96f
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District 96 Ù * * * * * *
Per COIN original owner - VIN history - 3 - current 1
CM spoke with SA Tony at Bob Novick #67403, SA states the customer is not
on the schedule and has not come in.
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

- Customer states the vehicle has shut itself off with both
sets of keys and also, occasionally, the radio will shut itself off and
the dvd player will swing out and engage. CM stated she will follow up
with the dealer regarding diagnosis. CM is scheduling an appointment for
later this week or early next week.
CM spoke with SA John who states he replaced the recall part just to be
sure, but the symptoms couldn t be duplicated.



Customer called very upset because the SA told her the WIN module
retention ring was 'missing' and 'may have fallen out'. Customer s
vehicle had died on the freeway and she is afraid it will happen again.
CM apologized and the customer confirmed that she can tell the difference
from the way the key fits now. CM confirmed that notes will be made on
the CAIR. Customer stated she doesn t need further assistance at this
time. CM stated the customer should feel free to call if anything comes
up in the future.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - customer contacted today to confirm repairs.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22677962

VIN 3D4PH5FV4 AT Open Date 10/03/2012
Built
Date

01/13/2010

Model Year 2010 Body JCEP49 DODGE JOURNEY SXT AWD HATCHBACK

In Service Dt 01/13/2010 Mileage 45,000
Dealer
Zone

35 WASHINGTON

Plant T
TOLUCA ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGF 3.5L V6 HIGH OUTPUT 24V MPI ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 23304 FARRISH DODGE JEEP

Dealer
Address

9610 FAIRFAX BLVD

Dealer City FAIRFAX
Dealer
State

VA Dealer Zip 22031

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

FAIRFAX VA Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Other - Default ignitiion issues

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
states that when driving the key will be in the start position and kick
its self off and shuts vehicle down. Customer states that this can happen
at any time, in reverse, drive or sitting idling Customer states that the
dealership told him that the vehicle was stalling because the key was
popping up. Customer states that he can see the key pop out of position.
Customer states that this issue has been going on for at least 6 or 7
months.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer wants his
ignition fixed.
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates:
Who has possession of the vehicle? Owner
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? No
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code?
Reassigned to 96F
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District 96Ù * * * * * *
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

Hello,
My name is Franc and I have been assigned as your Case Manager. Here is
some information that will be helpful for you to have:
Your Vehicle: 2010 DODGE JOURNEY SXT AWD HATCHBACK
Your VIN: 3D4PH5FV4AT
CASE #: 22677962
The Chrysler Case Management telephone number is: 855-525-5085
My Direct Extension: 4720323
My work hours: Monday-Friday 9:00 AM 5:30 PM Eastern Time
I will contact you within one business day from today by telephone to
review your case with you.
Thank You,
Franc
Chrysler Assistance



End of Status Update
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed, .
CM left voicemail for customer and provided contact number, extension,
hours of operation, and case number. CM thanked Customer. Ended call.
2nd Contact attempt, phone number dialed, . CM left voicemail
for customer and provided contact number, extension, hours of operation,
and case number. CM thanked Customer. Ended call.
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

Hello, my name is Franc and I am your case manager for your 2010 DODGE
JOURNEY SXT AWD HATCHBACK. I have been trying to reach you at the number
you provided, , and left you a message.
I need to speak with you so that I may be better able to assist you with
your concern. Please call me at your convenience.
The Chrysler Case Management telephone number is: 855-525-5085
My Direct Extension: 4720323
My work hours: Monday-Friday 9:00 AM 5:30 PM Eastern Time
I look forward to speaking with you and helping you with your vehicle
concern.
Sincerely,
Franc
Chrysler Assistance
End of Status Update
Customer called and spoke to CM. Customer stated key is going from on to
off, and it stalls at any time. Customer states he had a dealer look at
it but he didn t want to go through with the repairs because it was not a
covered component. CM advised only way to consider goodwill is if
customer gets a diagnosis. Customer states go ahead and set appt. at
dealer 23304, customer requests address be emailed. CM dialed dealer
23304, spoke to SA Brian. CM joined the line and SA and customer set
appt. for 10-15 at 1 pm. CM advised will follow up post diagnosis. CM
thanked customer. Ended call.
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

,
The address of FARRISH CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE is :
9610 fairfax blvd fairfax , VA 22031-2320
Telephone: 703-273-0200
Your appt. is on 10-15 at 1 PM, and they will let me know after the
diagnosis what is going on, as well as they will let you know. Thank You
and I appreciate you choosing Dodge.
End of Status Update
Customer calls to speak with their Case Manager. Customer wanted to
verify where and when his appointment was, agent provided him with this
information
Customer called in to speak with CM. Agent transferred call to CM
voicemail.
CM dialed customer at spoke to customer. Customer states
wife dropped off vehicle and service department was not aware of vehicle
concern. CM advised this was probably due to the fact that vehicle
concern was not made aware to entire service department, but rather one
advisor. CM advised will call and confirm vehicle receipt and advisor,
notify customer. CM thanked customer. Ended call.
CM dialed dealer 23304, spoke to SA Larry who is SA on vehicle. SA states
vehicle may or may not be diagnosed today. CM provided contact number,
extension for updates. SA states Mark is the SM. CM thanked SA. Ended
call.
CM dialed customer at , spoke to customer. CM advised
customer SA is Larry and diagnosis is pending. CM advised if any news,
customer will receive updates. CM thanked customer. Ended call.
CM dialed dealer 23304, spoke to SA Larry. SA states warranty cost for
repair is : parts:$183.40, labor: $86.22, Total: $269.62. CM advised if
dealer will offer goodwill. SA states wil consult with SM and call back
CM. CM thanked SA. Ended call.
CM dialed dealer 23304, spoke to SA Larry. SA states he consulted with SM
Mark, states dealer will offer goodwill with $0.00 customer pay. CM
advised phone call when customer picks up. CM thanked SA. Ended call.
CM dialed dealer 23304, spoke to SA Larry who states customer picked up
vehicle. CM thanked SA. Ended call.
CM dialed customer at , spoke to customer. Customer states



vehicle working fine now, but one of the key fobs will not work at all
with the vehicle post repair. Customer states he would like this
addressed with the dealer. Customer states he will call and speak to SA
Larry about this. CM thanked customer. Ended call.
CM dialed customer at , left message. CM advised that call
back is not necessary if customer is satisfied with repairs. CM advised
if any more concerns please contact. Case will close. CM provided contact
number, extension, hours of operation, and case number. CM thanked
Customer. Ended call.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22789319

VIN 3D4PG5FV4 AT Open Date 11/09/2012
Built
Date

01/15/2010

Model Year 2010 Body JCDP49 DODGE JOURNEY SXT HATCHBACK

In Service Dt 01/15/2010 Mileage 55,000
Dealer
Zone

Plant T
TOLUCA ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PXR BRILLIANT BLACK CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGF 3.5L V6 HIGH OUTPUT 24V MPI ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

E-MAIL

Address APT 1206 Home Phone

CHALMETTE LA Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Unknown - Unknown - Stalling -
Default

Customer states the vehicle will stall while driving.

Product - Electrical - Remote/Key Fob - Default -
Default

Customer states this is the third time the key fob has
stopped working.

***** EMAIL BRIEF DESCRIPTION CONTENT *****
Fob recall car was fixed twice and still have the same issue
***** END EMAIL BRIEF DESCRIPTION CONTENT *****
bought my car in Feb 2011 a month later it started to have problems with
the engine shutting off. At the time no one knew what the problem was (
there was no recall notice), after 4 months and two different dealerships
I was finally able to get it 'fixed' several months after it started
doing the same thing. So I took the car into another dear ship and they
'fixed' it. Just Today as I was pulling out of a parking lot into a busy
intersection it shutoff once again. I have two small children and feel it
is very dangerous to drive my car with my 4 yr old and 5 month old sons
in the car because I never know when it’s going to shut off. I have
been very proactive and patient with dealing with the whole issue. I feel
that if I take my car in for the 3rd time it still may not be fixed
correctly. I love my Dodge Journey but wish I never bought it, because it
is unsafe for me and my family. What other options are you providing for
your customers who have had their car 'fixed' and still having the same
issues. I am able to provide all documentation needed to prove what I
stated above.
*****END OF CUSTOMER EMAIL*****
Dear
Thank you for contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center regarding
your 2010 Journey.
We are sorry to learn of the (ENTER CONCERN HERE). Your concerns,
particularly in view of the inconvenience involved in this issue, are
understandable and I appreciate the time and effort you took to bring
this matter to my attention.
We would be happy to further look into this situation and review your
request. To do so, we will first require a diagnosis be performed by any
authorized (CDJR ) Dealership to review the situation and a determination
on the repair procedure be put in place.
This will best allow us to review your request going forward. It is
important to note we are not requesting you fully undergo the repairs at
this time, we are only requesting a diagnosis be performed so we may
better gather information related to your vehicles condition in order to
better review your request.
We have updated your file to reflect the information provided in your
email. Once you have had an opportunity to undergo a diagnosis through
your authorized (CDJR ) Dealership, please respond using the link
provided below to advise us of this information. We will be more than
happy to further review your request at that time.



Thanks again for your email.
Sincerely,
Maria
Customer Service Representative
Dodge Customer Assistance Center
*****END OF CAC EMAIL*****
The issues is that the error code never shows on a diagnosis test
*****END OF CUSTOMER EMAIL*****
Dear :
Thank you for contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center regarding
your 2010 Journey.
Unfortunately we do require a diagnosis of the vehicle before we can
escalate your case. Once the vehicle is at the dealer, contact us back
and we will escalate the case for you. Our management team will then work
with the dealer to resolve your issue.
Thanks again for your email.
Sincerely,
Maria
Customer Service Representative
Dodge Customer Assistance Center
*****END OF CAC EMAIL*****
2nd email regarding RECALL Key Fob. I took the car into my nearest Dodge
dealer.NEW Orleans,LA off 1-10 service rd. this past week and the service
assistant manager William Kemp told me' there was never a recall on my
vehicle' and b/c my key LOOKED beat up I needed to replace the key and
pay 250.00. He was not interested in resolving the issues and basically
told me I didn t know what I was talking about.The last time the Fob
slipped was 7/28/13, I took it into the deal in New Orleans on 8/1/13. I
have a copy of the invoice. I also emailed both the assistant manager and
manager the info about the recall later that day on 8/1/13. They did not
respond. I tried taking it to another dealer but they were 2-3 days
behind. I am hoping that something can be done to help me with this issue
and I would like it documented as a formal complaint the type of service
I received at the dealership form William Kemp and that he did nothing
and insisted I needed to pay more money. As well as the Manager that once
he was emailed he did nothing. As you are aware this is a dangerous
problem and very serious. I hope I will get a real responds this time and
not a general (ENTER CONCERN HERE) response.
*****END OF CUSTOMER EMAIL*****



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22840314

VIN 2A4RR5D10 AR Open Date 11/27/2012
Built
Date

02/12/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 05/05/2010 Mileage 36,910
Dealer
Zone

35 WASHINGTON

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PDT DARK TITANIUM MET. CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 39132 POMOCO CHRY-JEEP OF HAMPTON

Dealer
Address

4116 W MERCURY BLVD

Dealer City HAMPTON
Dealer
State

VA Dealer Zip 23666

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

NEWPORT NEWS VA Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - Goodwill Escalation Matrix - Escalated - Default - Default Seeking repair assistance

Product - Drivability - Unknown - Stalling - Default Vehicle keeps stalling

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:Customer states
that the issue with the vehicle started on February 8/11 and that the
vehicle keeps stalling. Customer has brought the vehicle to the
dealership numerous times and that the dealer can not duplicate the
issue, Customer states that the vehicle has shut off on her more then 10
times since she got the vehicle. Customer states that she s spoke with
the SM and the AM. Customer states that the dealer put in a computer in
and took it off in November. Customer states that she was supposed to
push the button every time the vehicle shut off. Customer states that the
dealer took off the computer and that they are waiting to hear back from
the technicians. Customer states that she has all the paper work from
previous repair attempts and is seeking assistance in getting the vehicle
repaired. Customer states that they feel that with the vehicle there is
a major safety concerned with stalling. Agent advised that the file will
be sent to the sent to the case manager for further review.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer calling
seeking assistance in getting the vehicle repaired.
Who has possession of the vehicle? Owner
Has an authorized dealer diagnosed the vehicle? Yes
If a CDJR dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name and code? 39132
Customer advised a call back will take place within one business day.
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is: Home
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is: Cell
Customer email address for case updates:
Reassigned to: 88F
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District W * * * * * *
Bought new
3 vehicles in household
within dealerscope
Out of 336 by 600 miles
STAR case open
Writer emailed Service Manager Steve for more information
Customer seeking CM. CSR transferred to 800-763-8422 EXT 66186.
Writer contacted Service manager Steve who states that the recording has
already gone to STAR and we are waiting on a response. Writer informed



Steve case will be sent for documentation and follow up
# # # # # # # # # DIRECT-TO-DEALER # # # # # # # # #
ATTENTION SERVICE DIRECTOR OR SERVICE MANAGER
Please follow your Business Center guidelines in an attempt to
resolve this customers concern(s). If needed, seek assistance from your
District Manager, Business Center or STAR.
The unresolved concern is Stalling.
Action requested: Waiting on STAR response for DATA rocording.
Please update this CAIR with resolution.
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

Writer contacted customer, Mrs. Stitt, who expressed her
concern that the issue is not resolved. Writer informed customer that we
are working on analyzing the recording from the vehicle and once new
information is available she will be informed. Writer informed customer
that she will be contacted daily to ensure the case is being worked on.
REASSIGNED TO BC/DLR 35 39132 11/28/12 16:09 O 22840314
*Contact Date:11/28/2012
Service Manager at the dealership has updated the CAIR# 22840314
The vehicle has been diagnosed.
STAR case was updated with diagnosis and repair information.
Per star case 'Star has reviewed the data recording you uploaded,it shows
the PCM switched ignition filter state going to off before the die out
and ASD drops out.So I would suggest you load test the PCM power and
grounds and switched ignition inputs.Check for aftermarket accessories
that could be possible causing the issue like remote start,car
alarm,aftermarket radio,GPS etc.Inspect for spread,bent,backed out
terminals at the PCM & WIN module.Make sure the customers key ring does
not have alot nick/knacks dangling from it,being heavy and shutting the
car off,or is being inadvertently bumped with their knees shutting the
ignition off.Its been known to happen.If not then replace the WIN module.
'
Attempt made to contact customer. Left message referring customer to
Service manager or advisor for more information.
Writer spoke with customer, Mrs. Stitt, who was referred to her service
advisor to go over diagnosis options. Customer requested a rental
vehicle. Writer meade no promises but informed customer to contact her
advisorr to go over the options and she will be contacted Monday.
MS is requesting to speak with Case Manager. Transferred to
MH1129
Writer spoke with customer who was concerned because she contacted the
dealership and they told her they could not do anything because it was
not duplicated. Writer informed customer that the dealership will be
contacted.
Customer left message on 11/28/12 for writer requesting a call back
Agent attempted to contact dealer Service Manager Steve (SM), however,
SM not available. Left message for a return call at extension 66186
Writer spoke with Service Manager Steve who states that the vehicle will
need to go in for them to do as STAR has indicated. Steve indicated that
they have previously put the customer in a rental for 10 days that they
cannot get payment on because they were unable to duplicate the concern
and there was no repair order. Writer informed Service Manager that the
customer will be referred in for a diagnosis and if rental is needed
Chrysler can consider it then. Writer also indicated that Chrysler may be
able to offer assistance to the dealership on the 350.00 rental
dealership has but more information is needed.
Writer contacted Mr. Stitt who was informed a diagnosis will need to be
completed and Chrysler will look into rental if it is required. Customer
expressed his concern on the vehicle being unsafe. Writer informed
customer that follow up will take place on Monday so an appointment can
be set up for diagnosis.
*Contact Date:11/30/2012
Service Manager at the dealership has updated the CAIR# 22840314
An appointment has been set with the customer.
*Contact Date:12/01/2012
Service Manager at the dealership has updated the CAIR# 22840314
An appointment has been set with the customer.
*Contact Date:12/03/2012
Service Manager at the dealership has updated the CAIR# 22840314
An appointment has been set with the customer.



Writer emailed Service Manager Steve for more information.
Writer contacted Service manager Steve who states that the customer has
been in touch with them and should be in today or tomorrow. Writer
informed Steve that the customer will be contacted to verify when the
vehicle will be going in.
Writer emailed Area Manager JDK for more information on previous rental
claim.
Writer contacted customer, Mrs. Stitt, who indicated that tomorrow would
be best for the diagnosis appointment. Writer informed customer that the
diagnosis appointment should be completed while she waits and if it will
take longer rental may be an option. Writer informed customer that the
dealership will be contacted to verify when the vehicle can be taken in.
Writer emailed Service manager Steve for more information.
Area Manager JDK emailed writer regarding 350.00 rental and agreed
assistance should be offered.
Agent attempted to contact dealer Service Manager Steve (SM), however,
SM not available. Service receptionist Sharon verified 2:00 PM EST
would be available for customer to go in
Writer contacted customer, Mrs. Stitt who was informed of the appointment
and that contact would be made. Customer requested follow up on

Cell
*Contact Date:12/04/2012
Service Manager at the dealership has updated the CAIR# 22840314
An appointment has been set with the customer.
Writer contacted Service Manager Steve who indicated that the vehicle is
there now and they are working on diagnosing the vehicle.
Agent attempted to contact dealer Service Manager Steve (SM), however,
SM not available. Requested call back tomorrow.
Writer contacted customer, Mrs. Stitt, who states that the dealership
replaced something in the ignition and they are driving the vehicle to
make sure its repaired. Customer requested the documentation for the
repairs by the dealership since September. Writer informed customer that
the Service Manager Steve will be contacted tomorrow.
*Contact Date:12/05/2012
Warranty repair has been documented on Repair Order#603474
CAIR RETURNED FROM DEALER ON 12/05/2012 AT 09:03:720 R 22840314
Writer emailed Service Manager Steve for updated on repairs completed.
Writer contacted dealership at 757-826-1100. SM Steve confirmed repairs
were completed on vehicle earlier in the week and returned to customer.
SM stated he hadn t recieved a call from customer since so he is hoping
they were able to solve the problem of vehicle powering down randomly.
Writer contacted customer at . Customer states they have
recieved vehicle but have been unable to drive vehicle to make sure
problem had been fixed. Writer informed customer that he would call back
on 12/10 to see if repairs were to the customers satisfaction.
Writer contacted the customer and customer stated that the vehicle has
been driven but the customer can not tell if the issue is completely
gone. Writer advised the case is being closed and if the issue does come
back to give the writer a call.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up.
Writer took call from Service Manager Steve who states that the customer
was offered rental assistance but they have been unable to get the rental
vehicle paid for. SM states that the customer was in a rental vehicle
for 10 days. Per lines 119 - 120 that the AM had agreed to rental
assistance. Writer consulted supervisor who agreed that an RA can be set
up to cover the rental vehicle. Writer informed SM that writer will
create the RA for the rental vehicle but since the case is closed the
case will not be sent to the dealer.
Customer seeking rental assistance because stalling concerns.
Contacted Service Manager, Steve at 39132 to
discuss the customer s request for rental assistance. Confirmed
customer s concern and with Service Manager concurrence, authorized
10 days of rental per guidelines in Warranty Bulletin D-11-53.
Rental authorization will be processed by dealer.
CAIR remains closed.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22849333

VIN 3D4PH5FV1 AT Open Date 11/29/2012
Built
Date

01/12/2010

Model Year 2010 Body JCEP49 DODGE JOURNEY SXT AWD HATCHBACK

In Service Dt 02/09/2010 Mileage 60,369
Dealer
Zone

74 DENVER

Plant T
TOLUCA ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGF 3.5L V6 HIGH OUTPUT 24V MPI ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 42814 EVANSTON MOTOR COMPANY INC

Dealer
Address

100 WASATCH ROAD

Dealer City EVANSTON
Dealer
State

WY Dealer Zip 82930

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

EVANSTON WY Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Intermittent or Inoperative - Default ingition faulty

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler
Customer calling in with a complaint concerning loss of power. Vehicle
shut off and ignition failed. This has been happening several times.
Customer had vehicle towed to dealership, but did not have it repaired at
the time because it was the holiday weekend. Customer has vehicle at her
residence now. Customer states dealership diagnosed this as an ignition
problem. Customer feels it may have something to do with completed recall
L25 WIN MODULE DETENT RING SAFETY 07/27/2011 COMPLETE before she
purchased vehicle. She feels the repair was not completed properly
causing the vehicle to loose power and stop running.
Customer expecting: cost assistance with repair.
Agent advised customer that if vehicle has an open recall completed, but
the repair does not adequately remedy the situation over the next 10
years, then Chrysler is again obligated to remedy the problem at no cost
to the customer. The dealer would repair the vehicle and submit a second
warranty Recall claim. Customer advised a call back is required and will
take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is same
Customer email address for case updates:
Who has possession of the vehicle? Owner
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? Yes
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code? EVANSTON
MOTOR COMPANY 42814
Reassigned to 88F
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District 74 * * * * * *
4th owner no New 1 Used
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,
Left a message.
Writer contacting SM Brandon, Whom is stating the vehicle need a
wireless control module .this has nothing to do with the recall L25.SM is
stating he feels this can be covered under a RA and will contact CM back
with warranty price s. Sm would like to assist this customer to build
Brand loyalty.
Sm is going to email or call CM back with price s.



Customer was advised of Dealership accepting to do the repair under
warranty prices with a Co-Pay of $100.00 or $150.00 Customer will contact
the dealership and make a appointment for the repair.
CM will contact customer on 12/3 to see if appointment was made.
Part :$193.20
Labor :$55.09
Total $249.29
and a co-pay $100.00
Dialed Customer is saying they are going to make a
appointment and Writer will contact 12/14 to find out what the date of
appointment is.
Dialed customer has an appointment for 12/5.
Caller from EVANSTON MOTOR COMPANY INC 42814 called seeking CM JP1353,
agent transferred customer.
Writer contacting Sm Brandon. Part was installed but key did not
work.Part is $123.20. CM is asking if this was customer fault and Sm is
stating no way customer could have cause the key to not program to new
module.
SM Brandon is going to asking customer to pay $150.00 co-pay.
Parts 316.40
Labor 55.09
Total:$371.49
Co-Pay :$ 150.00
customer was called by dealership but a message was left So SM Brandon
will call CM back when he hears from customer.
Sm Brandon has contacted the customer and she is very happy with the
copay at $150.00.
As a one-time goodwill gesture, Chrysler will be approving this out
of warranty repair. According to the dealer, the warranty
costs of the repair are as follows:
Parts =$316.40
Labor = $55.09
Total = $ 371.49
Co-pay = $150.00
# # # # # # # # # # # # DIRECT-TO-DEALER # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
Customer Care is sending this file to your dealership because a joint
goodwill decision has been made on behalf of our mutual customer.
If this repair falls under the Digital Imaging (DI) process,
you will need to follow the DI process of submitting images
or the required DI documents to the Powertrain Service Center
for claim approval. Be sure to include in your comments that Customer
Care is involved. Customer Care will add DM Notes to the VIN describing
our decision. These notes are available to the DI group for reference.
When repairs are completed, submit your claim as you would normally.
If you need assistance with claim payment, please refer to
Warranty Bulletin D-11-19 or for tech training requirements
see Warranty Bulletin D-12-13.
This customer has been informed of this decision.
Please update and/or close CAIR when complete.
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
REASSIGNED TO BC/DLR 74 42814 12/06/12 11:09 O 22849333
SM Brandon stated customer pick up vehicle and is very happy with the
repair.
Writer contacting customer at left a message.
*Contact Date:12/07/2012
DCX goodwill repair is documented on Repair Order#1507
CAIR RETURNED FROM DEALER ON 12/07/2012 AT 12:43:763 R 22849333
Writer contacting customer at left a message that cair will
be closed.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 22928998

VIN 2A4RR5D11 AR Open Date 12/27/2012
Built
Date

03/13/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 03/15/2010 Mileage 64,174
Dealer
Zone

71 LOS ANGELES

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address
Home
Phone

ROSAMOND CA Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Remote/Key Fob - Default - Default Customer calling regarding keyfob.

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
called in to state that while driving if they hit their knee on the
keyfob it will shut off the vehicle.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer called in to
state that she wants it documented as she has read that some of these
vehicles have been recalled yet understands that hers has not. Agent
advised that should there be a recall issued, they will receive a letter
in the mail.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 23048582

VIN 2A4RR5DX6 AR Open Date 01/31/2013
Built
Date

03/16/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 04/30/2010 Mileage 25,666
Dealer
Zone

32 NEW YORK

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PUV DK. CORDOVAN PEARL COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 68669 TOWNE CHRYSLER DODGE JEEP, INC.

Dealer
Address

5130 CAMP RD

Dealer City HAMBURG
Dealer
State

NY Dealer Zip 14075

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

LACKAWANNA NY Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Defective -
Default

Customer stated that they have had numerous issues
with the ignition

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Response -
Default - Default

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
stated that they had to have the ignition fixed four times at the
dealership. Customer also stated that they have had to have the tire
sensors replaced and the rotors. Customer has stated that they have had
the doors fixed 4 times. Customer stated that they were driving the
vehicle and the vehicle just shut off. Customer stated that they should
not be having so many issue with a new vehicle.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer does not feel
safe with this vehicle.
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates: N/A
Who has possession of the vehicle? Dealer
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? Yes
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code? 60066
Reassigned to 88F
* * * * * *CASE MANAGER TEAM District T * * * * * *
2 new 0 used
Currently Owns 1 new
In warranty
Added Care Plus SC
Writer contacted dealer 60066 WEST HERR CHRYSLER dialed 716-662-4407,
left message for Service Manager Steve.
Writer contacted dealer, call went to voicemail. Writer did not leave
message.
Writer emailed SM.
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed, .
Writer left message providing customer with writers contact information
and advised a second attempt to contact customer would be made Monday 2/4
Writer received email from SM Sean stating key could not be removed from
ignition. SM states vehicle needed new shifter. SM states repairs were



completed and covered under warranty.
Writer contacted customer. Customer states they have had several issues
with vehicle. Customer states they no longer want the vehicle. Customer
states they are unhappy with the vehicle. Customer states they have not
contacted the dealer in regards to a possible trade in. Customer states
they want a new vehicle, or Chrysler to buy back their vehicle. Customer
states they like the features of the Town and Countries, but their
particular vehicle has just had too many concerns. Writer advised
customer that case can be escalated to qualifying team or writer can
contact dealer and inform them of customers concerns and look into the
possibility of a trade in. Customer states they would be willing to work
with the dealer on a trade in but would like to work with the sales
representative they currently have at the dealer, Joe Calligeri. Writer
advised customer that contact would be made with the sales department at
the dealer to inform them of the customers concerns and a follow up would
take place Tuesday 2/5. Customer requested writer leave contact
information in voicemail.
Caller requesting to speak with Case Manager.
transferred tonic KR502
voice email
Writer received voicemail from customer stating the sales rep they have
been working with is not with a CJDR dealer they are with Town Ford.
Writer contacted dealer, left message for Sales Manager Brian, stating
customer has concern with the number of repairs vehicle has required and
would like to look into possibility of trade in.
Writer contacted dealer, left message for Sales Manager. Writer informed
sales manager customer has a concern with the number of repairs the
vehicle has required and would like to look into trading in the vehicle.
Writer contacted dealer, left message for Sales Manager Brian.
Writer contacted customer. Writer informed we are waiting to hear from
sales department at WEST HERR. Customer states they would like to work
with Sales at dealer 68669 TOWNE CHRYSLER, as that is were they sales
person they prefer to work with is located. Writer apologized for the
confusion as the message that was left said the dealer was a Ford dealer.
Writer advised customer that writer will contact TOWNE CHRYSLER and a
follow up will take place Thursday 2/7
Writer contacted dealer 68669 TOWNE CHRYSLER dialed 716-646-5200, left
message for Sales Manager Dave.
Writer contacted dealer, left message for Sales Manager.
Writer contacted dealer, left message for Sales Manager Dave.
Writer contacted customer. Writer informed customer messages have been
left with the sales manager to discuss the case but has not received a
reply. Customer requested writer speak with Sales representative Joe
Callegeri. Writer advised that dealer would be contacted and a follow up
will take place Friday 2/8
Writer contacted customer. Writer spoke with Receptionist Crystal who
states Joe Callgeri works at the Towne Ford and Lincoln dealership.
Customer contacted writer and provided writer with sales representative
Joe Callgeri s contact information 716-662-6512 ext 432.
Writer contacted sales representative Joe Callgeri dialed 716-662-6512
ext 432. Sales representative states they have been contacted by the
customer and the customer is under the impression that the vehicle will
be purchased back. Writer advised that Chrysler has not offered to buy
back the vehicle but did offer to open communication for the possibility
of a trade in.
Writer contacted customer. Writer explained to customer that Chrysler
will not be buying the vehicle back. Writer explained that they are able
to open communication to assist with trading in the vehicle. Writer
informed customer financing, ect would be worked out between customer and
dealer, but value of current vehicle would be taken into consideration.
Writer advised customer if they did purchase another CJDR vehicle writer
can look into adding a SC to the new vehicle. Customer states they need
time to consider this and will have husband contact writer back. Writer
advised if no contact was made today a follow up would take place Monday
2/11
Writer contacted customer. Writer left message inquired if customer is
moving forward with a trade in or if they will keep the current vehicle.
Writer advised a follow up would take place Tuesday 2/12
Writer contacted customer. Writer left message advising another attempt
to contact customer will be made Thursday 2/14



Writer contacted customer. Writer left message advising another attempt
would be made Monday 2/18
Writer contacted customer. Writer left message informing customer case
will be closed if no contact is made by end of business Tuesday 2/19.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 23074716

VIN 2D4RN5D15 AR Open Date 02/07/2013
Built
Date

02/23/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

In Service Dt 04/30/2010 Mileage 50,000
Dealer
Zone

66 ORLANDO

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PDT DARK TITANIUM MET. CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 44504 TRIANGLE DODGE INC

Dealer
Address

1666 JEFFERSON DAVIS HIGHWAY

Dealer City GRANITEVILLE
Dealer
State

SC Dealer Zip 29829

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

NORTH AUGUSTA SC Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Brakes - Unknown - Defective - Unknown
brake issues front and
rear

Product - Electrical - TV/DVD - Defective - Video defective DVD

Product - Electrical - Lamps and Switches - Defective - Default defective blinker

Product - Electrical - Radio/Spkrs/Clock/Antenna - Defective - Default defective radio

Product - Body / Trim / Paint Finish - Glass - Buzz, Squeak, Rattle - R. Door-Driver rear window shakes

Product - Body / Trim / Paint Finish - Interior Ornamentation/Mirrors - Broken,
Cracked - Unknown

stow and go plastic
broken

****Begin structured narrative T2 - Beginning Narrative
Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:
****End structured narrative T2 - Beginning Narrative
Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
called in stating she has had multiple issues with her vehicle. Customer
states at first her vehicle was stalling intermittently but she figured
out the issue and has since been repaired. Customer states she has had
multiple brake issues with the vehicle and thinks she has issues with
both the front and rear brakes now. Customer states she had her vehicle
into dealership #44504 last week for the brake issue, her DVD, CD and
blinker issue but they only looked at the DVD and repaired the blinker.
Customer states the very next day the dame blinker went out again.
Customer states she has an appointment today to go back to the
dealership. Customer states her emergency brake light is also now on.
Customer states the glass window in the rear shakes when the window is
down and her stow and go plastic seat part is broken. Customer wants to
file a complaint against her vehicle and wants these issues resolved.
Customer states she does have a service contract. Customer states she has
rental coverage but only wants the company to give her a van.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Seeking to file a
complaint.
Agent informed the customer that she does not have an extended warranty
on the rear brakes so no cost assistance can be offered for this but
agent will send up for other issues. Agent contacted Ricky at dealership
#44504 who verified that the customer last had there vehicle there on
January 21 2013 and is going back today.
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time



Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates:
Who has possession of the vehicle? Owner
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? Yes
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code? 44504
Reassigned to 88F
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

My name is Jason and I have been assigned as your Case Manager. Here is
some information that will be helpful for you to have:
Your Case number: 23074716
Chrysler Case Management telephone number: 800-763-8422
My direct extension: 66204
My work hours: 9:00 am to 5:30pm Eastern Time, Monday-Friday
I will contact you within one business day by telephone to review your
case with you.
Sincerely,
Jason
Customer Care.
End of Status Update
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District M * * * * * *
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt.
Writer called dealer 44504, ph. 803-507-2957. No answer. Phone call was
disconnected.
Customer states the dealership took the weekend to repair the brakes.
Customer states her vehicle is ready to be picked up now but customer is
still in the rental vehicle. Customer was also irate, stating she was not
called within the one business day. Writer apologized and updated
customer contact numbers.

home
Writer transferred customer to JH1444.
Customer stated that she has been complaining about the brakes since the
first service. Customer stated that this vehicle has multiple problems.
Customer stated that the vehicle would turn off randomly. Customer stated
that the dealership would say that they cannot duplicate the concern.
Customer stated that the last time the vehicle shut off was from the key.
Customer stated that the CD is not recognizing CDs. Customer stated that
the DVD player is only able to play one movie. Customer stated that the
dealership is ordering a module, replaced the light bulb, and completed
an oil change. Customer stated that the customer feels that the blinker
concern is electrical. Customer stated that the dealership stated that
she wasn t told that the vehicle would only play HDD CDs. Customer stated
that she would like to be reimbursed for not getting the correct console.
Customer stated that there is a thumping noise coming from the bottom of
the vehicle. Customer stated that there is a sound coming from the back
which the dealership stated is a pressure sound and nothing can be done.
Customer stated that the dealership is attempting to duplicate the
thumping noise coming from the brakes. Customer stated that the brake
light keeps coming on. Customer stated that she has spoken to Mark and
Ricky at the dealership. Customer stated that Mark has tested the vehicle
twice and has not been able to duplicate it. Customer stated that she
doesn t feel comfortable in the vehicle. Customer stated that the brakes
are still choppy. Customer stated that the dealership stated that there
isn t an update for the cd player. Customer stated that she would like a
resolution to the situation with her brakes and the CD. Writer made no
promises. Customer requested for the brake repair cost to be covered.
Writer informed the customer that writer will need to get in contact with
the dealership to discuss the situation. Writer stated that writer will
call back no later then tomorrow with updates.
Writer called dealer 44504, ph. 803-507-2957. Service Manager Mark stated
that the vehicle was brought in on Thursday. SM Mark stated that they
ordered a DVD player. SM Mark stated that the customer had a first day
rental. SM Mark stated that he tested the vehicle with the customer on
the thumping noise and it was not duplicated. SM Mark stated that he put
the DVD player in the vehicle and it is working fine. SM Mark stated that
the customer has a 2010 CD player and the customer is putting 2013 CDs in
it. SM Mark stated that the CD player is unable to recognize some new
cds. SM Mark stated that there was a tech update that this is normal. SM



Mark stated that the customer requested assistance with the rear brake
repair and SM Mark declined assistance due to the mileage on the vehicle.
SM Mark stated that he was not able to duplicate the thumping noise. SM
Mark stated that he has replaced the rear brakes. SM Mark gave STAR Case:
1208000031; album art, title, and artist display issue. SM Mark stated
that he is going to test the vehicle again today. SM Mark stated that the
situation with the window is normal.
Writer called customer, ph. . Writer informed the customer
that the dealership has not been able to duplicate the concern with the
thumping noise. Writer stated that the CD player situation is normal.
Customer stated that she already knows this. Customer stated that the
thumping noise and brake situation is putting her family at risk. Writer
apologized and stated that unless the concern is duplicated a repair
cannot be completed. Writer stated that if the dealership repairs a part
on the vehicle there is no guarantee that the vehicle would be fixed
unless the concern has been duplicated. Customer stated that she is
dissatisfied with this and requested to speak to a supervisor. Customer
disconnected the call.
**********SUPERVISOR CALL**********
Writer contacted customer on phone number . Left message.
Writer was calling customer per customers request.
Writer received a callback from . Customer stated they
response from the dealer about the CD player is not acceptable. Customer
stated that when customer was getting on the interstate the vehicle died,
so customer turned the key and the vehicle started. Customer stated she
has been having concerns with the brakes on the vehicle for the entire
time owning the vehicle. Customer stated she almost got stuck going up a
2 lane road on a mountain. Customer stated the brakes would grind a
little when customer would push on the brake and would like the dealer to
keep the vehicle for a few days and have on of the technicians drive the
vehicle to make sure all is corrected. Customer stated the thumping noise
sounded like it was coming from under the driver. Customer stated
customer would like a new case manager and would also like to know what
is going to happen about the rental vehicle customer is in and has been
in since Thursday 2/7/2013. Writer explained that writer will locate
customer another CM and will forward an email with new CM s contact
information.
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

Hello Mrs.
Here is your new Case Manager, her name is BRITNEY and her extension is
66349. Thank you.
End of Status Update
Writer contacted the dealer 44504 to speak with the SM Mark and he has
already left for the day. Writer left message asking to return the call
when he got in the office.
Writer received a VM from SM Mark to call him back at .
Writer contacted the SM Mark and talked about the customers concerns.
Mark stated for the thumping noise they could not duplicate it, SM drove
the vehicle for 60 miles and heard nothing. SM even had the customer in
the vehicle for a test drive and they both could not hear it so customer
was not even able to point out the noise. Mark stated with that nothing
is being done until they can hear the noise or get a diagnostic from it.
SM stated as of Saturday 02/09/13 the brakes were repaired and SM has
been trying to contact the customer to pick up the vehicle and drop off
the rental vehicle. Customer couldn t do it over the weekend and still
has not come back to the dealer so customer is now paying for the rental.
Saturday would of been 5 days under her SC. SM stated they could not do
anything about the CD player, its normal for this vehicle to not accept
certain CD s and that s even stated in the STAR case that was given so at
this time there is no issue with the CD player. SM also stated with the
window issue the right rear window had a noise coming through and SM
noticed it was because of air pressure, window is fine and doesn t need
to be replaced or anything. SM stated customer needs to come get her
vehicle and drop off the rental because they are not going to be paying
for it. Writer stated customer would be contacted.
Writer attempted to contact customer at and she was not
available. Writer left message asking for customer to return the call so
the case can be discussed. Writer stated if there isn t a returned call
today then another attempt would be tomorrow 02/13/13.



With speaking with the SM on lines 147-165 there will be no assistance on
the repairs for the brakes and also on rental. Customer is responsible
for them both.
* * * * GOODWILL ASSISTANCE HAS BEEN DECLINED * * * *
Informing customer that Chrysler will not participate in the repair of
the brakes and also the rental.
The vehicle warranty has expired by time and/or mileage.
Unless the customer offers new information, decision remains unchanged.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Writer received a call back from customer. Writer just let customer know
what was said between writer and SM on lines 147-165. Customer stated
that she has heard this from the previous case manager and the supervisor
and states the information that is given to her she doesn t want to hear
anymore. Writer explained to the customer that the issue with the
thumping noise, the window and the CD player they could not be fixed
because there was no problem. The only repair that got done was the
brakes. Writer explained to customer that there will not be financial
assistance on the repairs for the brakes and will not be assisting on the
rental because customer was told on Saturday that her vehicle was ready
to pick up and customer refused to pick it up. Customer wanted a copy of
this case and of all who she spoke with. Writer advised customer if she
wants copies of the case she would need to send in a letter to Chrysler
and request that, customer refused to take the mailing address and just
stated she would go get her vehicle and trade it in and never purchase
another Dodge again. Writer stated this would be documented and kept on
file. The call was disconnected.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 23150190

VIN 3D4PG5FV2 AT Open Date 02/28/2013
Built
Date

10/20/2009

Model Year 2010 Body JCDP49 DODGE JOURNEY SXT HATCHBACK

In Service Dt 02/12/2010 Mileage 48,000
Dealer
Zone

35 WASHINGTON

Plant T
TOLUCA ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGF 3.5L V6 HIGH OUTPUT 24V MPI ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

E-MAIL

Address Home Phone

PORT HUENEME CA Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Diagnosis - Default - Default
Customer needs dealer
diagnosis

Product - Brakes - Pads/Shoes - Other - Unknown Pad and rotor replacements

Product - Electrical - Lamps and Switches - Intermittent or Inoperative -
Default

Right blinker not working
correctly

Product - Unknown - Unknown - Hesitation/No Power - Default Vehicle shuts off while driving

Corporate - Goodwill Escalation Matrix - Escalated - Default - Default

***** EMAIL BRIEF DESCRIPTION CONTENT *****
2010 Journey Brake/Rotor Issues ... AGAIN!
***** END EMAIL BRIEF DESCRIPTION CONTENT *****
Hello. I am writing to you as a very disappointed and angry customer. I
like
my car but I can no longer afford to repeatedly deal with the issues
that
arise due to faulty or cheap parts. We have had rotors/brakes replaced
twice since we purchased it less than three years ago, and most of the
miles are highway miles and we are not aggressive drivers/breakers. They
are AGAIN in need of being replaced. I am no interested in hearing that
it
is how we drive, because we have a second car which is also a 2010 (VW)
with 44k miles on it and we have replaced the brakes ONCE and NEVER the
rotors. I am aware that the lawsuit was dismissed but the issues still
remain. I even tried to trade in our 2010 Journey for a 2012 or 2013
Journey to remain a customer with Dodge/Chrysler but of course because
of
the crappy manufacturing and all the issues, you all devalue your own
vehicle so much that I will go upside down more than $10,000 on a fully
loaded SXT. So now I am stuck with a car that in less than three years
needed 3 rotor/brake replacements, the seat mechanisms are falling
apart,
the radio randomly freezes and needs to have the fuse reset, the driver
window won’t roll down or makes noises when it does, the car shakes
almost
uncontrollably due to the rotor issues, the tires have had to be
replaced
twice which is ridiculous, the engine smells like there is a leak but
service department never finds anything, the engine just randomly shuts
off
while we are driving (yes we had the key thing replaced which just made
it
stick and made it worse) and god knows what else is wrong that I
can’t
think of right now. We purchased this vehicle new and we are beyond
disappointed of constantly having to spend money to get things fixed
which



were not our fault and should be covered by some form of assistance! We
are
an Army family. We don’t have a ton of money to hang into a car
that is
slowly falling apart, and we can’t afford to trade it in because
the value
is insanely low. I would really like to hear back from someone regarding
some form of trade-in assistance if we buy another Dodge. My husband and
I
agree that if we could trade ours in for a comparable SXT/Crew we might
consider doing so but NOT if we go upside down. The problems with the
car
are clearly not the consumer’s fault, yet we are paying for them. I
have
NEVER contacted a lawyer for anything let alone sued someone, but I am
seriously considering doing so because this car is not at all what we
were
promised. It is not safe or reliable. And it is a huge money pit! Please
try to figure something out for a family that has a husband serving his
country but cannot even be given a reliable car for the money we spent
on
it! We are tired of having to deal with everything that is wrong!
*****END OF CUSTOMER EMAIL*****
Dear
Thank you for contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center, your
emails are important to us!
In order to address your concerns, we require some additional
information.
Please provide the information requested below:
- Provide the name of your servicing dealership
- Provide the date of your last diagnostic you had for this issue
Thanks again for your email and have a wonderful day!
Sincerely,
Matt
Customer Service Representative
Dodge Customer Assistance Center
*****END OF CAC EMAIL RESPONSE*****
We have moved several times due to military request so we have different
servicing locations. The issues started after purchase in Colonial
Heights VA. Then most of the issues were addressed and readdressed in
Victorville CA. A few problems such as the radio were fixed in Salinas CA
but I don t believe they did a diagnostic because the technician knew
what the problem was as this seems to happen a lot with the radio.
We recently moved again and are now in Port Hueneme CA where we will need
to take the car in again for the horrible shaking due to the rotor issue.
The seats are still not fixed, the window on the driver side is not
working properly, and as of last night the right blinker is not
functioning any more so we can t drive the vehicle without taking a risk
of a ticket or accident.

Sent from my iPhone 5 on AT&T
*****END OF CUSTOMER EMAIL REPLY*****
Dear :
Thank you for contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center.
We have received your email regarding your dealer concerns and your
comments have been documented into our system for future review.
I regret the problem your vehicle has experienced and appreciate the time
and effort you took to bring this matter to my attention. Comments like
yours are one way we have to learn of problems that may develop and
improvements desired by customers.
Unfortunately, given the many variables involved, we are unable to
diagnose your vehicle s problem via email. We recommend contacting your
authorized dealership to arrange an appointment for proper diagnosis and
repair.
Our dealerships have the factory training, equipment and information
available to them to diagnose and correct problems with our vehicles.
Should your dealer require factory assistance they may contact our
Technical Operations Resource Group (STAR) or contact their regional
Business Center.
If after you have received your diagnostic and you are seeking further



assistance, please contact us back as we can review with you at that
time.
Thanks again for your email.
Sincerely,
Matt
Customer Service Representative
Dodge Customer Assistance Center
*****END OF CAC EMAIL REPLY*****
Customer has been directed to get a diagnosis for current concerns and to
contact back if they require further assistance.
Reassigned to 861.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 23171369

VIN 2D4RN5D17 AR Open Date 03/05/2013
Built
Date

02/15/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

In Service Dt 02/15/2010 Mileage 60,000
Dealer
Zone

71 LOS ANGELES

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address
Home
Phone

NORCO CA Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Other - Default Customer is losing power as they are driving

Corporate - CNA Change - Default - Default - Default corrected phone number

Corporate - Recall - Default - Default - Default custome renquiring about recalls.

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer is
saying that when they are driving down the road, they are losing all
power to the vehicle. Customer stating they lose power on the dash, to
the power brakes, to the power steering. Customer stating it becomes
difficult to maintain control of the vehicle, wife has to pull over shut
off the vehicle, and then turn on the vehicle, and everything comes back
on and may be fine to drive until the next incident. Writer advised
customer he will have to have a diagnosis done to find the root of the
problem, a former dealership had advised the customer that the above
issue was just common in the model year and he would have to deal with
it. Customer asked if there were any bulletins recalls on vehicle.
Customer had a completed recall L25, Writer advised: Upon starting the
vehicle, the Frequency Operated Button Ignition Key (FOBIK), may not
fully seat in the 'On' position. If not fully seated, under certain
operating conditions (for example bumpy roads) the FOBIK could
inadvertently move to the 'Accessory' mode. This could cause unintended
engine shut off and increase the risk of a crash under certain driving
conditions. Answer Id 22333. Customer stating that is exactly what is
happening and that he has paid over 800$ in ignition work. Agent advised
customer to keep any bills incurred and that in the event of them being
for a recall issue, they would be eligible for a possible reimbursement.
Writer contacted dealer BROWNING DODGE CHRYSLER JEEP RAM, 951-272-3110
spoke to Don SA, advising customer to get vehicle in for
diagnosis/inspection. Customers wife will call in for appointment to
dealer.
Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: customer needs
to get vehicle working safely



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 23238094

VIN 2A4RR6DX6 AR Open Date 03/23/2013
Built
Date

08/28/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTYS53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY LIMITED WAGON

In Service Dt 11/01/2009 Mileage 53,842
Dealer
Zone

66 ORLANDO

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 45091 GREENWAY CHRYSLER-JEEP-DODGE, INC.

Dealer
Address

9051 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE

Dealer City ORLANDO
Dealer
State

FL Dealer Zip 32817

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

WINTER SPRINGS FL Country
UNITED
STATES

Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Reoccurance or Related
Problem

WIN MODULE DETENT RING

Product - Unknown - Unknown - Stalling - Default
vehicle will stall when driving down the
road

Caller: MR
Agent made no promises or commitments.
Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:
Customer is calling to seek assistance for the dealership to fix his
vehicle.
In the 2 months that he has owned the vehicle the vehicle has stalled
when his wife and kids are in it 5x.
Customer has taken his vehicle to the dealership 4x and they have been
unable to duplicate the concern, therefore cannot fix it.
Agent placed a call to the dealership and spoke to Aaron Horowitz-SA and
he said that they have checked the WIN module and detent system to see if
recall L25 needs to be performed again. They have been unable to
duplicate the customer s concern. The last time they had the vehicle at
the dealership it was there for a week, customer picked it up on March
21. In the 1.5 days they have had the vehicle back it has not stalled
yet.
Customer states of the 5x it has stalled it was when the vehicle was
turning (both right and left) and 1x on the freeway
SA states that they have contacted STAR.
Apparently the SD Tom Tempesta is aware of the customer s concerns.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:
Customer is seeking assistance for the dealership to fix his vehicle.
Who has possession of the vehicle? owner
Has an authorized dealer diagnosed the vehicle? yes
If a CDJR dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name and code? 45091
Customer advised a call back will take place within one business day.
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is:
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is:
Customer email address for case updates:
Reassigned to: 88F
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District M * * * * * *
Writer called dealer at 407-306-9400 and spoke with Service Advisor
Colleen who stated customer has the vehicle. SA informed unable to



duplicate customers concerns and diagnosis was done on 3/23 same day case
was opened. SA also advised nothing out of the ordinary with the vehicle.
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

and was informed by the customer is wondering if the issues
that they are having could be related to a past recall issue. Writer
informed would have their CM look at it to see if is simmilar and get
back tomorrow 3/26.
CONTACT UPDATE - Contact attempt, phone number dialed, . Left
a message. Writer will follow up tomorrow.
Recall L25 WIN module detention ring:
symptoms of this recall may cause unintended engine shut off.
3rd attempt made to contact customer. Left message.
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

Hello My name is Ray,
I have been assigned as your case manager.
Here is some information that will be helpful for you to have.
Chrysler case management telephone number
1-800-763-8422
My extension is 66061.
My work hours are 8:00 am to 4:00 pm EST.
I will contact you again to review your case
Thank you
End of Status Update
CONTACT UPDATE - Contact attempt, phone number dialed, . Mr.

claims he has taken the vehicle into the dealer 4 or 5 times for
the stalling issue and there has been no duplication of the problem and
nothing found during diagnosis. Customer claims the vehicle has stalled 5
times during the past 2 months. Customer is concerned it has to do with
Recall L25, as the symptom of this recall is engine shuts off. Customer
wants to Know if the WIN module detention ring was actually replaced
during the recall, customer thinks the recall may be causing the engine
shut off. Customer also indicates the weight of his wife s key chain
could be contributing to the engine stalling, and why the recall did not
correct this.
Writer will contact the dealer for feedback and review the Recall for
recall procedure.
Follow up with customer 4-1.
Dealer contact attempt:
SM - Aaron is not in today, follow up tomorrow.
CONTACT UPDATE - Contact attempt, phone number dialed, . Left
a message the matter is still under review pending feedback from the
dealer. Writer will follow up again after discussing the matter with the
dealer to establish the next step.
L25 Recall procedure indicates:
the WIN module needs to be electronically inspected using a wiTECH scan
tool.
If the Supplier ID information indicates that the vehicle is equipped
with a Marquardt WIN Module, no further action is required. the vehicle
can be returned to the customer.
If the Supplier ID information indicates that the vehicle is equipped
with a Siemens or Continental WIN Module, install a WIN detent
package.
CONTACT UPDATE - Contact attempt, phone number dialed, . Left
a message and provided the information on lines 79 - 86. Writer also
advised customer the vehicle needs to be diagnosed or a 2nd opinion
sought.
Customer called back:
Mr. in uncertain what he should do next. Customer states the
dealer has done all they can to attempt to duplicate the concern, but
have not been able to. The dealer Has performed a software update but the
issue was not resolved. Customer is not upset with the dealer and is
happy with the service. Customer states the dealer recommended if the
problem recurs, to not restart the engine and immediately call the dealer
to arrange a tow of the vehicle to the dealer. The customer would rather
continue working with Greenway instead of seeking a 2nd opinion. Writer
informed customer the case will be closed at this point. Customer agrees.
Customer has been invited to contact Chrysler in the future if there is
ever a need for additional assistance.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 23272920

VIN 2D4RN5DX9 AR Open Date 04/02/2013
Built
Date

09/29/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

In Service Dt 03/05/2010 Mileage 100,000
Dealer
Zone

42 DETROIT

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 36464
TOM O'BRIEN CHRYSLER JEEP
DODGE

-GREENWOOD

Dealer
Address

750 US 31 N

Dealer City GREENWOOD
Dealer
State

IN Dealer Zip 46142

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address
Home
Phone

NEW CASTLE IN Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Drivability - Unknown - Stalling - Default vehicle stalls

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: The customer
states that she has had multiple issues with the vehicle. The customer
states that originally she was working with Goodwin Brothers in
Newcastle, IN. The customer states that she took the vehicle into
Goodwin for an ignition detention ring recall in 2011. The customer
states that while driving the power steering went out, the traction light
came on and the vehicle stalled. The customer states that the vehicle
restarted immediately. The customer states that the dealer told her
there was no code stored. The customer states that a sensor was
replaced. The customer states that the vehicle stalled again and she
took it back to the dealer. The dealer suggested a $400 repair but could
not guarantee the success. The customer states that it stalled again
after that. The customer states that her father suggested that she try
Tom O Brien in Greenwood, IN. The vehicle stalled again and the customer
took it to O Brien. The customer states that the dealer could not get a
code but did advise that the software update had never been completed by
Greenwood. O Brien updated the software in hope that it would solve the
problem. The customer states that the vehicle stalled another two times
and she took it back to O Brien. The customer states that the dealer
noticed the win detention ring had not been installed correctly by
Goodwin. The customer states that O Brien completed the repair one week
ago and she has not had the problem. The customer states that she is
very pleased with her experience with O Brien.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: The customer would
like to voice her concern with her experience with Goodwin. The customer
states that they failed to do the recall correctly which may have been
causing these problems all along. The customer states that she does not
feel that Goodwin was listening to her concerns.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 23400472

VIN 2D4RN4DE0 AR Open Date 05/06/2013
Built
Date

08/29/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTKH53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SE WAGON

In Service Dt 10/22/2009 Mileage 80,000
Dealer
Zone

35 WASHINGTON

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PBS DEEP WATER BLUE PEARL COAT

Engine EGV 3.3L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DFF 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC VLP TRANSMISSION

Dealer 66479 BERGEY'S CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE

Dealer
Address

408 HARLEYSVILLE PIKE

Dealer City FRANCONIA
Dealer
State

PA Dealer Zip 18924

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

PERKASIE PA Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - Recall - Default - Default - Default
Customer checking to see if any incomplete recalls on
account.

Product - Electrical - Starter - Intermittent or
Inoperative - Default

Customer states the key turns into off position on
own.

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Diagnosis - Default -
Default

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: to check if
she has any recalls on her vehicle.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: recall information.
Customer states she was driving down highway at about 55 miles per hour
and then her key went to the off position and her car shut down and was
no longer able to control the vehicle.
Customer states she had a recall previously that the vehicle was repaired
under L25 Safety Recall - Wireless Ignition Node Module Detents - Some MY
2010 Vehicles Answer ID 22333.
Spoke to SA Ryan about issue and transferred customer to book an
appointment for diagnostics.
Call dropped while transferring customer and SA Ryan stated he would call
the customer back at
to book the appointment.
reassigned to 861
Escalation Override approved by KG363 - on the basis that the dealer
diagnosis the concern to be a repeat recall (L25) concern.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 23410339

VIN 3D4PG5FV6 AT Open Date 05/07/2013
Built
Date

12/02/2009

Model Year 2010 Body JCDP49 DODGE JOURNEY SXT HATCHBACK

In Service Dt 01/11/2010 Mileage 46,000
Dealer
Zone

42 DETROIT

Plant T
TOLUCA ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PRH INFERNO RED CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGF 3.5L V6 HIGH OUTPUT 24V MPI ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 68942 COLE CHRY-JEEP-DODGE LLC

Dealer
Address

15514 W MICHIGAN AVE

Dealer City MARSHALL
Dealer
State

MI Dealer Zip 49068

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

MARSHALL MI Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Unknown - Other - Default
Customer states electrical components shut down
while driving

Product - Electrical - Remote/Key Fob - Default -
Default

WIN MODULE DETENT RING failure

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Response - Default -
Default

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer wants
assistance about the getting the repeated issue for everything going out
on the vehicle. Customer stated that the recall L25 was completed out
before he purchased the vehicle. The WIN keeps going out. So far it has
been going out in the daytime when people can still see the vehicle has
stalled. The repair done on the vehicle has not been performed properly.
Agent will contact the dealer tomorrow to see if there were any codes
that came up on the system. Agent advised customer to try to go to
another dealer. Agent suggested going to Albion Motors.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: cost assistance
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer called seeking
assistance with repair of the vehicle as the vehicle will complete lose
the electrical as you drive down the road.
Customer is very upset with the issue not being dealt with and safety of
his children is a concern.
Customer is not happy with the dealership but is will to take the vehicle
back to the dealership if the he does not have to pay for the diagnosis.
Agent advised that the vehicle will need to be diagnosed to determine the
issue whether it is the same matter that was repaired before. Agent
advised even if it was taken to another dealership for the repairs there
will still need to be a diagnosis for this matter as the new dealership
will not take the diagnosis of another dealership.
DEALER CONTACT: 68942 COLE CHRY-JEEP-DODGE 269-781-9191 SM RICK
SM Rick states that they have not seen the vehicle since February. SM
Rick states that the vehicle was worked on for the following; the Flash,
Hard Start Stalling, Key and Ignition replacement. SM Rick has not seen
the customer or heard from them since with regards to this issue, and he
wishes that he would have contacted him.
Customer is very upset with matter and he will no longer buy a Chrysler
product.
Agent advised that the customer should be taken the vehicle into the



dealership for the diagnosis repair to see what the issue actually is.
Agent advised SM Rick that the customer is not happy with the matter that
is happening and that maybe we could work with the customer on the fee of
the diagnosis
Agent transferred the customer to SM Rick to set up a convenient
appointment to diagnosis this issue and to discuss the diagnosis fee.
Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
called seeking the stalling electrical issue be dealt with.
The customer called to state that the vehicle is in the dealer today for
diagnosis of this onging issue as above. The customer states that he is
very concerned for the safety of his family. The customer advised the
writer could discuss sending this for further review. The writer called
the dealer but there was only a voicemail.
CAIR RE-OPENED AND FOLLOWING REASON CODE(S) REMOVED
Dealer - By-Pass
Survey By-Pass
Reason for Dealer Contact: The writer attempted to contact the dealer to
confirm that the vehicle was at the dealer today for diagnosis for
possible escalation for unresolved issue.
Dealer Code: 42-68942
Dealer Personnel Required: service manager
Customer s Preferred Method of Contact: phone
Customer Phone Number (Morning):
Customer Phone Number (Evening):
Customer Email address: n/a
Reason for assigning to Resolution Team: The writer is requesting that
the dealer be contacted to confirm that the vehicle was in the dealer
today for diagnosis for this ongoing ignition system problem. **** The
writer is off until May 28, 2013 - please do not reassign to CC1175 for
possible escalation****
Assigned to 86T
Agent contacted dealership COLE CHRY-JEEP-DODGE LLC (68942) at
269-781-9191. Agent spoke to SM Rick in service who advised agent that
they put another recall kit on the vehicle which seems to have resolved
his issue. SM Rick stated that Chrysler covered the cost of this repair
but the customer still wanted to complain to Chrysler.
Agent contacted customer at 269.579.0122. Agent left VM for customer
advising that this was a follow up call to confirm his vehicle has been
repaired and returned to him. Agent advised if everything has been
completed to his satisfaction there is no reason to return agents phone
call. How ever if he wishes to speak with agent please call 877.759.5427
ext 4718413.
Reassigning file to DF314 for survey by-pass.
***Survey By-pass Added***



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 23465731

VIN 2A4RR6DX6 AR Open Date 05/22/2013
Built
Date

09/22/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTYS53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY LIMITED WAGON

In Service Dt 11/02/2009 Mileage 98,853
Dealer
Zone

42 DETROIT

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 45196 AL DEEBY DODGE CLARKSTON, INC.

Dealer
Address

8700 DIXIE HIGHWAY

Dealer City CLARKSTON
Dealer
State

MI Dealer Zip 48348

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

LAKE ORION MI Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Transmission / Transaxle - Unknown - Noisy - Default Repeat transmission issues

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Documentation - Default - Default

Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates:
Who has possession of the vehicle? Dealer
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? Yes
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code? 45196
Reassigned to 88F
See previous CAIR s.
Customer contacted writer and left a voice mail message with phone
number, , for a return call. 05/23 8:13 AM.
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District V * * * * * *
Customer owns 1 Household vehicle
1 New
0 Used
Customer has no service contract
Customer has no extended warranty
Writer contacted the dealership and spoke to Service manager Joe. SM Joe
informed writer that the customer s vehicle is currently being diagnosed.
Writer will follow up with the dealership no later than 5/28/13 in
regards to the diagnosis on the customer s vehicle.
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

Writer contacted the customer and informed her of lines
19-22.Customer informed writer that she wants her vehicle bought back.
Writer informed customer that she has gone through our buy back and
writer is showing that they informed her that she did not qualify.
Customer is upset that we did not inform her of the D-11-53 for rental
while her vehicle was being repaired. Customer wanted to speak to legal.
Writer informed that writer will research the customer s next step in her
case. Customer informed writer that she is in a rental vehicle and she
wants to know what she is going to do with the rental vehicle. Customer
also states that she got into an accident back in March and it was
because the vehicle was stalling and a car rear ended her. Customer
states that she has had the vehicle repaired and is still having the



concern. Writer reviewed customer s rental and writer is showing in
previous case 23427986. As per lines 56-61 CAC authorized only 2 days of
rental. Writer is not showing any additional days of rental authorized
for the customer.
Writer contacted the dealership 63975 and Service Director Jim was not
available but took writer s contact information and will be calling
writer back to discuss customer s case.
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

My name is Lima and I have been assigned as your Case Manager. Here is
some information that will be helpful for you to have:
Your case number: 23465731
Chrysler Case Management telephone number: 800-763-8422
my direct extension: 66245
my work hours: 8:00 to 4:30 pm Eastern Time
Thank you.
End of Status Update
Writer reviewed customer s case. Customer will need to return the rental
vehicle that the customer is in as we have only authorized 2 days from
previous case. Customer needs to clarify if she is pursuing legal because
of the accident that she mentioned or because of the buy back. Customer
needs to refer to SI if customer is seeking legal for the accident. Need
to verify what direction the customer is wanting to take in regards to
her case.
Writer attempted to contact customer to advised as per lines 53-59.
Writer left message advising of another attempt to contact 5/28
****** Below Customer Contacted for Documentation Request ******

on 2013-05-28 @ 13:31
Writer called customer. Customer advised that she would like to number
for the legal department. Writer advised the customer that they will need
to go through their attorney and that they will get a hold of the legal
department. Customer advised that she picked up her vehicle and dropped
off the rental and would like reimbursement for the rental. Customer
advised that we can look into reimbursement but not promise or guarantees
are made at this point until the documents are sent in. Customer advised
that she is needing to take her vehicle back into the dealership this
week and needs to know about rental.
Writer needing to research and review case further as per the customer s
request on rental assitance.
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

Hello Mrs.
This is Lima with Customer Care. I am writing to inform you that we are
reviewing your case. We are also waiting for documentation in regards to
your request on reimbursement. I will follow up with you no later than
5/31/13. Thank you.
End of Status Update
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

Hello Mrs. ,
This is Lima with Customer Care. I am writing to inform you that we have
not yet received the documentation in regards to your request for rental
assitance. I will follow up with you no later than 6/5/13 in regards to
your case. Please verify what dealership you will be taking the vehicle
into moving foward. Thank you.
End of Status Update
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

Hello Mrs.
This is Lima with Customer Care. I am writing to inform you that we have
not yet received the documentation requested for review. Your case will
close on 6/7/13 if we do not receive the documentation, however once it
is received your case will be reopened . Thank you.
End of Status Update
Writer is not able to view if any documentation is received. Writer will
verify 6/10/13 before closing case.
No documentation received.
no documentation since 5/28.
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 23470850

VIN 3D4PG5FV1 AT Open Date 05/23/2013
Built
Date

09/21/2009

Model Year 2010 Body JCDP49 DODGE JOURNEY SXT HATCHBACK

In Service Dt 03/03/2010 Mileage 68,445
Dealer
Zone

66 ORLANDO

Plant T
TOLUCA ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGF 3.5L V6 HIGH OUTPUT 24V MPI ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 26118 KEFFER CHRY-JEEP INC

Dealer
Address

8110 E INDEPENDENCE BLVD

Dealer City CHARLOTTE
Dealer
State

NC Dealer Zip 28227

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

CHARLOTTE NC Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Drivability - Unknown - No Start - Default Intermittent No Start/Stalling

Referral - Escalation - Default - Default - Default

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:
MR called in and for over the past year has been having
issues with the vehicle s electrical components. Customer states that at
times the vehilce intermittently wont start, while driving electrical
features in the vehicle will toggle and become inopertive also. Customer
feels this is a safety concern as this effects the door locks, a/c and
other settings while driving. Customer has had multiple appointments at
the dealership with no resolution. Agent contacted KEFFER CHRYSLER 26118
and spoke with SA Percila who was assigned to vehicle and confirmed that
MR is a great customer of theirs and very understanding
in the time it has taken up till now to attempt this repair. SA states
that they can duplicate the issue shortly while in the service line but
will not duplicate for technician. SA states that at this point customer
has been in a rental as they believe the vehicle is not fit for the
customer to drive at this point. At this point the dealership in unable
to provide diagnosis and repair. MR is seeking assistance
from Chrysler for resolution for needed repair.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:
Resolution for onoing issue.
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates: N/A
Who has possession of the vehicle? (Owner/Dealer/IRF) Dealer
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? (Yes/No) Yes
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code? 26118
Reassigned to 88F
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District M * * * * * *
OOW by mileage 3/36
Customer owned 2 vehicles, 1 new, 1 used
and 1 current original owner
No additional vehicles in household
MAXIMUM CARE and ESSENTIAL CARE Service contract
Writer contacted dealer#26118 dialed 704-532-1050, SM Chris Brown was



not available writer left message.
Writer contacted dealer#26118 dialed 704-532-1050, SM Chris Brown states
basically customer vehicle is having electronically issues so far they
high tag the vehicle but it goes back to working. SM states everything is
working on vehicle its driving fine they can not test the systems if it s
working fine. SM states they are unable to duplicate any issues with
vehicle and states issues are intermittent. Writer understood writer
thanked SM advised SM that case maybe sent to another department for
further review if not writer will call back.
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, phone number dialed,

. Left message.
The dealer is unable to duplicate and/or diagnose the customer s
concern. The dealer was asked to contact STAR using the
Vehicle Not Repaired Check Sheet found in DealerCONNECT under
Service - Repair Information - Other - Vehicle Not Repaired Check Sheet.
Please see prior file 22775624 where intermittent stalling has never been
duplicated. DM had to reimburse dealer 1000.00 in rental fees.
Agetn contacted owner , who stated that he had vehicle at dealer 26118
three weeks ago, where it stalled at dealer, then mistakenly restarted,
but then no fault could be found. Since then, it has stalled (loss of
electrical power) a few times in a few weeks. Owner has never drove
vehicle with a member of dealer staff.
Agent contacted dealer, spoke with SM, Pricilla. Vehicle has been at
dealer since 5/11/13; no duplication. Owner does not feel safe in
vehicle. Vehicle has had total power loss while driving. Owner has cell
phone videos of power loss.
SM Pricilla will contact dealer DM Bob Rossi for assistance.
DM was involved last Nov 2012 when issue could not be duplicated.
Priscilla:
Chrysler covered 30 days rental back in November/ December. Unfortunately
the concern was never duplicated and the rental expense was reimbursed
via direct check.
STAR should have been contacted given the concerns.
Bob
****** Following Corporate Resource has been contacted ******
TAPS
on 2013-06-03 @ 14:02
Owner sent multiple videos to agents email (provided to owner by
dealer??) however, agent could not view playback on our computers.
Agent emailed DM Bob Rossi for further assistance.
Agent heard from DM Bob Rossi this morning who will update narrative in
the next few days and provide options to owner to possible trade out of
vehicle.
CAIR ESCALATION UPDATE
SEE STAR CASE# 60190557 FOR INFORMATION
Agent spoke with DM Bob Rossi who will be visiting dealer later this
week. Agent contacted dealer, spoke with Pricilla who advised that they
replaced the WIN module which appears to have repaired vehicle. So far
issue has not surfaced.
Owner has notified, was happy dealer was able to duplicate concern while
he was at dealer. Vehicle will be looked at by DM this Thurs, and if
there is no problem found, will be returned to owner that day.
Agent contacted dealer, spoke with SM Chris who advised that DM just
arrived at dealer and plans on addressing vehicle and drawing conclusion
on how to proceed with no duplication.
SA emailed agent stating that vehicle is repaired. WIN module was
replaced and repaired vehicle. Key cylinder was loose, sliding to aux
position and confusing module to shut down. Dealer seeking authorization
for 650.00 in rental charges. CCAC never authorized owner to be in a
rental, dealer placed owwer in rental before JDS111 had case. Agent left
message for DM Bob Rossi to review, but DM had declined rental previously
because he had to reimburse dealer 1000.00 for rental in
Nov/Dec 2012 for concern,at that time,which was never duplicated. Owner
happy that this is resolved.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 24002963

VIN 3D4PH5FV3 AT Open Date 09/29/2013
Built
Date

09/25/2009

Model Year 2010 Body JCEP49 DODGE JOURNEY SXT AWD HATCHBACK

In Service Dt 01/13/2010 Mileage 69,000
Dealer
Zone

42 DETROIT

Plant T
TOLUCA ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGF 3.5L V6 HIGH OUTPUT 24V MPI ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

E-MAIL

Address Home Phone

LIVONIA MI Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Engine - Unknown - Seized, Sticks, Binds - Default Excessive carbon build up.
Corporate - E-Reimbursement - Default - Default - Default Reimbursement

Corporate - Goodwill Escalation Matrix - Escalated - Default - Default Technical Intervention.

Dealer - Service/Body Shop - Transaction - Problem Not Resolved - Default

***** EMAIL BRIEF DESCRIPTION CONTENT *****
Fifth occurence of engine problem
***** END EMAIL BRIEF DESCRIPTION CONTENT *****
On January 12, 2010, I purchased a new 2010 Dodge Journey SXT (VIN
3D4PH5FV3AT ) from Crestwood Dodge dealership in Garden City,
Michigan. Safety was the most important factor when choosing my new
vehicle, as I needed a vehicle that would be safe for my children. This
is
especially important to me since I frequently travel on the freeway with
my
children, and regularly complete a 30-40 minute commute to my place of
employment in downtown Detroit. One of my biggest fears is that of being
stranded on the side of the freeway with my young children. Therefore, my
main reason for choosing the Dodge Journey over numerous other available
cross-over vehicles was the fact that it earned the 2009 Top Safety Pick
Award . After purchasing the vehicle, I had a very short-lived feeling of
security during my travels. My first two major problems with my brand-new
Journey occurred just over one year of ownership. With my son in the car,
and pregnant with my second child, I was making a left-hand turn out of a
driveway onto a five-lane road. I hit a bump at the end of the driveway
causing my car to shut off in the middle of the road! Without knowing
what caused the car to shut off, and with cars speeding toward my son and
me, I very quickly put my car in neutral, restarted the engine, and put
it
back in drive. Luckily, I was able to avoid the many vehicles that were
desperately braking in an attempt to avoid slamming into the side of my
car. Very shortly after this incident, the same problem happened as my
husband backed the car out of our driveway. At this time, he noticed that
the ignition key had fallen back causing the car to turn off. Around the
same time as the above stated incident, another problem occurred. While
driving on the freeway with my son, as my speed approached 70 mph the
vehicle started violently shaking anytime I pressed the gas pedal; the
engine light also illuminated. After what seemed like several minutes of
sputtering and trying to maneuver my way to the right lane of rush-hour
traffic in an attempt to make it to the next off-ramp, the vehicle
started
to accelerate normally. The car was subsequently taken to Crestwood Dodge
dealership for repair of both problems. The dealership claimed they
could not reproduce the shaking problem, but were able to see that the
engine light registered a problem. They claimed that the engine had a
build-up of carbon, and that this likely caused the shaking problem. When



asked why the engine would have such a build-up of carbon so quickly
after
purchase, the dealership claimed that it sometimes happens when the
engine
is being broken in . The dealership also advised me to use premium gas
in
my car several times a year. Regarding the ignition problem, the
dealership claimed that the ignition needed to be replaced as a result of
my key ring being too heavy. I was later notified, however, that a safety
recall was implemented due to faulty ignitions. Less than two months
after having my vehicle repaired by the dealership, the shaking problem
reoccurred; again, while pregnant and with my toddler son in the car. The
vehicle was returned to the dealership for repair of the same problem.
This time, my vehicle stayed at the dealership for almost two weeks. The
dealership replaced the engine valves and cylinder head. After this
repair, my vehicle was seldom driven for several months, as soon after I
was placed on pregnancy-related bed rest, and then on maternity leave
from
work. In April 2012, after returning to work from maternity leave, I was
driving my then three-year-old and eight-month-old sons on the freeway.
Again, my vehicle started violently shaking; and once again, the engine
light illuminated. At this point, I complained to Chrysler regarding the
repetitive problems with the vehicle, specifically with the engine, and
was
assigned an advocate named Colleen (case# 22187093). I scheduled the
vehicle for another appointment with Crestwood Dodge, and the Journey
returned to the dealer on May 2nd for the third time regarding the same
engine problem. The dealership, again, indicated that there was a heavy
carbon build-up resulting in improper operation of the valves. The
dealership s resolution to the problem was to simply clean the carbon
from
the engine. The Chrysler advocate suggested to the dealership that they
bring in a special technician to determine the cause of repetitive carbon
build-up; however, they were unable to determine the source. I was
referred by my advocate to the buy- back department of Chrysler, but
since
the first occurrence of my repetitive engine troubles started slightly
over
one year of purchasing the vehicle, Chrysler would not replace the defect
vehicle that I had been sold. After approximately ten days at the
dealership, the defective vehicle was returned to me. I complained to the
service manager, Dale, and the buy-back department that the source of the
problem was not identified or repaired, and explained that as a result of
the failure to identify the source of the problem, the issue would
certainly transpire again. Neither Chrysler nor the dealership
entertained
my concerns regarding the dealerships failure to identify the source of
the
repetitive engine problems. In September of 2013, in addition to the
engine developing a ticking sound, the vehicle began its all too
familiar
phenomenon of shaking at approximately 70mph. Once again, the service
manager, Dale, was notified of both problems, and the vehicle was left at
the dealership for repair. The technician noted on the service invoice
that the engine had loss of compression on cylinders four and one, and
that
after removing the cylinder heads, found that the valves were not sealing
due to heavy carbon build-up. The technician advised that all of the
valves would have to be replaced again (making this the second set of
valves to fail). The dealership ordered and received the parts, but
called
a few days later to inform us that they were defective, and that another
set had to be ordered (making it the third set of valves to fail on this
vehicle). On the eighth day, the dealership called to say that the
vehicle
was ready. When picking up the vehicle, the service manager was
unavailable. My husband, again, inquired about the source of continuous
carbon build-up and valve failure, and the service department stated that
they would speak to the technician and notify us of the findings. Of
course, the dealership never contacted us with an explanation. Less than



two weeks after the vehicle was repaired , the engine is still making a
loud ticking noise. Dale, the service manager, was notified that the
problem was not resolved during the vehicle s last eight-day stay at the
service department. The service manager let out a loud sigh, and was
noticeably annoyed that the vehicle needed to be returned. Any annoyance
that the service department is feeling regarding this issue is only a
minuscule fraction of the level of annoyance and frustration that my
husband and I are feeling toward the vehicle, the service department, and
Chrysler. The Journey is scheduled to be returned to the dealership for
the FIFTH time for its continuous engine problems on Saturday, September
27, 2013. I cannot accurately describe the level of frustration and
stress my husband and I are experiencing as a result of the continuous
problems with this vehicle. The fact that this vehicle has put my
children
in danger on several occasions infuriates me! The main reason that I
purchased the Journey was to ensure that my children would be safe. Due
to
this vehicle s reoccurring mechanical problems, I no longer have the
freedom to drive my children without the fear and anxiety of potentially
being involved in an accident, or stranded on the freeway. I would love
nothing more than to have a safe and reliable vehicle for my family;
unfortunately, this vehicle is not it. As a life-long resident of metro
Detroit, I have owned numerous Chrysler and other American-made vehicles,
and have always considered them to be quality products. I am not just
disappointed that Chrysler put a defective product into the market; I am
shocked and outraged at Chrysler s lack of concern or resolve in the
repetitive vehicle malfunctions that resulted in dangerous situations for
my family, time and energy spent on trips to the dealership, stress of
having to argue with the dealership and Chrysler over getting the problem
resolved, and extreme disappointment in Chrysler for refusing to rectify
the problem. The dealership has advised Chrysler that they cannot locate
the source of the problem. If the dealership is stating that the problem
cannot be identified, then this clearly indicates that the product is
defective. I am appalled that even after being advised of the numerous,
repetitive, and uncorrectable problems, Chrysler, a highly respected
Detroit company, would have such a lack of concern for their customers,
and
knowingly allow families to drive in defective products. My two major
expectations when purchasing my brand-new vehicle were reliability and
peace-of-mind while traveling with my family. Chrysler has failed to meet
those expectations. I would like to give Chrysler one last opportunity to
rectify this problem; I hope that this is not the level of quality that
Chrysler expects from its vehicles, or the level of customer service it
considers satisfactory in order to ensure retention of clientele. If the
situation is not resolved, I will have to assume that Chrysler sets very
low standards for quality assurance and customer service, and will be
purchasing all future vehicles from another, more reliable company. Thank
you very much for your prompt attention to this problem.

St. Livonia, MI

*****END OF CUSTOMER EMAIL*****
Dear

contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center in regards
to your 2010 Journey.
I am sorry to learn of the concerns raised regarding your vehicle
stalling and Engine issues and appreciate the time taken to bring these
concerns to our attention.
We would be happy to further look into this situation and review the
matter further. To do so, we will first require the vehicle be at the
Dealership for further attention and review. This will best allow us to
review your request going forward. It is important to note we are not
requesting you fully undergo review or repairs at this time, we are only
requesting the vehicle be scheduled and at the Dealership so we may
better gather information related to your vehicles condition in order to
better review the matter.
I have updated your file to reflect the information provided in your
email. If the vehicle is at the Dealership and the issues remain
unresolved, please respond using your method of choice, either by phone:
(1-800-4A-DODGE (423-6343) or by using the link provided below to advise



us of this information. We will be more than happy to further review your
situation at that time.
Thanks again for your email, .
Sincerely,
Jeff
Customer Service Representative
Dodge Customer Assistance Center
*****END OF CAC EMAIL RESPONSE*****
My vehicle was left at the dealership, Suburban Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram
of Garden City (888) 602-4078, on Saturday morning, 9/28. We have yet to
receive any information from the dealership regarding my Journey. The
service manager, Dale, is the person familiar with my vehicle. Thank you,

*****END OF CUSTOMER EMAIL RESPONSE*****
CONTACT UPDATE: Agent attempted to review information with Dealership,
outside Dealer hours.
Dear :
Thank you for your response.
Due to the nature of your concern, your file has been escalated for
further review. We feel this referral action will provide the best
resource for your concerns. An agent will attempt to contact you within
one business day at the phone number provided in your email ( NUMBER ).
If you wish to be reached at an alternative number, please respond so we
may update your file appropriately.
Thanks again for your email, . We look forward to further
addressing this matter further with you.
Sincerely,
Jeff
Customer Service Representative
Dodge Customer Assistance Center
*****END OF CAC EMAIL RESPONSE*****
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Preferred Afternoon/Evening call back number is
Customer email address for case updates:
Who has possession of the vehicle? Dealer
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? Yes
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code? 57062
Reassigned to 88F
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District V * * * * * *
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

My name is Lima and I have been assigned as your Case Manager. Here is
some information that will be helpful for you to have:
Your case number: 24002963
Chrysler Case Management telephone number: 800-763-8422
my direct extension: 66245
my work hours: 8:00 to 4:30 pm Eastern Time
I will contact you no later than 10/2/13 to go over your case. Thank you.
End of Status Update
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact lines 223-232.
Writer contacted the dealership and spoke to SA Scott. SA transferred
writer to SA Jim. SA Jim informed writer that they have replaced the
lifters which caused the noise concern that the customer brought the
vehicle in for. SA states that the repairs are completed and that they
will leave the vehicle over night and will cold start it in the morning.
SA was asked if the customer s concerns with the vehicle stalling and the
ignition concern are resolved along with the noise concern. SA states
that the vehicle came in for a noise concern and they replaced the
lifters to resolve the concern. Writer informed that a follow up will be
made with the customer.
****** Below Customer Contacted for Documentation Request ******

on 2013-10-02 @ 18:24
Writer contacted the customer and spoke to the customer in regards to her
case. Customer states that the dealership has repaired the vehicle
multiple times and she has had to return for the same repair. Customer
states that her vehicle has been out of service for a month total with
multiple repairs for her concerns. Customer states that the concern with
the carbon build up has not been resolved. Writer informed that writer



will research and verify that all options has been exhausted on her
concern. Customer was informed to submit the documentation for review of
reimbursement on a car payment. Writer informed customer that follow up
will be made no later than 10/9/13.
***** Customer Document Received *****
Customer Document Reviewed.
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

Hello Mrs. ,
This is Lima with Customer Care. I am writing to inform you that we have
received the documentation requested for reimbursement. I will contact
you no later than 10/11/13 to go over your case. Thank you.
End of Status Update
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

Hello Mrs. ,
This is Lima with Customer Care. I am writing to inform you that I am
still reviewing your case. I will follow up with you no later than
10/15/13. Thank you.
End of Status Update
****Begin structured narrative T2 - eReimbursement
What has the customer requested?
Reimbursement on car payment
If this is a Recall or Extended Warranty, enter the campaign number.
No
If this is for a previously made goodwill decision, what is that CAIR #?
No
Enter the Mileage at the time of the repair.
N/a
Enter the Date when the repairs were completed.
N/a
What is the total cost of the Parts to be reimbursed?
N/a
What is the total cost of the Labor to be reimbursed?
$493.70
What is the total Tax to be reimbursed?
$0.00
What is the total amount being reimbursed?
$493.70
****End structured narrative T2 - eReimbursement
Writer contacted the dealership and was informed that the vehicle was
last in the shop on 10/7/13. SA states that they replaced all the tappets
on both side and the rear differential seal was leaking and they repaired
it. SA informed writer that the customer has not called in since than.
Writer contacted the customer and was informed that the vehicle is still
experiencing the concerns. Customer states that the check engine light
has been going on and off and there is a chirping or squeaking sound and
a mild shaking when the vehicle is going 70 miles per hour. Customer
states that she will be taking the vehicle back in today 10/17/13.
Customer verified the mailing address.
Writer contacted the dealership and spoke to SM Mike. Writer informed of
lines 296-301. SM informed writer that he will advise SA Jim to look out
for the customer s vehicle.
Writer contacted the dealership and was informed that the customer s
vehicle is currently in the shop. Writer was informed that the SA Jim is
out of the office and will return Monday. Writer will follow up for more
information.
Writer contacted the dealership and left a message with SA Jim. Writer
informed that writer is following up on the customer s diagnosis on the
vehicle and next steps.
Writer contacted the dealership and left a message for SA Jim. Writer is
wanting to know if the customer has a diagnosis on the concern.
# # # # # # # # # DIRECT-TO-DEALER # # # # # # # # #
ATTENTION SERVICE DIRECTOR OR SERVICE MANAGER
Please follow your Business Center guidelines in an attempt to
resolve this customers concern(s). If needed, seek assistance from your
District Manager, Business Center or STAR.
The unresolved concern is noise and mild shaking
Action requested:repair customer s concern.
Please update this CAIR with resolution.



# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
REASSIGNED TO BC/DLR 42 45634 10/21/13 15:23 R 24002963
Writer contacted the dealership and was informed that the technician
found that there is an internal problem. SA states that the vehicle was
is now with the engineer and they are needing a tear down. SA could not
verify if the customer has authorized a tear down and has informed
writer will need to speak to SA Jim.
Writer received a voice message from the SA Jim. SA states that they are
still addressing the concern with the chirp and mild shake. SA states
that they did determine the vibration was from the tires being out of
balance. SA states that the customer had new tires put on at a different
facility and they were out of balance by couple ounces. Customer states
that they determined that there is an engine mis fire and have sent it to
the engineers and they are currently looking at it now. We will be able
to get more information no later than 10/23/13.
Writer contacted the customer and left a message of lines 329-336. Follow
up 10/24/13.
Writer contacted the SA Jim. Writer was informed that the seat was burnt
on the back head for the #3 cylinder. Writer was informed that they are
working on having that replaced and the vehicle should be repaired by
tomorrow. Writer informed that a follow up will be made to verify the
repairs.
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

Hello Mr. and Mrs. ,
This is Lima with Customer Care. I contacted the dealership and was
informed that the vehicle is currently in the repair stage. I am
following up with the dealership on the repairs no later than 10/28/13. I
will contact you no later than 10/29/13 in regards to your case. Thank
you.
End of Status Update
CM called the dealer and left vm for SM requesting a call back or email.
CM called the customer she said the vehicle is fine now after she picked
it up from the dealer on Saturday.
Mrs. accepts and verifies the check
should be mailed to the following name and address:

,
LIVONIA , MI-
Writer reviewed documentation.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 24109045

VIN 2D4RN5D1X AR Open Date 10/23/2013
Built
Date

08/17/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

In Service Dt 05/11/2010 Mileage 42,000
Dealer
Zone

32 NEW YORK

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 44876 VISION DODGE

Dealer
Address

920 PANORAMA TRAIL SOUTH

Dealer City ROCHESTER
Dealer
State

NY Dealer Zip 14625

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

ROCHESTER NY Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - Recall - Default - Default - Default Customer called to see if recall would still be covered

Product - Electrical - Engine Wiring - Other - Default Customer states problem with Win Modular

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
called stating that the vehicle shut off the ignition on its own.
Customer states it has problems with the start position.
Mostly customer believes the problem is connected to the Win Modular
recall which was replaced by previous owner.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer wants recall
to be performed a second time if needed.
Agent advised customer that neither the dealer nor CAC could possibly
diagnose the vehicle over the phone.
Agent advised customer that if the vehicle is experience the exact same
issue as what the problem was with the recall and the same parts are
needed to be replaced to do the repair then the recall repair could be
done again but everything had to be the same.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 24118634

VIN 2A4RR5D15 AR Open Date 10/25/2013
Built
Date

09/11/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 01/04/2010 Mileage 61,000
Dealer
Zone

42 DETROIT

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PRH INFERNO RED CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 41626 CHARLIE'S DODGE INC

Dealer
Address

725 ILLINOIS AVENUE

Dealer City MAUMEE
Dealer
State

OH Dealer Zip 43537

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

TOLEDO OH Country
UNITED
STATES

Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Information Request Advised of completed recall.

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Intermittent or Inoperative -
Default

Customer's vehicle shuts off while
driving.

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:
Customer called to see if she has any recalls on her vehicle. Customer
stated her vehicle will shut off while driving and she read online that
this is a common issue with the MY 2010 Town N Country.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:
Agent informed of completed recall L25 and a diagnosis would need to
determine if it is the problem. Agent advised customer of no other
recalls on her vehicle.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 24177020

VIN 2A4RR5D16 AR Open Date 11/09/2013
Built
Date

12/15/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 12/21/2009 Mileage 83,674
Dealer
Zone

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

E-MAIL

Address
Home
Phone

ALMA MI Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Defective - Default Keyfob is not working properly

Corporate - CNA Change - Default - Default - Default Updated

***** EMAIL BRIEF DESCRIPTION CONTENT *****
Key will not release from ignition
***** END EMAIL BRIEF DESCRIPTION CONTENT *****
We are having an issue with our key not turning or coming out of the
ignition. Sometimes when we are driving, the engine just turns off. This
has happened at least twice if not 3 times. Then we can t shift at all-
we could be stuck in D or R or P. At this point the car will not
re-start. And the brake pedal will be very hard. We have already gone in
during the recall to have the ignition replaced. At that point, the key
was just slipping into a different position (Aux instead of ON). Now it
gets stuck.
***** END OF CUSTOMERS EMAIL *****
VIN:AR
Mileage:83674
Servicing Dealer:
Title:
First Name: l
Middle Initial:
Last Name

Address 2:
City:Alma
State:MI
Zip:

Thank you for contacting the Chrysler Customer Assistance Center.
We regret the problem your vehicle has experienced and appreciate the
time and effort you took to bring this matter to our attention. Comments
like yours are one way we have to learn of problems that may develop and
improvements desired by customers.
Unfortunately, given the many variables involved, we are unable to
diagnose your vehicle s problem via email. We recommend contacting your
authorized dealership to arrange an appointment for proper diagnosis and
repair.
Our dealerships have the factory training, equipment and information
available to them to diagnose and correct problems with our vehicles.
Should your dealer require factory assistance they may contact our
Technical Operations Resource Group (STAR) or contact their regional
Business Center.
Thanks again for your email.



Sincerely,
Sierra
Customer Service Representative
Chrysler Customer Assistance Center
***** END OF CAC EMAIL *****



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 24637188

VIN 2A4RR5D11 AR Open Date 02/24/2014
Built
Date

03/30/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 03/30/2010 Mileage 50,464
Dealer
Zone

66 ORLANDO

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 42576 JIM COGDILL DODGE COMPANY

Dealer
Address

8544 KINGSTON PIKE

Dealer City KNOXVILLE
Dealer
State

TN Dealer Zip 37919

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

KNOXVILLE TN Country
UNITED
STATES

Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Customer inquirng about the recall on his vehicle

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
states that he is having trouble with the ignition system in his vehicle.
Customer states that his key will not stay in the on position. Customer
states that his key will slip in to the accessory position and his
vehicle will shut off on him.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer is expecting
recall information.
Agent advised customer that if his vehicle is diagnosed as having the
exact same issue as the recall. Chrysler will repair the vehicle under
the original recall. Agent strongly cautioned customer that if his
vehicle is diagnosed as having any other issue, we would not be able to
assist him with the repair and he would be responisble for the diagnostic
fee as well as any other repairs on his vehicle.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 24724510

VIN 2A4RR6DX1 AR Open Date 03/12/2014
Built
Date

02/25/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYS53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY LIMITED WAGON

In Service Dt 01/13/2011 Mileage 33,869
Dealer
Zone

32 NEW YORK

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PRH INFERNO RED CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address
Home
Phone

SARATOGA SPRINGS NY Country
UNITED
STATES

Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Reoccurance or
Related Problem

L25 Recall never done, although recall
says done

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Other - Default win module issue

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer is
contacting Chrysler regarding an ongoing issue with their win module.
Customer stated that when the dealership had looked at it the keys would
normally go on the run position to start the vehicle however the keys
would actually go back to accesories and shut the vehicle. Customer
stated that they have replaced the win module multiple time and they seem
to be getting the same issue.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer is expecting
to get the issue fixed. Agent advised that since this is an ongoing issue
we would be able to send this up to a case manager once the vehicle is
diagnosed and in the dealership. Agent gave the customer their case
number and advised to call us back with it once the vehicle is diagnosed
so we could send their case up to a case manager. Customer understood.
Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer is
contacting back in as he has brought the vehicle in for the diagnostic.
Customer states that whenever he turns the car on the WIN module will
kick it back and shut the car off, Customer states the DLR was unable to
duplicate the concern. Customer states he has had multiple issues with
this concern and he would very much appreciate a resolution to this
issue.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer is expecting
to have this issue resolved. Agent contacted DLR, Nemer Chrysler Jeep
Dodge Ram of Saratoga, 617 Maple Ave,Saratoga Springs, NY 12866, (518)
584-1821. SA Nick advised Agent that they just opened this dealership and
the Customer has only been to this DLR for the WIN module 2 now but he
also did have previous issue with the module at SARATOGA CHRYSLER DODGE
JEEP RAM 68540 as the SA Nick used to work at SARATOGA CHRYSLER DODGE
JEEP RAM. Agent is reassigning to 88F for unresolved issue and unable to
duplicate.
Customer advised a call back is required and will take place
within one business day by COB their time
Preferred Morning/Midday call back number is
Who has possession of the vehicle? DLR
Has the vehicle been diagnosed by a CDJ dealer? Yes but unable to
duplicate concern.
If a CDJ dealer has diagnosed, what is the dealer name or code?Chrysler
Jeep Dodge Ram of Saratoga, 617 Maple Ave,Saratoga Springs, NY 12866,
(518) 584-1821
Reassigned to 88F
* * * * * CASE MANAGER TEAM - District T * * * * * *
OOW Basic by 68 Days



In Warranty Powertrain by 22 Months or 67,000 Miles
3 New, 0 Used
Original Owner
MVP Plans:
LWM100N - LIFETIME MAXIMUM CARE - Active till 04/12/2094 $100 deductible
Writer called Dealer 68540, Dealer Closed for the day
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

Hello My name is Katie
I have been assigned as your Case Manager.
Here is some information that will be helpful for you to have.
My telephone number 1-800-763-8422
My extension is 66255
My work hours are Monday Friday 9:00AM to 5:30PM Eastern Time
I will contact you by phone to discuss your case in one business day
Thank you
End of Status Update
CONTACT UPDATE - 1st Contact attempt, Lines 49-57
Writer called Dealer 68540, Requested SM Todd, Left Voicemail requesting
call or email back regarding status of vehicle
Writer called Customer , Spoke to Customer Mr

, Writer verified issue of vehicle turning off, Customer stated
shortly after buying the vehicle they had a problem with vehicle shutting
off and they fixed it with a WIN Module, Customer stated last summer they
took the vehicle to the dealer for this issue, Customer stated he
believes the WIN Module has been replaced 3 or 4 times and the detent
ring 1 or 2 times, Customer stated they took their vehicle to the dealer
on about 03/18 and they were unable to duplicate the issue, Writer asked
customer if there is anything that happens to indicate it might happen,
Customer stated No indication that it is about to happen, happens both
when driving straight and when turning
Writer called Dealer 68540, Requested SM Todd, SM out for the day, Spoke
to SA Jennifer, Writer asked about vehicle ignition switching off at
times with multiple WIN Modules replaced, SA stated she can see the
vehicle was there 06/2013, Writer asked about a more recent visit where
they could not duplicate the issue, SA stated there was a concern about a
steering wheel vibration, but nothing regarding vehicle turning off, SA
stated SA Nick was the advisor over the vehicle and recommended we call
him tomorrow
Writer called Dealer 68540, Requested SM Todd, SM at their other store
and can be reached at 888-561-2729, Spoke to SA Nick, Writer asked about
customers recent visit to their dealership, SA stated they replaced the
left front seat cover as goodwill, Writer asked about the concern of the
vehicle turning off at times, SA stated they were unable to duplicate
that issue while the vehicle was there although they tried about 4 times,
SA stated that where they could not duplicate the concern they were not
going to toss parts at the vehicle, SA stated they have replaced the WIN
Module in this vehicle twice, Writer advised SA we understand not
throwing parts at it, and asked if they had considered contacting STAR
for assistance, SA stated the customer is welcome to come back in and
they will open a STAR Case and take another look at the issue, Writer
advised SA we will contact the customer and recommend they bring their
vehicle back in
Writer called Customer , Left Voicemail
advising that we have spoken to the dealership and at this time we feel
the best route would be to take their vehicle back to the dealership for
a day or two so that we can work to resolve this, also advised we will
follow up Friday
Received call from Customer , Customer stated he received the
message about taking the vehicle back to the dealer, Customer asked if
they should just contact the dealer and set an appointment, Writer
advised customer that is the best option, Customer asked if the dealer
will provide a vehicle to drive, Writer advised customer he has a plan
that covers rental so a vehicle will be provided, Customer accepted
Writer called Dealer 68540, Spoke to SM Todd, Writer asked if customer
had come in for further diagnosis of ignition concerns, SM stated they
have not seen the customer since they replaced the seat cover
Status update provided via email to the following email address:



This is Katie your Case Manager with Chrysler,
I spoke to Saratoga Chrysler today and they informed me that you have not
brought your vehicle back for further diagnosis of your ignition
concerns, I would recommend taking your vehicle back or setting an
appointment and I will follow up on Tuesday
Thank You for being a valued part of the Chrysler Family
End of Status Update
Begin Customer Message reviewed:
Katie,
We called the dealership the morning after we spoke with you. They
informed us that they were unaware of the situation and needed to contact
Chrysler for clarification. Yesterday, Friday I spoke with them again
and they informed us that the earliest they could look at the car was
Tuesday. In short, we will be dropping it off on Monday at 10:00am at
which time they are going to provide us with either a loaner vehicle if
they have one or a rental vehicle from Enterprise.
End of Reviewed Customer message
Writer called Dealer 68540, Requested SM Todd, SM not available, Spoke to
SA Nick, Writer asked if vehicle had been brought in for diagnosis, SA
stated it was brought in Yesterday and the customer was put in a loaner
per their plan, SA stated he is the Advisor over the vehicle and he asked
the tech to shoot a question off to STAR on this issue then they are
going to test drive the vehicle for 5-10 miles then they will probably
pull the panel since this is the 3rd WIN Module and the key still snaps
back with or without the detent ring, Writer asked current mileage, SA
stated he does not have it available
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

This is Katie your Case Manager with Chrysler,
I spoke to Saratoga Chrysler today and they informed me that you dropped
of your vehicle yesterday and they are currently working with some
additional technical resources in an attempt to resolve your concerns
with your ignition, I will follow up on Thursday
Thank You for being a valued and appreciated part of the Chrysler Family
End of Status Update
Writer called Dealer 68540, Spoke to SA Nick, Writer asked status of
vehicle, SA stated they found the recall was never done on the vehicle,
SA stated they have the recall part but they are waiting on one more part
to arrive, SA stated the part shipped yesterday and is coming from
National PDC and they are expecting it in by Tuesday, SA stated he
informed the customer and they are in a loaner
Status update provided via email to the following email address:

This is Katie your Case Manager with Chrysler,
I spoke to Saratoga Chrysler today and they informed me that they believe
they have found the problem with your vehicle, but they are waiting for
some parts to arrive, the parts are expected Monday or Tuesday so I will
follow up with you on Tuesday
Thank You for being a valued part of the Chrysler Family
End of Status Update
Begin Customer Message reviewed:
Katie, thank you for the follow up. Nick, one of the service managers at
the dealership has been very proactive in keeping us posted as to the
status as well. He has been wonderful!
End of Reviewed Customer message
Writer Attempted to call Dealer 68540 at 518-584-1821, Busy Signal Twice
Writer called Dealer 68540, Spoke to SA Nick, Writer asked status of
repairs, SA stated the part came in this morning and they got it
installed today, SA stated that although the L25 Recall shows done under
the old dealer code, when they pulled the dash they found the recall was
never done, SA stated they did the recall and goodwilled the dash trim
for the customer, SA stated they notified the customer to pick up the
vehicle but they are at work, Writer asked final mileage, SA provided
33,869 miles
Dealer Code 68540 at Phone Number 518-584-1821, Connects to Dealer Code
26832
Status update provided via email to the following email address:



Mr & Mrs
This is Katie your Case Manager with Chrysler,
I spoke to Nick at Nemer of Saratoga today and he informed me that they
have completed the repairs to your vehicle and that you will be picking
it up later today, I would like to give you a few days to drive your
vehicle and make sure everything is resolved to your satisfaction and so
I will follow up with you on Thursday
Thank You for being a valued and appreciated part of the Chrysler Family
End of Status Update
Begin Customer Message reviewed:
Kate, if you get a chance would you mind calling me on my cell.

3. I was informed that the WIN module is being replaced and
that the module in the vehicle was part of the previously announced
recall. I don t understand why the vehicle had a recalled WIN module in
it in the first place. That module was supposedly replaced previously
several times by the dealership. It is scary to think this issue had not
been resolved previously.
End of Reviewed Customer message
Writer called Customer at , Left Voicemail requesting call
back to verify repairs and to answer any question or concerns they may
have.
Attempted , Spoke to Customer , Writer asked about
repairs, Customer stated everything is working good so far, Writer asked
if there were any questions, Customer stated there were none
Writer called Customer , Customer stated he
was told that there was a recall on his vehicle for the module they have
been replacing, but they have been having this issue for a while, Writer
advised customer that the information we were provided by the dealership
is that the recall on their vehicle had been completed by their previous
dealership, but when Nemer pulled the dash they found there was a problem
with the way the recall had been done and they redid the recall, Customer
asked what happens if the problem comes back in a year, Writer advised
customer if the problem comes back we recommend they let their local
dealership know and if they need our assistance they can contact us
again, Customer accepted and stated everything is working good at this
point
Writer called Customer , Writer advised
customer we were calling to follow up one last time on the repairs to
their vehicle to make sure everything is still working correctly,
Customer stated as far as they know everything is good, Customer stated
they just got back from a trip that they took their Chevrolet on, Writer
advised customer that as a courtesy for the hassle they went through
Chrysler would like to provide them with 3 years of oil changes, Customer
accepted, Writer asked how often they change the oil in their van per
year, Customer stated about 4 times a year, Writer advised customer the
plan will be added within the week and they will recei ve plan documents
in the next month or two, Writer advised customer that any authorized
dealer will be able to pull the plan up and do the oil changes, Customer
accepted
CLOSED LOOP UPDATE - no need for additional follow-up.
Writer verified COIN Address
ECS312N Contract created. Contract number is .



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 24728653

VIN 2D4RN3D16 AR Open Date 03/13/2014
Built
Date

05/11/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTKM53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN HERO WAGON

In Service Dt 06/12/2010 Mileage 6,000
Dealer
Zone

51 CHICAGO

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PRP DEEP CHERRY RED CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 45247 STEVE JONES CHRYSLER, DODGE, JEEP

Dealer
Address

322 W 4TH ST

Dealer City OWENSBORO
Dealer
State

KY Dealer Zip 42301

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

OWENSBORO KY Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - CNA Change - Default - Default - Default added new number

Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Information Request completed

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Defective - Default ignition turns off

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:Customer is
having issues with his engine shutting off. Customer states that he/she
would be driving and the engine will randomly shut off. Customer states
that he did have a recall fixed a couple years back and wanted to know if
that could be the issue.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:Customer expects to know
if this is that same recall
Agent advised customer that there are similarities to this issue. The
Recall notice L25 states that upon starting the vehicle, the Frequency
Operated Button Ignition Key (FOBIK), may not fully seat in the 'On'
position. If not fully seated, under certain operating conditions (for
example bumpy roads) the FOBIK could inadvertently move to the
'Accessory' mode. This could cause unintended engine shut off and
increase the risk of a crash under certain driving conditions. Agent
advised that customer goes into the dealership to get a diagnoses before
being able to help any further.
As per:Answer ID 22333
Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
calling Chrysler because vehicle is intermittently shutting off while
driving.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer is expecting
to have this issue resolved with the vehicle shutting off. Customer
indicates this happens intermittently.
Agent telephoned the dealership (45247) and spoke with Matt, SA who
advised the customer to bring the vehicle back in. Customer was last
at the dealership on March 25th.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 24835275

VIN 2A4RR5D17 AR Open Date 04/04/2014
Built
Date

01/22/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 01/31/2010 Mileage 77,636
Dealer
Zone

66 ORLANDO

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address
Home
Phone

BOCA RATON FL Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Other - Default Clicks off while driving

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
called looking to see if there are recalls on her vehicle.
Customer states that her ignition system turns off while driving if hit
with keys or if she hits it with her knee, or hit it with her finger.
Customer states she had the problem replaced once at an IRF approx. 6
months - a year ago.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer wanted recall
to offset repair costs.
Agent advised customer that there are no outstanding recalls on the
vehicle.
Agent advised that if the repair does pertain to the prior recall a
Chrysler dealership would be able to perform the repair for free if it is
the exact same issue as the recall.
Agent also advised that Mopar parts have a warranty of 1 year or 12,000
miles so even the IRF should be able to make the repair without charging
for parts if the issue is the same.
Agent offered to connect customer with a dealership in her area but
customer declined.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 24921515

VIN 2D4RN5DX1 AR Open Date 04/23/2014
Built
Date

12/11/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

In Service Dt 01/04/2010 Mileage 117,000 Dealer Zone 35 WASHINGTON

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PBV BLACKBERRY PEARL COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 23309
DARCARS CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE OF
NEW

CARROLLTON

Dealer
Address

8100 ANNAPOLIS ROAD

Dealer City NEW CARROLLTON Dealer State MD Dealer Zip 20784

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address
Home
Phone

SILVER SPRING MD Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Intermittent or Inoperative - Default Ignition shuts off
Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Diagnosis - Default - Default

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
called to say that he is having a problem with his vehicle shutting off
as he is driving.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer is expecting
to have the vehicle stay running.
Customer stated that since he had the ignition replaced from the recall
L25 he has had an issue with the key once you insert the key into the
ignition and turn it on it will stay in the start position for a few
seconds before going to the on position. Customer stated that in February
he has an issue with the vehicle shutting off while driving. Customer
stated that he was driving down the road when his vehicle shut off and he
lost all power. Customer stated that it started up right away. Customer
took it into the dealership on 02/2/2014 and the dealership was not able
to find the reason why it shut off. Customer stated that 2 weeks later
the vehicle shut off again while he was driving and the check engine
light came on. Customer stated that he took the vehicle back to the
dealership but the dealership could not get it to the issue again.
Customer stated that it has happened 3 other times. Customer stated that
the last time it happened was on April 21 2014 again the dealership was
not able to duplicate the problem as no codes would come up on the
computer. Customer is concerned that this issue will cause an accident.
Customer states that the ignition always stays in the on position when it
loses power. Customer stated that he is going to call the dealership and
schedule an appointment for Friday. Agent advised customer to call us
from the dealership once the vehicle has been diagnose and we can look
into forwarding it up to a Case Manager if the dealership is not able to
duplicate the problem. Agent contacted dealership DARCARS and left
message for SA Ann to contact us with what the vehicle has been brought
in for and what the diagnose is if any.
Survey by pass-no diagnose. Reassign to JR1305.
SA Ann called in and DLR has not been made aware of the vehicle shutting
off. DLR confirms that customer has been in February 5/14 to replace a
heater hose because smoke was coming from engine and Feb 6/14 to fix
those hoses put in. Customer was also in February 8/14 transmission
problems. Customer stated it was slipping. DLR took for road test for 20
miles unable to duplicate. No codes.



April 17/14 oil change and multipoint inspection, air filter and right
turn signal bulb were all that needed to be replaced.
Customer calling back stating that his vehicle stopped again while
driving. Has stopped and happened 2-3 times since Feb. 2014. Dealership
stated to customer that if engine light is not on, they cannot diagnose
the issue. Dealership has to diagnose the issue while the check engine
light is on.
Agent advised that customer should take the vehicle back to the
dealership when the check engine light comes on and hope they can
diagnose at that time.
Customer is calling because he wants recorded when this happens.
Customer called back stating the starting issue has been getting worse,
it has occured 6 times so far today, customer states he has an
appointment on monday and will callback if the dealer can t diagnose it.
Customer called back looking to see if he can get a rental, agent advised
the customer has covered rental up to 5 days and first day rental is
applicable, agent advised customer the dealer will need to provide it
when the customer drops the vehicle off.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 24945725

VIN 2A4RR6DX9 AR Open Date 04/28/2014
Built
Date

03/02/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYS53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY LIMITED WAGON

In Service Dt 05/27/2010 Mileage 54,000
Dealer
Zone

42 DETROIT

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PDT DARK TITANIUM MET. CLEAR COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 63975 MILOSCH DODGE, INC

Dealer
Address

677 SOUTH LAPEER ROAD

Dealer City LAKE ORION
Dealer
State

MI Dealer Zip 48362

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

LAKE ORION MI Country
UNITED
STATES

Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Reoccurance or
Related Problem

Customer stated reoccuring problem
with recall

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:Customer stated
the vehicle stalled twice last month. Customer thinks it was caused by
recall. Agent advised customer they could go to the dlr and have the
vehicle looked at. Agent advised customer if it is recall related they
will be able to fix the repair. Agent attempted to contact dlr 63975 but
they were closed. Customer stated they will call in the morning.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:Customer seeking recall
information.
Customer states he had a recall completed in 2011 for the L25. Customer
states they put a foam spacer in the area of the dent. Customer states
his key slipped into the accessory mode twice which caused the vehicle to
stall recently.
Customer states he spoke to someone last night and the DLR was closed.
Customer states he found online that Chrysler is fixing the win module
and spoke to the DLR this morning who advised him that this was not the
case but if he has a repeat of the L25 recall that would be considered
under the recall.
Writer advised customer of the L25 - Safety Recall - Wireless Ignition
Node Module Detents - 2010 (RT) Dodge Grand Caravan & 2010 (JC) Dodge
Journey. Answer ID 22333.
Writer advised customer that he would need to bring the vehicle to the
DLR for a diagnostics test and if it is determined to be the identical
concern it would have to be reconsidered.
Writer advised customer if it is any other concern he would be
responsible for diagnostics fee and repairs if completed.
Writer offered to transfer customer to DLR but customer will callback on
his own.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25056002

VIN 2D4RN5D12 AR Open Date 05/22/2014
Built
Date

11/23/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

In Service Dt 11/23/2009 Mileage 115,000
Dealer
Zone

66 ORLANDO

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 64686 GUPTON MOTORS INC

Dealer
Address

3450 TOM AUSTIN HIGHWAY

Dealer City SPRINGFIELD
Dealer
State

TN Dealer Zip 37172

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

GREENBRIER TN Country
UNITED
STATES

Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Reoccurance or
Related Problem

concern is related to previously
completed recall

Product - Electrical - Starter - Defective - Default
slipping out of the run position to acc
position

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Diagnosis - Default - Default

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
called because since having L25 recall repair preformed they have been
having difficulty starting the vehicle. Customer stated two dealers have
looked at it and felt the repair was completed correctly. Customer stated
a new related concern has happened where while driving the key slipped
from the run position to accessory and cut off engine power. Agent
apologized they experienced the new concern and advised that the best
next step is to have a dealer address the new concern as soon as
possible. Agent advised they could see if the new concern is related to
the recall repair. Customer declined to have agent transfer him to the
dealer.
*
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: how to address his new
concern
Customer does not want to pay the diagnosis fee. Customer states that
they have been having issues with the key fob starter since they have
completed the recall. Customer states that they have been in to another
dealer to have the recall repaired again as it was still causing issues.
Customer states that again today the vehicle shut down while driving on
the freeway. Agent advised the customer that we are not able to waive the
diagnosis fee. Customer wanted a supervisor.
Customer has requested Supervisor callback
Preferred daytime number:
Preferred evening number:
Reason for request: does not want to pay the diagnosis fee
CAIR assigned to: (SW722)
CSR has informed customer a Supervisor callback request has been made,
and the customer will receive a callback within 24 hours.
Customer called back because a diagnosis was preformed at Gupton Motors
Inc, customer stated he received a call from SA Krista to advise him no
codes were found. Customer stated all they suggested was to have oil
change, transmission service and radiator cap replacement. Customer



stated prior to the service appointment the vehicle shut off while
driving. Agent asked if they told him of any attempts to
replciate/duplicate the concern. Customer stated no, agent attempted to
call the dealer and speak to SA Krista. Agent was advised SA Krista was
currently on lunch, left VM asking why no attempts had been made to
duplicate the concern. Agent advised the customer CAC will continue to
work with the dealer in ensuring all attempts are made to resolve the
concern. Agent apologized the vehicle shut off while his wife was driving
it prior to the service appointment.
***Supervisor***
Spoke with customer who stated he took his vehicle to DLR and they told
him that all he needs is a radiator cap and an oil change. Writer called
DLR and she stated that the customer needed a new idler sensor. Writer
called another DLR in Madison and advised the customer that he has an
appointment tuesday morning.
******************



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25152620

VIN 3D4PG5FV3 AT Open Date 06/12/2014
Built
Date

12/22/2009

Model Year 2010 Body JCDP49 DODGE JOURNEY SXT HATCHBACK

In Service Dt 12/23/2009 Mileage 91,000
Dealer
Zone

63 DALLAS

Plant T
TOLUCA ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PA4 SILVER STEEL METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGF 3.5L V6 HIGH OUTPUT 24V MPI ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 45048 PORT LAVACA DODGE-CHRY-JEEP INC

Dealer
Address

900 S US HIGHWAY 35 BYP

Dealer City PORT LAVACA
Dealer
State

TX Dealer Zip 77979

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

KARNES CITY TX Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Defective - Default Customer called stating ignition switch turned off

Corporate - Recall - Default - Default - Default Customer thinks there is a recall on this issue

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
called to see if there were any recalls on the vehicle.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer is hoping a
recall will offset repair costs.
Customer states that the ignition switch turned off by itself and saw on
line that there was a recall on this issue.
Agent advised customer that there was a recall called the win modular.
Agent advised that if this is the exact same issue using the exact same
parts the dealership could re-do the recall.
Agent advised customer that it would need to be taken to a Chrysler
dealership for diagnosis.
Agent offered to locate / call a dealership in customer s area but
customer states he already called
Atascosa Dodge
Agent added new owner information.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25160387

VIN 3D4PG5FV8 AT Open Date 06/16/2014
Built
Date

11/23/2009

Model Year 2010 Body JCDP49 DODGE JOURNEY SXT HATCHBACK

In Service Dt 11/24/2009 Mileage 59,841
Dealer
Zone

Plant T
TOLUCA ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PBS DEEP WATER BLUE PEARL COAT

Engine EGF 3.5L V6 HIGH OUTPUT 24V MPI ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

E-MAIL

Address Home Phone

ROCK ISLAND IL Country
UNITED
STATES

Dealer - Service/Body Shop - Transaction - Problem Not Resolved - Default problem not resolved
Corporate - Recall - Default - Default - Default recall inquiry

Product - Engine - Unknown - Other - Default vehicle shuts off

***** EMAIL BRIEF DESCRIPTION CONTENT *****
2010 Journey ignition problems
***** END EMAIL BRIEF DESCRIPTION CONTENT *****
We have owned our Journey for almost 3 years and it s been a great car.
But recently, the car will simply shut off while we are driving. I found
on the internet that in 2011 the NHTSA issued a recall for this issue - a
recall I didn t receive notice of. When I took our car to the dealership,
they said there was no recall, and furthermore, they couldn t recreate
the problem, so couldn t fix it. I called another dealership and was also
told there is no recall. In the meantime, the car continues to turn off
while it is being driven - a very, VERY unsafe situation. Out of
frustration, I have made an appointment to take the Journey to the
mechanic that services our other cars. Hopefully, they will be able to
fix the problem. But I feel very ill-served by the dealership who
couldn t find a recall or solve my issue. Any advice you can give would
be very much appreciated. Thank you.
*****END OF CUSTOMER EMAIL*****
Updated ownership information in COIN.
Dear ,
Thank you for contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center regarding
your 2010 Dodge Journey.
We apologize that you are having issues with your vehicle shutting off.
A review of our records indicates that your vehicle does not currently
require service for any recall campaigns for the ignition system. Recalls
are determined by the build dates of the vehicle. NHTSA notifications are
not VIN-specific and therefore may seem to include a large segment of
vehicles. Most recalls are for a small window of manufacture (perhaps
only two hours of manufacture) or for other very narrow reasons.
Unfortunately, we are unable to diagnose the situation you have outlined
in your email. There are too many variables involved and a detailed
inspection of your vehicle is required for proper diagnosis.
Intermittent problems are very difficult for the dealer to duplicate and
may cause delay in diagnosis and repair. Often, the malfunction of many
different components could produce the same symptoms. Unless the dealer
is able to duplicate the problem, they cannot properly diagnose the
concern and properly repair your vehicle.
We appreciate the time and effort you took to tell us of your
dissatisfaction in our product. Comments like yours are one way to learn
of problems that develop and the improvements desired. We have documented
your comments and provide them to the product development team.
Thank you again for your email. Should you require additional assistance,
or have any new information to provide, please reply to this email



message or call 1-800-4A-DODGE (1-800-423-6343).
Sincerely,
Kristine
Customer Service Representative
Dodge Customer Assistance Center
*****END OF CAC EMAIL RESPONSE*****



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25172987

VIN 3D4PG5FV4 AT Open Date 06/16/2014
Built
Date

01/15/2010

Model Year 2010 Body JCDP49 DODGE JOURNEY SXT HATCHBACK

In Service Dt 01/15/2010 Mileage 87,000
Dealer
Zone

63 DALLAS

Plant T
TOLUCA ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PXR BRILLIANT BLACK CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGF 3.5L V6 HIGH OUTPUT 24V MPI ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 43378 SALSBURY'S DODGE CITY LLC

Dealer
Address

9550 AIRLINE HIGHWAY

Dealer City BATON ROUGE
Dealer
State

LA Dealer Zip 70815

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

BATON ROUGE LA Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Defective - Default key slips out of position while in ignition

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler:Customer stated
she is having a repeat problem with vehicle where key slips out of
position while in the ignition and vehicle shuts off. Customer stated
she went to dealership and was told she needed a new key so she purchased
one. Customer stated no one would listen to her when she suggested it
might be the WIN module and tried to explain that she had the same
problem before. Customer stated after getting a new key the vehicle
still had the same problem. Writer noted vehicle had recall done in 2012
for WIN module. Writer called dealership, spoke to SM Shelby, explained
customer s concerns, and asked if he might consider cost assistance. SM
Shelby stated he was not willing to do that but would try to look after
customer effectively. Writer advised customer to take vehicle for
diagnosis and call us. Writer advised we would assign a case manager if
it was a repeat issue. Customer stated she could leave vehicle at
dealership for a couple of days if necessary. Writer then talked to SA
Frank and did warm transfer so customer could make appointment.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting:Customer wanted ignition
problem resolved.
Customer is calling in and said that she dropped off her vehicle at the
DLR and said that the contact is
Assistant SM Frank.
Agent called the DLR and spoke to Frank and he said that the vehicle has
not been diagnosed yet and may be diagnosed this afternoon and he said he
had the customer s phone number.
Assistant SM Frank said that the mileage on he vehicle is 87,269 miles.
Agent asked when the customer was last in for this concern and he said
that she had some keys replaced in
March 2014.
Agent asked if this had anything to do with the previous recall and he
was not sure.
L25 WIN MODULE DETENT RING SAFETY 06/16/2011 06/25/2012 COMPLETE
-
Customer said someone advised her about getting a CM.
Agent advised the caller that the basic Warranty has expired and she does
have a SC.
Agent advised that Frank said the mileage is 87,269 miles.



Agent gave the caller the SC number and asked if she wanted to
speak to someone in SC to see if her SC would cover the Ignition.
Caller declined at this time.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25173130

VIN 2D4RN5DX7 AR Open Date 06/16/2014
Built
Date

09/24/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

In Service Dt 11/30/2009 Mileage 62,000
Dealer
Zone

51 CHICAGO

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 42824 ROYAL GATE DODGE CHRYSLER, INC.

Dealer
Address

15502 MANCHESTER RD

Dealer City ELLISVILLE
Dealer
State

MO Dealer Zip 63011

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

(

GROVER MO Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Air Conditioning / Heater - Hoses/Fittings/Water Valve - Other - Default Y hose fitting leaking

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Diagnosis - Default - Default

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
calling because he is having issues with his fittings on the y-tube in
the A/C and is unhappy at the price of the part. Customer is also having
issues with his ignition slipping out of run so the vehicle shuts off and
the customer states he had it looked at and told by the dlr to get a new
battery.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer is expecting
to have his concerns documented.
Agent advised: Agent informed customer that his concerns would be
documented and that if there is a recall that come out for the issue with
the hoses than he would be notifed. Agent contacted dlr 42824 and spoke
to Chris in service and he said that the customer has never had any of
these issues diagnosed. Agent advised customer to work with the dlr but
he said he did not have time to and call was disconnected. Customer also
stated he is going to contact the better business bureau.
Reassigned for survey by-pass.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25179523

VIN 2D4RN4DE4 AR Open Date 06/20/2014
Built
Date

02/17/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTKH53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SE WAGON

In Service Dt 06/25/2010 Mileage 53,787
Dealer
Zone

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PWL WHITE GOLD CLEAR COAT

Engine EGV 3.3L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DFF 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC VLP TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

E-MAIL

Address
Home
Phone

CARLISLE PA Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Defective - Default

***** EMAIL BRIEF DESCRIPTION CONTENT *****
Ignition switch
***** END EMAIL BRIEF DESCRIPTION CONTENT *****
I would like to report that while driving my 2010 Dodge Grand Caravan the
ignition switch shut off much like the GM switch problem. Fortunately I
was in an area where I could drift off the main roadway and restart the
vehicle. This is the only incident I ve had. I have only owned the car
for a little over six months.
*****END OF CUSTOMER EMAIL*****
Dear :
Thank you for contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center.
We are very sorry to learn of the problem you have encountered and have
documented your concern.
We suggest taking your vehicle to the dealership for a diagnosis.
Unfortunately your basic warranty has expired as it is good for 3 years
or 36,000 miles, which ever comes first.
Thank you again for your email. Should you require additional
assistance, or have any new information to provide, please reply to this
email message or call 1-800-4A-DODGE (1-800-423-6343).
Sincerely,
Jason
Customer Service Representative
Dodge Customer Assistance Center
*****END OF CAC EMAIL*****



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25183244

VIN 2A4RR5D15 AR Open Date 06/18/2014
Built
Date

03/12/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 03/15/2010 Mileage 99,019
Dealer
Zone

66 ORLANDO

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 44058 DODGELAND OF COLUMBIA

Dealer
Address

190 GREYSTONE BLVD

Dealer City COLUMBIA
Dealer
State

SC Dealer Zip 29210

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address
Phone

(

CHAPIN SC Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Unknown - Other - Default vehicle shuts off while driving

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer is
contacting Chrysler to complain about vehicle problems.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer is expecting
vehicle problems to be fixed. Customer states that his problems have
been sent to STAR and no diagnosis or repair has been determined.
Customer states that the vehicle keeps shutting down. Customer states
that if he is on the highway and hits a bump, the vehicle will shut off.
Customer states that he will have to turn off the ignition, disconnect
the battery to reset the computer system before it will run properly.
Agent contacted SA Charles at DLR 44058, contact # 803-256-3634. SA
Charles was unable to provide any further information. SA Charles stated
that the issue was sent up to STAR for technical assistance, but they
were unable to resolve the issue and haven t seen the vehicle since
March, 2014.
Customer states that this is an unsafe vehicle and he doesn t know what
to do. Customer states that he would like to get out of the vehicle or
get his money back. Agent advised customer to work with the DLR and if
he wasn t feeling safe to perhaps consider trading it for another
vehicle. Customer was reluctant because he said he would lose too much
money on a trade. Agent advised customer that unless the DLR sees the
vehicle and is able to diagnose the issue, a repair will not be able to
be made and if he is feeling unsafe, that a trade may be worth
considering.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25189365

VIN 2A4RR5DX9 AR Open Date 06/19/2014
Built
Date

09/23/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 11/10/2009 Mileage 72,000
Dealer
Zone

42 DETROIT

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PRH INFERNO RED CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address
Home
Phone

LA GRANGE KY Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Diagnosis - Default - Default No Diagnosis related to #L25.

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Intermittent or Inoperative - Default Vehicle randomly shuts off

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
contacted Chrysler regarding an issue with her vehicle. Customer states
her vehicle randomly shuts off when she is driving from time to time.
Customer states she has brought it to a dealer in Indiana 3 times and
they cannot duplicate the issue. Customer heard online that there is a
recall for the issue.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer is seeking
recall information.
Agent advised customer of recall #L25, which is similar to what the
customer is currently experiencing on their vehicle. Agent recommended
that the customer is to schedule an appointment with their dealer for
resolution on the issue. Agent advised customer if they cannot duplicate
the issue the customer should call us back and we will address any more
concerns further, advised customer customer to make sure the vehicle
remains at the dealer during the callback. Agent was transferring
customer to Oxmoor CDJR to schedule an appointment but disconnected
before the transfer could be made through.
Assigned to JR1305 for Survey By-Pass.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25203251

VIN 2A4RR6DXX AR Open Date 06/23/2014
Built
Date

10/15/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTYS53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY LIMITED WAGON

In Service Dt 12/15/2009 Mileage 55,000
Dealer
Zone

63 DALLAS

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address
Home
Phone

NEWBERN TN Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - Recall - Default - Default - Default Customer seeking recall information

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Other - Default Customer states ignition switch is loose

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Diagnosis - Default - Default

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
seeking further information in regards to their Recall
Briefly summarize what customer is expecting: Further information in
regards to Recalls
Customer has had a concern in which she has hit her ignition switch
and the vehicle turned off while the vehicle was in operation.
Customer is calling as the customer would like to know if there are any
open recalls in regards to this concern associated to her vehicle. Agent
informed the customer that agent was unable to find any open recalls or
Extended warranties in relation to her concern at this time. Agent
offered to contact DLR and get the customer connected to DLR to set
up appointment for diagnosis Customer declined
Reassigned to Km788 Survey bypass No Diagnosis



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25211146

VIN 2A4RR5DX9 AR Open Date 06/24/2014
Built
Date

03/27/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 04/30/2010 Mileage 66,000
Dealer
Zone

42 DETROIT

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PBV BLACKBERRY PEARL COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 44254 BOB CALDWELL CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE

Dealer
Address

1888 MORSE RD

Dealer City COLUMBUS
Dealer
State

OH Dealer Zip 43229

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

COLUMBUS OH Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - NHTSA - Inquiry - Default - Default
ignition switch and stalling investigation
letter

Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Information
Request

possible repeat recall

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer,
mother of owner, is calling because the DLR informed her she needed to
pay to have the vehicle diagnosed for a stalling issue while driving.
Customer states it is a recall and she should not have to pay.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer is expecting
to not have to pay for the issues with the vehicle.
Agent notes completed recall L25 on 02/16/2012. Agent advised customer of
this. Customer states that they did not own the vehicle in 2012, but the
recall was not completed. Agent advised the recall was completed, but if
customer paid for a diagnosis and it was found that it was the exact same
issue then customer could call back and we could look into seeing if we
could assist with the concern. Customer was not happy about that and
mentioned a letter she received. Agent inquired if that letter was from
NHTSA. Customer states she believes so, but they lost the letter so they
are unsure. Customer inquired about NHTSA contact number. Customer states
she will call back into looking further into the situation.
Customer called in for information on the L25 recall and warranty
information.
Customer states she just purchased this vehicle.
Writer advised customer that the basic warranty has expired and the only
way that they could cover a repair under the L25 would be to diagnose a
repeat issue.
Writer provided customer with the remaining warranty on the vehicle.
Customer called again and stated vehicle still has stalling problem.
Writer advised that vehicle could be taken to dealership but customer
would have to agree to pay diagnosis. Writer advised if problem turned
out to be related to recall we would discuss situation with service
manager if necessary. Writer emphasized problem would have to be exactly
same as recall in order to discuss cost assistance.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25215324

VIN 2A4RR5D12 AR Open Date 06/24/2014
Built
Date

02/26/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 02/26/2010 Mileage 77,000
Dealer
Zone

63 DALLAS

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PS2 BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COAT

Engine EGL 3.8L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address
Home
Phone

PINE BLUFF AR Country
UNITED
STATES

Product - Electrical - Ignition System - Intermittent or
Inoperative - Default

Customer states his vehicle will shut off while
driving.

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer
calling in because he is having an issue with his vehicle. Customer
states that when he is driving sometimes the vehicle will just shut off
and wont turn back on while they are driving. Customer states that the
dealership stated it was the WIN module of the vehicle so they replaced
the ring and now they are stating they have to replace the whole ignition
switch.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Customer expecting to
find out if there is a recall for this issue.
Agent advised customer that there was a recall for the ring in the WIN
module but that s the only recall on this vehicle. Agent advised customer
that if it ever became a recall we would send him a letter in the mail.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25229032

VIN 2D4RN4DE1 AR Open Date 06/27/2014
Built
Date

04/14/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTKH53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SE WAGON

In Service Dt 05/15/2010 Mileage 79,611
Dealer
Zone

63 DALLAS

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PW1 STONE WHITE CLEAR COAT

Engine EGV 3.3L V6 OHV ENGINE

Transmission DFF 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC VLP TRANSMISSION

Dealer 60280 BENNY BOYD BASTROP CHRYSLER- DODGE- JEEP

Dealer
Address

3400 HIGHWAY 71 EAST

Dealer City BASTROP
Dealer
State

TX Dealer Zip 78602

Owner
Contact
Type

Address N/A Home
Phone

(

N/A NA 0000000000 Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - Chat - Information - Default - Default

Incident_Case_ID : 140626-000233
Email Address :
VIN : AR
AGENT:Hi, my name is Kiranjeet with Chrysler Customer Care, How may I help
you today?
I see that I have not received a response, How may I help you today?
CUST:I am concerned for my safety. My ignition switch seems to be randomly
rotating to the accessory mode. It has done this a few times. Now the car
battery is dead although I have a new battery and it has been found tohave
no electrical short. I called Mac Hiak Dodge and the service manager said
there is no recall. I see it is under investigation by the FEDS.
AGENT:I would be happy to look into this for you. I am sorry you are
experiencing this issue with your ignition. Could you verify the address
that we would have on file for you? This is just for security purposes.
CUST: Georgetown, TX
AGENT:Thank you for verifying that information. How many miles do you
currently have on the vehicle?
CUST:105,000 so it is out of warranty!
AGENT:Okay. Have you taken the vehicle to the dealership or were you just
looking to find out if it was a recall?
CUST:I haven t taken it to the dealership. They were going to charge me a
$100. diagnostics fee.
AGENT:There is no recall for the ignition on the vehicle at this point.
Chrysler Group is awaiting additional information from the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration. The Company has begun its own investigation
andis prepared to cooperate fully with the agency but a recall has not been
launched at this point. If your vehicle is affected by the recall in the
future you will receive a notice in the mail.
CUST:Is there anything that you can do for me at this time?
AGENT:Since you are experiencing the issue I could not provide technical
advice because I am not mechanically trained. The dealership could provide
technical help. If you do require a repair, I would suggest you hold on to
thereceipt and repair order and if a recall is ever issued you could submit
for possible reimbursement.
CUST:Even if the repair is not done by the dealership?
Also how long will the investigation take? When can I expect a decision?



AGENT:If you do go to an independent mechanic you would need to keep those
receipts as well. They can be reviewed for possible reimbursement if the
recall is issued ont he vehicle.
Unfortunately, I do not have an estimated timeline for the potential
recall.
CUST:I hope I don t end up in an accident in the meantime!
AGENT:I really do apologize for the inconvenience Mrs. Montgomery, since
you are experiencing the concern you should have it looked at by someone
who is mechanically trained that could repair it if necessary.
Is there anything else I could address for you today?
CUST:no thank you
AGENT:You are welcome. Thank you for contacting Chrysler Customer
Assistance. Have a great day!



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25241986

VIN 2D4RN5DX3 AR Open Date 06/30/2014
Built
Date

12/01/2009

Model Year 2010 Body RTKP53 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT WAGON

In Service Dt 01/06/2010 Mileage 86,742
Dealer
Zone

66 ORLANDO

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PRH INFERNO RED CRYSTAL PEARL COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 65315 STANFORD MOTORS INC

Dealer
Address

HIGHWAY 18 WEST

Dealer City VERNON
Dealer
State

AL Dealer Zip 35592

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

WINFIELD AL Country
UNITED
STATES

Corporate - NHTSA - Inquiry - Default - Default
Customer vehicle stalled and stopped while
driving.

Product - Drivability - Unknown - Stalling - Default
Customer vehicle stalled and stopped while
driving.

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Diagnosis - Default -
Default

possible repeat recall

Briefly summarize why the customer is contacting Chrysler: Customer s
Grandfather was driving when the vehicle stalled. Customer researched
online 2010 Dodge Grand Caravan recalls and then called CAC. Customer is
inquiring about WIN recall and the next steps are.
Briefly summarize what the customer is expecting: Agent advised customer
that recall L25 WIN (wireless ignition node) was completed. Agent advised
customer since problem was duplication. Agent called DLR 65315 unable to
get through. Agent gave customer DLR 65315 telephone number (205) 695
9142 and ask for Reggie in Service, to schedule inspection appointment to
handle that recall.
customer called and wanted to get the vehicle in for the recall on the
vehicle that is going out again because they vehicle had stalled out on
the customer.
agent advised that agent contacted the dlr and told him that he needs to
do the recall again on the vehicle because if its due to a recall that is
going out and having the vehicle stall in the middle of the road we need
to complete the recall.
Agent advised the customer to call the dlr and make an appointment and ge
the vehicle in the dlr for more help.
Customer called and wanted to understand why he would have to pay for the
diagnosis if it is a recall. Agent explained that he would have to pay
for the diagnosis as we have to have this done first to confirm that it
is the recall that needs to be done and if it is another issue he would
be responsible for this. Customer understood now.



Customer Assistance Inquiry Record (CAIR)# 25243916

VIN 2A4RR5DXX AR Open Date 06/30/2014
Built
Date

05/15/2010

Model Year 2010 Body RTYP53 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING WAGON

In Service Dt 05/17/2010 Mileage 77,000
Dealer
Zone

66 ORLANDO

Plant R
WINDSOR ASSEMBLY
PLANT

Market U US

Color PBG CLEARWATER BLUE PEARL COAT

Engine EGQ 4.0L V6 SOHC ENGINE

Transmission DG2 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 62TE TRANSMISSION

Dealer 67501 DEACON JONES CHRY-DODGE

Dealer
Address

1115 N BRIGHT LEAF BLVD

Dealer City SMITHFIELD
Dealer
State

NC Dealer Zip 27577

Owner
Contact
Type

TELEPHONE

Address Home
Phone

WENDELL NC Country
UNITED
STATES

Recall - L25: WIN MODULE DETENT RING - Information Request WIN MODULE DETENT RING

Corporate - Survey By-Pass - No Diagnosis - Default - Default

Customer states that he is having the issue with his keys and the WIN
module. Customer states that ignition goes from the on to the acc
position and stalls out the vehicle. Customer states that he took the
vehicle into Leith dealership. Dealership states that the recall was
completed and customer feels that they would not cover the cost of repair
even if it was the same issue as the recall. Customer states that he is
going to take the vehicle into Deacon Jones on Wednesday for a
diagnostic. Writer advised that if repairs fall under the parameters of
the L25 repair may be covered under recall. Writer provided customer with
CAIR number if further assistance is required after diagnostic is
completed to verify repairs needed.
Writer notes that no parts were installed when recall was completed in
08/02/ 2011.
ATTEN: BC373 Please add survey bypass no diagnostic completed.
Renee from DLR #67501 called. As Renee was going to ask a question her
technician answered it for her. Renee stated the recall L25 repair had
never been previously repaired. Vehicle now needs the detent ring
replaced re: L25.
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Document Recieved from Customer  
Cair Number: 22462536 

Date Received: 2012-08-07 13:03:03.261804 
Files Not Recieved: 0





Document Recieved from Customer  
Cair Number: 22462536 

Date Received: 2012-08-23 16:52:55.758152 
Files Not Recieved: 0
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From:  

To:  customerassist@chrysler.com

Date:  Fri Aug 09 17:25:24 EDT 2013

Subject:  Reply to Chrysler Group LLC  (KMM7923214V74923L0KM)

Reply Comments: 

          --------------- 

2nd email regarding RECALL Key Fob. I took the car into my nearest Dodge 

dealer.NEW Orleans,LA off 1-10 service rd. this past week and the service 

assistant manager William Kemp told me" there was never a recall on my 

vehicle" and b/c my key LOOKED beat up I needed to replace the key and pay 

250.00. He was not interested in resolving the issues and basically told me 

I didn't know what I was talking about.The last time the Fob slipped was 

7/28/13, I took it into the deal in New Orleans on 8/1/13. I have a copy of 

the invoice. I also emailed both the assistant manager and manager the info 

about the recall later that day on 8/1/13. They did not respond. I tried 

taking it to another dealer but they were 2-3 days behind. I am hoping that 

something can be done to help me with this issue and I would like it 

documented as a formal complaint the type of service I received at the 

dealership form William Kemp and that he did nothing and insisted I needed 

to pay more money. As well as the Manager that once he was emailed he did 

nothing. As you are aware this is a dangerous problem and very serious. I 

hope I will get a real responds this time and not a general (ENTER CONCERN 

HERE) response.



From:  customerassist@chrysler.com

To:  

Date:  Sat Aug 10 12:19:30 EDT 2013

Subject:  Re: Reply to Chrysler Group LLC  (KMM7923214V74923L0KM)

Dear :

Thank you for contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center. 

Your email was reviewed by Customer Care for Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep® and Ram vehicles and

has been forwarded to a more appropriate area for their attention and response.

This referral action will provide the best opportunity for your request.

Due to the nature of your email, your concerns have been escalated. A case manager will contact

you by phone in one business day.

We appreciate the time and effort you took to tell us of your dissatisfaction in our product.

Comments like yours are one way to learn of problems that develop and the improvements

desired. We have documented your comments and provide them to the product development team

for review.

Chrysler Group has made tremendous gains in customer satisfaction and vehicle quality and we

are dismayed to learn that your expectations have not been met. Please accept our apology for

the problems you have experienced.

Thanks again for your email.			

Sincerely, 

Maria  

Customer Service Representative 

Dodge Customer Assistance Center

For any future communications related to this email, please refer to the following information: 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 22789319

EMAIL CASE NUMBER:  2764024 

REPLY LINK:

http://www.chrysler.com/wccs/brand_forms/us/reply.jsp?trk_ID=KMM8224470V51570L0KM&

Original Message Follows:

------------------------

Comments:

2nd email regarding RECALL Key Fob. I took the car into my nearest Dodge

 dealer.NEW Orleans,LA off 1-10 service rd. this past week and the service

 assistant manager William Kemp told me" there was never a recall on my

 vehicle" and b/c my key LOOKED beat up I needed to replace the key and pay

 250.00. He was not interested in resolving the issues and basically told me

 I didn't know what I was talking about.The last time the Fob slipped was

 7/28/13, I took it into the deal in New Orleans on 8/1/13. I have a copy of

 the invoice. I also emailed both the assistant manager and manager the info

 about the recall later that day on 8/1/13. They did not respond. I tried

 taking it to another dealer but they were 2-3 days behind. I am hoping that



 something can be done to help me with this issue and I would like it

 documented as a formal complaint the type of service I received at the

 dealership form William Kemp and that he did nothing and insisted I needed

 to pay more money. As well as the Manager that once he was emailed he did

 nothing. As you are aware this is a dangerous problem and very serious. I

 hope I will get a real responds this time and not a general (ENTER CONCERN

 HERE) response.
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From:  

To:  customerassist@chrysler.com

Date:  Fri Sep 27 13:42:23 EDT 2013

Subject:  Chrysler Group LLC Customer Assistance

Form Selected: 

           -------------- 

                Category: US Customer Service 

       Brief Description: 

       ------------------ 

Fifth occurence of engine problem 

                Comments: 

                --------- 

On January 12, 2010, I purchased a new 2010 Dodge Journey SXT (VIN 

3D4PH5FV3AT ) from Crestwood Dodge dealership in Garden City, 

Michigan.  Safety was the most important factor when choosing my new 

vehicle, as I needed a vehicle that would be safe for my children.  This is 

especially important to me since I frequently travel on the freeway with my 

children, and regularly complete a 30-40 minute commute to my place of 

employment in downtown Detroit.  One of my biggest fears is that of being 

stranded on the side of the freeway with my young children.  Therefore, my 

main reason for choosing the Dodge Journey over numerous other available 

cross-over vehicles was the fact that it earned the=942009 Top Safety Pick 

Award=94.  After purchasing the vehicle, I had a very short-lived feeling o= 

f 

security during my travels. 

My first two major problems with my brand-new 

Journey occurred just over one year of ownership.  With my son in the car, 

and pregnant with my second child, I was making a left-hand turn out of a 

driveway onto a five-lane road.  I hit a bump at the end of the driveway 

causing my car to shut off in the middle of the road!   Without knowing 

what caused the car to shut off, and with cars speeding toward my son and 

me, I very quickly put my car in neutral, restarted the engine, and put it 

back in drive.  Luckily, I was able to avoid the many vehicles that were 

desperately braking in an attempt to avoid slamming into the side of my 

car.   Very shortly after this incident, the same problem happened as my 

husband backed the car out of our driveway.  At this time, he noticed that 

the ignition key had fallen back causing the car to turn off. =20 

Around the 

same time as the above stated incident, another problem occurred.  While 

driving on the freeway with my son, as my speed approached 70 mph the 

vehicle started violently shaking anytime I pressed the gas pedal; the 



engine light also illuminated.  After what seemed like several minutes of 

=93sputtering=94 and trying to maneuver my way to the right lane of rush-ho= 

ur 

traffic in an attempt to make it to the next off-ramp, the vehicle started 

to accelerate normally.  The car was subsequently taken to Crestwood Dodge 

dealership for repair of both problems. =20 

The dealership claimed they 

could not reproduce the shaking problem, but were able to see that the 

engine light registered a problem.  They claimed that the engine had a 

build-up of carbon, and that this likely caused the shaking problem.  When 

asked why the engine would have such a build-up of carbon so quickly after 

purchase, the dealership claimed that it sometimes happens when the engine 

is being =93broken in=94.  The dealership also advised me to use premium ga= 

s in 

my car several times a year.  Regarding the ignition problem, the 

dealership claimed that the ignition needed to be replaced as a result of 

my key ring being too heavy.  I was later notified, however, that a safety 

recall was implemented due to faulty ignitions. =20 

 

Less than two months 

after having my vehicle =93repaired=94 by the dealership, the shaking probl= 

em 

reoccurred; again, while pregnant and with my toddler son in the car.  The 

vehicle was returned to the dealership for repair of the same problem. 

This time, my vehicle stayed at the dealership for almost two weeks.  The 

dealership replaced the engine valves and cylinder head. 

 

After this 

repair, my vehicle was seldom driven for several months, as soon after I 

was placed on pregnancy-related bed rest, and then on maternity leave from 

work.  In April 2012, after returning to work from maternity leave, I was 

driving my then three-year-old and eight-month-old sons on the freeway. 

Again, my vehicle started violently shaking; and once again, the engine 

light illuminated.  At this point, I complained to Chrysler regarding the 

repetitive problems with the vehicle, specifically with the engine, and was 

assigned an advocate named Colleen (case# 22187093).  I scheduled the 

vehicle for another appointment with Crestwood Dodge, and the Journey 

returned to the dealer on May 2nd for the third time regarding the same 

engine problem.  The dealership, again, indicated that there was a heavy 

carbon build-up resulting in improper operation of the valves.  The 

dealership=92s resolution to the problem was to simply clean the carbon fro= 



m 

the engine.  The Chrysler advocate suggested to the dealership that they 

bring in a special technician to determine the cause of repetitive carbon 

build-up; however, they were unable to determine the source.  I was 

referred by my advocate to the buy- back department of Chrysler, but since 

the first occurrence of my repetitive engine troubles started slightly over 

one year of purchasing the vehicle, Chrysler would not replace the defect 

vehicle that I had been sold.  After approximately ten days at the 

dealership, the defective vehicle was returned to me.  I complained to the 

service manager, Dale, and the buy-back department that the source of the 

problem was not identified or repaired, and explained that as a result of 

the failure to identify the source of the problem, the issue would 

certainly transpire again.  Neither Chrysler nor the dealership entertained 

my concerns regarding the dealerships failure to identify the source of the 

repetitive engine problems. =20 

In September of 2013, in addition to the 

engine developing a =93ticking=94 sound, the vehicle began its all too fami= 

liar 

phenomenon of shaking at approximately 70mph.  Once again, the service 

manager, Dale, was notified of both problems, and the vehicle was left at 

the dealership for repair.  The technician noted on the service invoice 

that the engine had loss of compression on cylinders four and one, and that 

after removing the cylinder heads, found that the valves were not sealing 

due to heavy carbon build-up.  The technician advised that all of the 

valves would have to be replaced again (making this the second set of 

valves to fail).  The dealership ordered and received the parts, but called 

a few days later to inform us that they were defective, and that another 

set had to be ordered (making it the third set of valves to fail on this 

vehicle).  On the eighth day, the dealership called to say that the vehicle 

was ready.  When picking up the vehicle, the service manager was 

unavailable.  My husband, again, inquired about the source of continuous 

carbon build-up and valve failure, and the service department stated that 

they would speak to the technician and notify us of the findings.  Of 

course, the dealership never contacted us with an explanation. =20 

Less than 

two weeks after the vehicle was =93repaired=94, the engine is still making = 

a 

loud =93ticking=94 noise.  Dale, the service manager, was notified that the 

problem was not resolved during the vehicle=92s last eight-day stay at the 

service department.  The service manager let out a loud sigh, and was 

noticeably annoyed that the vehicle needed to be returned.  Any annoyance 



that the service department is feeling regarding this issue is only a 

minuscule fraction of the level of annoyance and frustration that my 

husband and I are feeling toward the vehicle, the service department, and 

Chrysler.  The Journey is scheduled to be returned to the dealership for 

the FIFTH time for its continuous engine problems on Saturday, September 

27, 2013.=20 

 I cannot accurately describe the level of frustration and 

stress my husband and I are experiencing as a result of the continuous 

problems with this vehicle.  The fact that this vehicle has put my children 

in danger on several occasions infuriates me!  The main reason that I 

purchased the Journey was to ensure that my children would be safe.  Due to 

this vehicle=92s reoccurring mechanical problems, I no longer have the 

freedom to drive my children without the fear and anxiety of potentially 

being involved in an accident, or stranded on the freeway.  I would love 

nothing more than to have a safe and reliable vehicle for my family; 

unfortunately, this vehicle is not it. 

As a life-long resident of metro 

Detroit, I have owned numerous Chrysler and other American-made vehicles, 

and have always considered them to be quality products.  I am not just 

disappointed that Chrysler put a defective product into the market; I am 

shocked and outraged at Chrysler=92s lack of concern or resolve in the 

repetitive vehicle malfunctions that resulted in dangerous situations for 

my family, time and energy spent on trips to the dealership, stress of 

having to argue with the dealership and Chrysler over getting the problem 

resolved, and extreme disappointment in Chrysler for refusing to rectify 

the problem.  The dealership has advised Chrysler that they cannot locate 

the source of the problem.  If the dealership is stating that the problem 

cannot be identified, then this clearly indicates that the product is 

defective.  I am appalled that even after being advised of the numerous, 

repetitive, and uncorrectable problems, Chrysler, a highly respected 

Detroit company, would have such a lack of concern for their customers, and 

knowingly allow families to drive in defective products.  My two major 

expectations when purchasing my brand-new vehicle were reliability and 

peace-of-mind while traveling with my family.   Chrysler has failed to meet 

those expectations.  I would like to give Chrysler one last opportunity to 

rectify this problem; I hope that this is not the level of quality that 

Chrysler expects from its vehicles, or the level of customer service it 

considers satisfactory in order to ensure retention of clientele.  If the 

situation is not resolved, I will have to assume that Chrysler sets very 

low standards for quality assurance and customer service, and will be 

purchasing all future vehicles from another, more reliable company. 



Thank 

you very much for your prompt attention to this problem. 

 

 

 

. 

Livonia, MI  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Sender Information: 

      ------------------- 

                   Title: Mrs. 

              First Name:  

           

               



From:  customerassist@chrysler.com

To:  

Date:  Sun Sep 29 10:06:22 EDT 2013

Subject:  Re: Chrysler Group LLC Customer Assistance

Dear :

Thank you for contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center in regards to your 2010 Journey.

I am sorry to learn of the concerns raised regarding your vehicle stalling and Engine issues and

appreciate the time taken to bring these concerns to our attention.

We would be happy to further look into this situation and review the matter further. To do so, we

will first require the vehicle be at the Dealership for further attention and review. This will best

allow us to review your request going forward. It is important to note we are not requesting you

fully undergo review or repairs at this time, we are only requesting the vehicle be scheduled and at

the Dealership so we may better gather information related to your vehicles condition in order to

better review the matter.

I have updated your file to reflect the information provided in your email. If the vehicle is at the

Dealership and the issues remain unresolved, please respond using your method of choice, either

by phone: (1-800-4A-DODGE (423-6343) or by using the link provided below to advise us of this

information. We will be more than happy to further review your situation at that time.

Thanks again for your email, .

Sincerely, 

Jeff 

Customer Service Representative 

Dodge Customer Assistance Center

For any future communications related to this email, please refer to the following information: 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 24002963

EMAIL CASE NUMBER:  2878954 

REPLY LINK:

http://www.chrysler.com/wccs/brand_forms/us/reply.jsp?trk_ID=KMM8287190V63582L0KM&

Original Message Follows:

------------------------

US Customer Service - Dodge Brand Site

Brief Description: 

Fifth occurence of engine problem

Comments:

On January 12, 2010, I purchased a new 2010 Dodge Journey SXT (VIN

 3D4PH5FV3AT ) from Crestwood Dodge dealership in Garden City,

 Michigan. Safety was the most important factor when choosing my new

 vehicle, as I needed a vehicle that would be safe for my children. This is

 especially important to me since I frequently travel on the freeway with my

 children, and regularly complete a 30-40 minute commute to my place of

 employment in downtown Detroit. One of my biggest fears is that of being



 stranded on the side of the freeway with my young children. Therefore, my

 main reason for choosing the Dodge Journey over numerous other available

 cross-over vehicles was the fact that it earned the2009 Top Safety Pick

 Award. After purchasing the vehicle, I had a very short-lived feeling of

 security during my travels. My first two major problems with my brand-new

 Journey occurred just over one year of ownership. With my son in the car,

 and pregnant with my second child, I was making a left-hand turn out of a

 driveway onto a five-lane road. I hit a bump at the end of the driveway

 causing my car to shut off in the middle of the road! Without knowing

 what caused the car to shut off, and with cars speeding toward my son and

 me, I very quickly put my car in neutral, restarted the engine, and put it

 back in drive. Luckily, I was able to avoid the many vehicles that were

 desperately braking in an attempt to avoid slamming into the side of my

 car. Very shortly after this incident, the same problem happened as my

 husband backed the car out of our driveway. At this time, he noticed that

 the ignition key had fallen back causing the car to turn off. Around the

 same time as the above stated incident, another problem occurred. While

 driving on the freeway with my son, as my speed approached 70 mph the

 vehicle started violently shaking anytime I pressed the gas pedal; the

 engine light also illuminated. After what seemed like several minutes of

 sputtering and trying to maneuver my way to the right lane of rush-hour

 traffic in an attempt to make it to the next off-ramp, the vehicle started

 to accelerate normally. The car was subsequently taken to Crestwood Dodge

 dealership for repair of both problems. The dealership claimed they

 could not reproduce the shaking problem, but were able to see that the

 engine light registered a problem. They claimed that the engine had a

 build-up of carbon, and that this likely caused the shaking problem. When

 asked why the engine would have such a build-up of carbon so quickly after

 purchase, the dealership claimed that it sometimes happens when the engine

 is being broken in. The dealership also advised me to use premium gas in

 my car several times a year. Regarding the ignition problem, the

 dealership claimed that the ignition needed to be replaced as a result of

 my key ring being too heavy. I was later notified, however, that a safety

 recall was implemented due to faulty ignitions. Less than two months

 after having my vehicle repaired by the dealership, the shaking problem

 reoccurred; again, while pregnant and with my toddler son in the car. The

 vehicle was returned to the dealership for repair of the same problem.

 This time, my vehicle stayed at the dealership for almost two weeks. The

 dealership replaced the engine valves and cylinder head. After this

 repair, my vehicle was seldom driven for several months, as soon after I

 was placed on pregnancy-related bed rest, and then on maternity leave from



 work. In April 2012, after returning to work from maternity leave, I was

 driving my then three-year-old and eight-month-old sons on the freeway.

 Again, my vehicle started violently shaking; and once again, the engine

 light illuminated. At this point, I complained to Chrysler regarding the

 repetitive problems with the vehicle, specifically with the engine, and was

 assigned an advocate named Colleen (case# 22187093). I scheduled the

 vehicle for another appointment with Crestwood Dodge, and the Journey

 returned to the dealer on May 2nd for the third time regarding the same

 engine problem. The dealership, again, indicated that there was a heavy

 carbon build-up resulting in improper operation of the valves. The

 dealerships resolution to the problem was to simply clean the carbon from

 the engine. The Chrysler advocate suggested to the dealership that they

 bring in a special technician to determine the cause of repetitive carbon

 build-up; however, they were unable to determine the source. I was

 referred by my advocate to the buy- back department of Chrysler, but since

 the first occurrence of my repetitive engine troubles started slightly over

 one year of purchasing the vehicle, Chrysler would not replace the defect

 vehicle that I had been sold. After approximately ten days at the

 dealership, the defective vehicle was returned to me. I complained to the

 service manager, Dale, and the buy-back department that the source of the

 problem was not identified or repaired, and explained that as a result of

 the failure to identify the source of the problem, the issue would

 certainly transpire again. Neither Chrysler nor the dealership entertained

 my concerns regarding the dealerships failure to identify the source of the

 repetitive engine problems. In September of 2013, in addition to the

 engine developing a ticking sound, the vehicle began its all too familiar

 phenomenon of shaking at approximately 70mph. Once again, the service

 manager, Dale, was notified of both problems, and the vehicle was left at

 the dealership for repair. The technician noted on the service invoice

 that the engine had loss of compression on cylinders four and one, and that

 after removing the cylinder heads, found that the valves were not sealing

 due to heavy carbon build-up. The technician advised that all of the

 valves would have to be replaced again (making this the second set of

 valves to fail). The dealership ordered and received the parts, but called

 a few days later to inform us that they were defective, and that another

 set had to be ordered (making it the third set of valves to fail on this

 vehicle). On the eighth day, the dealership called to say that the vehicle

 was ready. When picking up the vehicle, the service manager was

 unavailable. My husband, again, inquired about the source of continuous

 carbon build-up and valve failure, and the service department stated that

 they would speak to the technician and notify us of the findings. Of



 course, the dealership never contacted us with an explanation. Less than

 two weeks after the vehicle was repaired, the engine is still making a

 loud ticking noise. Dale, the service manager, was notified that the

 problem was not resolved during the vehicles last eight-day stay at the

 service department. The service manager let out a loud sigh, and was

 noticeably annoyed that the vehicle needed to be returned. Any annoyance

 that the service department is feeling regarding this issue is only a

 minuscule fraction of the level of annoyance and frustration that my

 husband and I are feeling toward the vehicle, the service department, and

 Chrysler. The Journey is scheduled to be returned to the dealership for

 the FIFTH time for its continuous engine problems on Saturday, September

 27, 2013. I cannot accurately describe the level of frustration and

 stress my husband and I are experiencing as a result of the continuous

 problems with this vehicle. The fact that this vehicle has put my children

 in danger on several occasions infuriates me! The main reason that I

 purchased the Journey was to ensure that my children would be safe. Due to

 this vehicles reoccurring mechanical problems, I no longer have the

 freedom to drive my children without the fear and anxiety of potentially

 being involved in an accident, or stranded on the freeway. I would love

 nothing more than to have a safe and reliable vehicle for my family;

 unfortunately, this vehicle is not it. As a life-long resident of metro

 Detroit, I have owned numerous Chrysler and other American-made vehicles,

 and have always considered them to be quality products. I am not just

 disappointed that Chrysler put a defective product into the market; I am

 shocked and outraged at Chryslers lack of concern or resolve in the

 repetitive vehicle malfunctions that resulted in dangerous situations for

 my family, time and energy spent on trips to the dealership, stress of

 having to argue with the dealership and Chrysler over getting the problem

 resolved, and extreme disappointment in Chrysler for refusing to rectify

 the problem. The dealership has advised Chrysler that they cannot locate

 the source of the problem. If the dealership is stating that the problem

 cannot be identified, then this clearly indicates that the product is

 defective. I am appalled that even after being advised of the numerous,

 repetitive, and uncorrectable problems, Chrysler, a highly respected

 Detroit company, would have such a lack of concern for their customers, and

 knowingly allow families to drive in defective products. My two major

 expectations when purchasing my brand-new vehicle were reliability and

 peace-of-mind while traveling with my family. Chrysler has failed to meet

 those expectations. I would like to give Chrysler one last opportunity to

 rectify this problem; I hope that this is not the level of quality that

 Chrysler expects from its vehicles, or the level of customer service it



 considers satisfactory in order to ensure retention of clientele. If the

 situation is not resolved, I will have to assume that Chrysler sets very

 low standards for quality assurance and customer service, and will be

 purchasing all future vehicles from another, more reliable company. Thank

 you very much for your prompt attention to this problem. 

  St. Livonia, MI 48154  

 

 

 

VIN:

       AT

Mileage:

       69000

Servicing Dealer:

       Crestwood Dodge, Garden City, MI

Title:

       Mrs.

First Name:

       

       

       

       .

Address 2:

       

City:

       Livonia

State:

       MI

Zip:

       

       

       



From:  t

To:  customerassist@chrysler.com

Date:  Mon Sep 30 13:16:28 EDT 2013

Subject:  Reply to Chrysler Group LLC  (KMM8287190V63582L0KM)

Reply Comments: 

          --------------- 

Jeff,  

 

My vehicle was left at the dealership, Suburban Chrysler Dodge 

Jeep Ram of Garden City (888) 602-4078, on Saturday morning, 9/28.  We have 

yet to receive any information from the dealership regarding my Journey. 

The service manager, Dale, is the person familiar with my vehicle. 

 

Thank 

you, 

 

 



From:  customerassist@chrysler.com

To:  

Date:  Mon Sep 30 19:24:18 EDT 2013

Subject:  Re: Reply to Chrysler Group LLC  (KMM8287190V63582L0KM)

Dear :

Thank you for your response.

Due to the nature of your concern, your file has been escalated for further review. We feel this

referral action will provide the best resource for your concerns. An agent will attempt to contact

you within one business day at the phone number provided in your email ( NUMBER ). If you wish

to be reached at an alternative number, please respond so we may update your file appropriately. 

Thanks again for your email, Tamara. We look forward to further addressing this matter further

with you.

Sincerely, 

Jeff 

Customer Service Representative 

Dodge Customer Assistance Center

For any future communications related to this email, please refer to the following information: 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 24002963

EMAIL CASE NUMBER:  2878954 

REPLY LINK:

http://www.chrysler.com/wccs/brand_forms/us/reply.jsp?trk_ID=KMM8289069V83458L0KM&

Original Message Follows:

------------------------

Comments:

Jeff, My vehicle was left at the dealership, Suburban Chrysler Dodge

 Jeep Ram of Garden City (888) 602-4078, on Saturday morning, 9/28. We have

 yet to receive any information from the dealership regarding my Journey.

 The service manager, Dale, is the person familiar with my vehicle. Thank

 you, 



Document Recieved from Customer  
Cair Number: 24002963 

Date Received: 2013-10-07 14:38:46.968761 
Files Not Recieved: 0



Lima,

Per our conversation on Wednesday, 10/2/13, I have attached information pertaining to the loan

and monthly payment on my Dodge Journey, as well as evidence that the loan is current and paid

monthly.

Thank you,

, Detroit
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From:  customerassist@chrysler.com

To:  

Date:  Sat Nov 09 01:31:12 EST 2013

Subject:  Re: Chrysler Group LLC Customer Assistance

Dear :

Thank you for contacting the Chrysler Customer Assistance Center. 

We regret the problem your vehicle has experienced and appreciate the time and effort you took to

bring this matter to our attention. Comments like yours are one way we have to learn of problems

that may develop and improvements desired by customers.

Unfortunately, given the many variables involved, we are unable to diagnose your vehicle's

problem via email. We recommend contacting your authorized dealership to arrange an

appointment for proper diagnosis and repair.

Our dealerships have the factory training, equipment and information available to them to

diagnose and correct problems with our vehicles. Should your dealer require factory assistance

they may contact our Technical Operations Resource Group (STAR) or contact their regional

Business Center. 

Thanks again for your email.			

Sincerely, 

Sierra  

Customer Service Representative 

Chrysler Customer Assistance Center

For any future communications related to this email, please refer to the following information: 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 24177020

EMAIL CASE NUMBER:  2895629 

REPLY LINK:

http://www.chrysler.com/wccs/brand_forms/us/reply.jsp?trk_ID=KMM8340130V78672L0KM&

Original Message Follows:

------------------------

US Customer Service - Chrysler Brand Site

Brief Description: 

Key will not release from ignition

Comments:

We are having an issue with our key not turning or coming out of the

 ignition. Sometimes when we are driving, the engine just turns off. This

 has happened at least twice if not 3 times. Then we can't shift at all- we

 could be stuck in D or R or P. At this point the car will not re-start.

 And the brake pedal will be very hard. We have already gone in during the

 recall to have the ignition replaced. At that point, the key was just

 slipping into a different position (Aux instead of ON). Now it gets stuck.

 

VIN:



       AR

Mileage:

       83674

Servicing Dealer:

       

Title:

       

First Name:

       

       

       

       

Address 2:

       

City:

       Alma

State:

       MI

Zip:

       

       

       



From:  

To:  customerassist@chrysler.com

Date:  Fri Nov 08 17:07:47 EST 2013

Subject:  Chrysler Group LLC Customer Assistance

Form Selected: 

           -------------- 

                Category: US Customer Service 

       Brief Description: 

       ------------------ 

Key will not release from ignition 

                Comments: 

                --------- 

We are having an issue with our key not turning or coming out of the 

ignition.  Sometimes when we are driving, the engine just turns off.  This 

has happened at least twice if not 3 times.  Then we can't shift at all- we 

could be stuck in D or R or P.  At this point the car will not re-start. 

And the brake pedal will be very hard.  We have already gone in during the 

recall to have the ignition replaced.  At that point, the key was just 

slipping into a different position (Aux instead of ON).  Now it gets stuck. 

 

      Sender Information: 

      ------------------- 

                   Title:   

              First Name:  
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From:  r

To:  customerassist@chrysler.com

Date:  Fri Jun 13 12:14:31 EDT 2014

Subject:  Chrysler Group LLC Customer Assistance

Form Selected: 

           -------------- 

                Category: US Customer Service 

       Brief Description: 

       ------------------ 

2010 Journey ignition problems 

                Comments: 

                --------- 

We have owned our Journey for almost 3 years and it's been a great car. But 

recently, the car will simply shut off while we are driving. I found on the 

internet that in 2011 the NHTSA issued a recall for this issue - a recall I 

didn't receive notice of.  

When I took our car to the dealership, they said 

there was no recall, and furthermore, they couldn't recreate the problem, 

so couldn't fix it. I called another dealership and was also told there is 

no recall. 

In the meantime, the car continues to turn off while it is being 

driven - a very, VERY unsafe situation. 

Out of frustration, I have made an 

appointment to take the Journey to the mechanic that services our other 

cars. Hopefully, they will be able to fix the problem. 

But I feel very 

ill-served by the dealership who couldn't find a recall or solve my issue. 

Any advice you can give would be very much appreciated. Thank you. 

 

      Sender Information: 

      ------------------- 

                   Title:   

              First Name:  

             

               



From:  customerassist@chrysler.com

To:  

Date:  Mon Jun 16 14:50:55 EDT 2014

Subject:  Re: Chrysler Group LLC Customer Assistance

Dear ,

Thank you for contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center regarding your 2010 Dodge

Journey.

We apologize that you are having issues with your vehicle shutting off.

A review of our records indicates that your vehicle does not currently require service for any recall

campaigns for the ignition system. Recalls are determined by the build dates of the vehicle.

NHTSA notifications are not VIN-specific and therefore may seem to include a large segment of

vehicles. Most recalls are for a small window of manufacture (perhaps only two hours of

manufacture) or for other very narrow reasons.

 Unfortunately, we are unable to diagnose the situation you have outlined in your email. There are

too many variables involved and a detailed inspection of your vehicle is required for proper

diagnosis.  

Intermittent problems are very difficult for the dealer to duplicate and may cause delay in diagnosis

and repair. Often, the malfunction of many different components could produce the same

symptoms. Unless the dealer is able to duplicate the problem, they cannot properly diagnose the

concern and properly repair your vehicle.

We appreciate the time and effort you took to tell us of your dissatisfaction in our product.

Comments like yours are one way to learn of problems that develop and the improvements

desired. We have documented your comments and provide them to the product development

team. 

Thank you again for your email. Should you require additional assistance, or have any new

information to provide, please reply to this email message or call 1-800-4A-DODGE (1-800-423-

6343).

Sincerely, 

Kristine 

Customer Service Representative 

Dodge Customer Assistance Center

For any future communications related to this email, please refer to the following information: 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 25160387

EMAIL CASE NUMBER:  2990073 

REPLY LINK:

http://www.chrysler.com/wccs/brand_forms/us/reply.jsp?trk_ID=KMM8643324V44655L0KM&

Original Message Follows:

------------------------

US Customer Service - Dodge Brand Site

Brief Description: 

2010 Journey ignition problems



Comments:

We have owned our Journey for almost 3 years and it's been a great car. But

 recently, the car will simply shut off while we are driving. I found on the

 internet that in 2011 the NHTSA issued a recall for this issue - a recall I

 didn't receive notice of. When I took our car to the dealership, they said

 there was no recall, and furthermore, they couldn't recreate the problem,

 so couldn't fix it. I called another dealership and was also told there is

 no recall. In the meantime, the car continues to turn off while it is being

 driven - a very, VERY unsafe situation. Out of frustration, I have made an

 appointment to take the Journey to the mechanic that services our other

 cars. Hopefully, they will be able to fix the problem. But I feel very

 ill-served by the dealership who couldn't find a recall or solve my issue.

 Any advice you can give would be very much appreciated. Thank you.

 

VIN:

       AT

Mileage:

       59841

Servicing Dealer:

       Key Auto Mall

Title:

       

First Name:

       

Middle Initial:

       

Last Name:

       

Address 1:

       

Address 2:

       

City:

       Rock Island

State:

       IL

Zip:

       

Email:

       

Home Phone:
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From:  

To:  customerassist@chrysler.com

Date:  Tue Jun 17 17:52:00 EDT 2014

Subject:  Chrysler Group LLC Customer Assistance

Form Selected: 

           -------------- 

                Category: US Customer Service 

       Brief Description: 

       ------------------ 

Ignition switch 

                Comments: 

                --------- 

I would like to report that while driving my 2010 Dodge Grand Caravan the 

ignition switch shut off much like the GM switch problem. Fortunately I was 

in an area where I could drift off the main roadway and restart the 

vehicle. This is the only incident I've had. I have only owned the car for 

a little over six months. 

 

      Sender Information: 

      ------------------- 

                   Title:   

              First Name:  

          Middle Initial:   

               Last Name: 



From:  customerassist@chrysler.com

To:  

Date:  Fri Jun 20 01:58:05 EDT 2014

Subject:  Re: Chrysler Group LLC Customer Assistance

Dear 

Thank you for contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center.

We are very sorry to learn of the problem you have encountered and have documented your

concern.

We suggest taking your vehicle to the dealership for a diagnosis. Unfortunately your basic

warranty has expired as it is good for 3 years or 36,000 miles, which ever comes first.

Thank you again for your email.  Should you require additional assistance, or have any new

information to provide, please reply to this email message or call 1-800-4A-DODGE (1-800-423-

6343).

Sincerely, 

Jason  

Customer Service Representative 

Dodge Customer Assistance Center

For any future communications related to this email, please refer to the following information: 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 25179523

EMAIL CASE NUMBER:  2992006 

REPLY LINK:

http://www.chrysler.com/wccs/brand_forms/us/reply.jsp?trk_ID=KMM8650347V43885L0KM&

Original Message Follows:

------------------------

US Customer Service - Dodge Brand Site

Brief Description: 

Ignition switch

Comments:

I would like to report that while driving my 2010 Dodge Grand Caravan the

 ignition switch shut off much like the GM switch problem. Fortunately I was

 in an area where I could drift off the main roadway and restart the

 vehicle. This is the only incident I've had. I have only owned the car for

 a little over six months.

 

VIN:

       AR

Mileage:

       53787

Servicing Dealer:

       CVM AutoPark

Title:



       

First Name:

       

       

       

       .

Address 2:

       

City:

       Carlisle

State:

       PA

Zip:
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